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Introduction
LAST three decades can undoubtedly be said as the decades for wireless communications. Newdata transmission techniques have been evolved in this period of time to meet a goal which can be
phrased as “achieve high data transmission rate at excessively low error rate using low transmission
power and minimal channel bandwidth”. In pursuit of achieving this goal, new state of the art data
processing techniques have been developed in this field. The new state of the art techniques target, be-
tween others, the Error Control Coding (ECC) or channel coding, Bit Interleaved Coded Modulation
(BICM), high ordered Quadrature Amplitude Modulations (QAM), Signal Space Diversity (SSD),
Multi Input Multi Output (MIMO).
The data processing before the transmission of source data in the channel includes addition of
redundant information in the original data (addition of parity during ECC), and/or rearrangement of
data stream (carried out through BICM) and/or addition of diversity of data (incorporated through
Space Time Code of MIMO). At the inputs of the receiver, the received information is corrupted by
the destructive effects of the channel. Inside the receiver, multiple processing blocks work together
to extract the original source data from the received corrupted data. These processing blocks use the
added redundancy and/or diversity to recover the original data. Before the invention of Turbo Codes,
each processing block of the receiver was used to process the data once and the output was passed
to the next processing block. Invention of Turbo Codes introduced the iterative processing concept
in the channel decoding block of the baseband receiver. With iterative processing the output results
are improved over the iterations and hence using turbo codes error rate performance close to theoret-
ical limits can be achieved. Based on the same iterative concept, other turbo principles are developed
by feeding the information back to other processing block like the demodulator and the equalizer.
These concepts, also known as turbo demodulation and turbo equalization, provide benefits when the
channel adds fading and inter symbol interference effects. Although turbo processing provides im-
provements in error rate performance, it induces high processing latency and reduces the throughput
of the receiver.
In the commercial world, using these evolved data transmission techniques in wireless commu-
nication domain, services such as cellular telephone networks, local and wide area networks, digital
video broadcast are introduced. In order to guide the industry on using these state of the art tech-
niques for different wireless communication applications, different wireless communication standards
have been emerged in recent times such as: UMTS, 3GPP2, 3GPP-LTE for mobile phones, 802.11
(WiFi) and 802.16 (WiMax) for wireless local and wide area networks, DVB-RCS, DVB-S2, DVB-
T2 for digital video broadcasting. Moreover, these wireless standards propose different parameters
of above-stated state of the art techniques to provide best performance under particular transmission
environment. Parameterization of individual components of the transmitter imposes the requirement
of flexibility of architecture both in the transmitter and receiver. Hence, this emerging flexibility need
in digital baseband design constitutes a new major challenge when added to the ever increasing re-
quirements in terms of high throughput and low area for an iterative receiver.
1
2 INTRODUCTION
Problems and Objectives
The presented context raises the question of how to implement flexible, yet high throughput digital
communication systems which can take the benefits of turbo/iterative processing? In addition, how an
architecture can provide the demanded processing power depending upon the parameters for which
the system has to be configured? Heterogeneous MPSoCs (Multi Processor System on Chip) is one of
the promising architectural solution to answer these requirements. This architecture model provides
multiple advantages: modularity of the system to control its complexity, programmability for the
adaptation of the system to the context of utilization and finally scalability of the system according
to processing power demands. The next step is to show how to integrate and adapt appropriately
the underlined processing, memory and communication units to modern wireless communication
applications especially turbo communications.
Contributions
Towards this objective, following are the proposed contribution of this thesis work in algorithmic
domain and hardware implementations:
Contributions in algorithmic domain:
Parallelism exploration of the architectures for turbo demodulation and turbo equalization:
• Classification of available parallelism techniques.
• Extension of the idea of sub-blocking to all components of the system
• Proposition of shuffled turbo demodulation and turbo equalization
Contributions on Hardware Implementations:
Design of two Application-Specific Instruction-set Processor (ASIP) for equalization and demapping
functions:
• Analysis of flexibility need in MIMO equalization and demapping functions.
• Proposal for ASIP architectures for MIMO equalizer and soft demapper.
• Individual FPGA prototyping and validation of the two proposed ASIPs.
Design of heterogeneous multi-ASIP and Network on Chip (NoC) based high-throughput flexible
and scalable turbo receiver:
• Design and FPGA prototyping of flexible transmitter.
• FPGA prototyping of a heterogeneous multi-ASIP and NoC based flexible platform capable of
implementing shuffled turbo decoding, shuffled turbo demodulation and shuffled turbo equaliza-
tion. The demonstration platform includes:
– a total of 9 ASIP of three different types.
– a total of 3 NoC instances.
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Thesis Breakdown
This thesis report is divided into six chapters as follows:
Chapter 1 is dedicated to present the global requirements of future wireless terminal in terms of
parameters associated with each component of the transmitter and required throughputs. To extract
these requirements emerging wireless communication standards are reviewed and transmission pa-
rameters are summarized for each component of the system. Besides laying down requirements, three
turbo principles, turbo decoding, turbo demodulation and turbo equalization are presented which pro-
vide promising solution in achieving error rate performance close to theoretical limits under different
modes of transmission.
In the first part of the Chapter 2, a detail of Soft In Soft Out (SISO) algorithms for decoding, de-
modulation and equalization is presented. To address the high latency and low throughput problems
of iterative processing, the available parallelism in these processes is investigated at different levels.
By means of a software modeling of the proposed parallelism techniques, simulation results of par-
allel turbo demodulation and parallel turbo equalization are presented. Using the obtained simulation
results expressions are deduced to obtain overall speed gain, area overhead and parallelism efficiency
of the proposed parallel systems.
Chapter 3 is dedicated to illustrate our motivation towards the multi-ASIP and NoC based ap-
proach to achieve a flexible and scalable platform for turbo receiver. The chapter starts with an intro-
duction to ASIP methodology to conceive flexible processing units required in a parametrized radio
platform. Then, NoC paradigm is discussed to address the communication needs between multiple
ASIP implementing a turbo receiver. Finally the target heterogeneous multi-ASIP and NoC based
turbo receiver architecture model is introduced.
Chapter 4 presents the proposed ASIP architecture dedicated to implement MMSE-IC linear
equalization algorithm for MIMO application, namely EquASIP. Based on the requirements laid down
in chapter 1 for MIMO STC, the flexibility parameters are obtained for EquASIP in the start of the
chapter. It is shown that how these flexibility parameters can be mapped on different basic hardware
components. Based on these basic hardware building blocks, the complete ASIP architecture is pre-
sented in detail. Finally EquASIP’s performance, synthesis results and its comparison with state of
the art implementations are discussed.
Chapter 5 details the proposed ASIP dedicated for demapping function, namely DemASIP. Sim-
ilar to chapter 4, the starting part discusses basic hardware building blocks which can be used to
achieve a flexible demapper. Complete architecture of DemASIP is then presented along with the
details of its functionalities. Finally DemASIP’s performance, synthesis results and comparison with
state of the art implementations are presented.
Chapter 6 explains the overall design and prototyping flow of the proposed heterogeneous multi-
ASIP and NoC based turbo receiver. In the start, ASIP implementation flow from LISA ADL to
on-board FPGA prototyping and its validation process are described. Later on step wise explanation
is provided about the FPGA platform which implements flexible transmitter, channel emulator and a
turbo receiver made up of 9 ASIP of three different types and 3 NoC instances.

CHAPTER
1 Multi Wireless StandardRequirements and Turbo
Reception
THIS chapter presents an overall picture of a modern wireless communication system used fordiverse applications such as mobile cellular network, local and wide area networks and digital
video broadcasting. First of all different channel models and their effects on the transmitted data
are described. A detailed explanation of transmitter components such as channel encoder, BICM
interleaver, constellation mapper and MIMO STC is provided. An attempt is made to tabulate the
parameters related to each of these components as suggested in different wireless standards. Finally,
on the receiver side, three concepts namely turbo decoding, turbo demodulation and turbo equalization
are explained in accordance with transmitter components. The last part of the chapter is dedicated to
introduce a general model of an iterative receiver.
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1.1 Wireless Communication System
A complete digital wireless communication system can be visualized as made up of three components
namely transmitter, channel and receiver. The construction of transmitter depends on the channel
model under consideration which reflects the transmission environment. Depending upon the channel,
redundancy and/or diversity is added into the source data to combat against destructive effects of
channel. On the receiver side the received distorted data, composed of source and redundancy, is
processed to retrieve the original source. Before going deep into transmitter and receiver components,
different channel models will be explained in the next section of this chapter.
1.2 Channel Models
A wireless channel is typically modeled with additive noise and multiplicative fading. The noise is
added to the received signal at the input of the receiver whereas the fading influences the transmitted
signal while passing through the channel. In this thesis, the additive noise is considered as white
Gaussian while a fading coefficient has a Rayleigh distribution. In addition to these two main factors
there are other parameters which are used to model the channel. One of the them is the presence
of multi path delays comparable to the time delay between two transmitted symbols. This situation
gives rise to Inter Symbol Interference (ISI) and the channel is called frequency selective. A second
parameter used in characterizing the channel is the variation of the channel in time, also referred as
selectivity in time.
1.2.1 Frequency Selectivity of a Channel
A channel is called frequency selective when its frequency response is not perfectly flat because of
echoes and reflections generated during the transmission. This causes the transmitted signal to take
paths with different attenuations and delays. The transmitted signal is then dispersed in time and
the received signal includes the ISI. For a single antenna transmission system, this channel can be
described by the equation:
y(n) =
L−1∑
l=0
hl(n)x(n− l) + w(n) (1.1)
where y and x represent received and transmitted signal respectively and w is Additive White Gaus-
sian Noise (AWGN). L is the number of paths taken by the transmitted signal, reflecting the temporal
dispersion of the channel during symbol transmission period. hl represents the fading of the path l
applied to a signal transmitted at time n− l. In this thesis we will consider the channel as frequency
non-selective or flat in nature both for single antenna and MIMO systems. This is due to the reason
that emerging wireless standards use OFDM technique to avoid ISI caused by frequency selectivity
of the channel. Hence foe single antenna case (1.1) becomes:
y(n) = h(n)x(n) + w(n) (1.2)
Similarly for a MIMO system with nt transmit antenna and nr receive antenna the relation between
channel, transmitted symbols and received symbols is given by:
y = H.x + w (1.3)
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where
y = [y1, . . . , ynr ]
T ∈ Cnr×1
x = [x1, . . . , xnt ]
T ∈ Cnt×1
w = [ω1, . . . , ωnr ]
T ∈ Cnr×1
H =
 h11 · · · h1nt... . . . ...
hnr1 · · · hnrnt

where y and x represent the received and transmitted symbol vectors respectively, w represents the
AWGN vector and H is the channel matrix whose element hij represents the fading that characterizes
the relation between the ith receive antenna and jth transmit antenna.
1.2.2 Time Selectivity of a Channel
The time selectivity characteristic of a channel define the variation of the channel with respect to time.
It is related to the mobility of the transmitter, receiver or the obstacles between the two depending on
the nature of fading. This selectivity characterizes 3 types of channels:
• The fast fading channel, which varies at each symbol period.
• The quasi-static channel, which remains constant during the transmission of a frame.
• The block fading channel, which remains constant during transmission of a given number of
sub-blocks of the frame. The quasi-static channel is a special case of this type of channel.
1.3 Transmitter
In a transmitter different components are linked together to provide the immunity against channel ef-
fects and to optimally use the available channel bandwidth. A typical transmitter model with different
components and their associated parameters is shown in Fig.1.1. A channel encoder which can be
of a certain type provides robustness against AWGN. Similarly a bit interleaver of BICM provides
protection against burst noise which destroys multiple code words in a frame. The mapper maps a
combination of m bits on a complex plain containing 2m symbols. After mapping, single antenna or
MIMO transmissions are possible. In single antenna transmission SSD can be adopted against the
fading effects. Whereas in MIMO an STC can be used which provides different features such as time
diversity and/or spatial multiplexing. Another technique, called OFDM is used against multi path
fading and used to counter the Inter Symbol Interference (ISI). This technique is, however, out of the
scope of this thesis. The following subsections detail each component of a transmitter of Fig.1.1.
1.3.1 Channel Coding
The channel or error control coding is used to transmit information with maximum reliability. The
principle is to introduce a redundancy in the message to enable the receiver to detect and correct
the transmission errors. The coding theory, introduced by Shannon in 1948 [1], associates a channel
with its capacity represented by the maximum information that can be transmitted (expressed in bits
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Figure 1.1 — Transmitter functional block diagram
per second) over the channel. The theorem by Shannon can be stated as: If the Information flow at
the input of a channel is less than the capacity, then it is possible to transmit a digital message with
an error probability arbitrarily small. In his proof, the theorem guarantees the existence of a code
(the random code) for reliable transmission, but in practice the code is too complex to decode. Since
then the scientific community is trying to find error correcting codes of finite length with reasonable
complexity and approaching as close as possible to the channel capacity. Different codes are suggested
in communication standards such as simple convolutional codes, turbo codes, block turbo codes and
Low Density Parity Check codes. Following is the detail about simple convolutional encoder and
turbo encoder.
1.3.1.1 Convolutional Code
A convolutional code of rate r = nl is a linear function which, at every instant i, transforms an input
symbol di of n bits into an output coded symbol ci of l bits (l > n). A code is called systematic if a
part of the output is made up of systematic bits si = di and the rest of the bits (l− n) are made up of
parity.
The structure of the convolutional code is constructed with shift registers (made up of ν flip flops)
and the modulo two adders (XOR). A code is characterized by a parameter called constraint length
K = ν + 1 where value of all ν represents one of the 2ν states of the encoder. The code can also be
called recursive if there is a feedback to the shift registers.
A convolutional code can be expressed by the generation polynomials which represents the con-
nections between output of the registers and the modulo two adders. The Fig.1.2(a) represents a
single binary non-systematic, non-recursive, 64-state encoder whose generation polynomials are:
g1(x) = 1 +x2 +x3 +x5 +x6 and g2(x) = 1 +x+x2 +x3 +x7. These generation polynomials can
be represented by their coefficients, (1011011) and (1111001) respectively in binary or (133; 171)8 in
octal. The encoder shown in Fig.1.2(b) is a single binary Recursive Systematic Convolutional (RSC)
code whereas the one shown in Fig.1.2(c) is double binary RSC code.
Trellis Representation: Although a convolutional code can be represented graphically in many
ways but the trellis representation is the most popular one. The trellis diagram is made up of nodes
and branches where a node represents the state s of the code and a branch represents a transition from
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Figure 1.2 — Encoder (a) 64-state single binary code (b) 64-state single binary RSC (c) 8-state double
binary RSC
one state (s) to another state (s′) due to an input d. In a trellis diagram of a convoluional code, as shown
in Fig.1.3, there are 2ν × 2n transitions, each associated to input and output vector of the encoder.
A sequence of branches connecting different states makes a path and a coded frame corresponds to a
unique path in the trellis.
1.3.1.2 Convolutional Turbo Code
It was known since a long time how to create codes with a correction power ensuring reliable trans-
mission for most applications. However, this knowledge could not be turned into implementation due
to the prohibitive complexity of decoders which are associated to such codes. Now, when a problem
is too complex, the approach of “divide and conquer” can be a good way to simplify it. Based on this
approach, the concatenation of codes has been proposed. The idea, introduced by [2], is to build a
code with a sufficient correction power from several simple codes. This section briefly introduces the
different proposed concatenation techniques of convolutional codes.
Concatenation of Codes: In the first architecture Forney concatenated the internal code to an ex-
ternal code as shown in Fig.1.4(a). This is called serial concatenation where output of outer code in
input of the inner code. Subsequently, it was observed that the addition of a function of interleaving
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Figure 1.3 — Trellis diagram of encoder of Fig.1.2(c)
between the two codes will increase significantly robustness of the concatenated codes. Therefore
what is called nowadays a serial concatenated code is more like a representation of Fig.1.4(b). With
the advent of turbo codes [3], a new structure was introduced: the parallel concatenation presented
in Fig.1.4(c). This structure is associated to systematic encoders where the first encoder receives the
source data d in natural order and at the same time the second encoder receives the interleaved one.
The output is composed of source data and associated parities in natural and interleaved domains. In
this way at one instant of time parity of two different symbols are transmitted.
Turbo Code Interleaver (
∏
1): The interleaver in a digital communication system are used to tem-
porally disperse the data. The primary interest of its use in concatenated codes is to put two copies
of same symbol (coming to two encoders) at different interval of time. This enables to retrieve at
least one copy of a symbol in a situation where the other one has been destroyed by the channel. An
interleaver (
∏
) satisfying this property can be verified by studying the dispersion factor S given by
the minimum distance between two symbols in natural order and interleaved order:
S = min
i,j
(|i− j|+ |Π(i)−Π(j)|) (1.4)
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Figure 1.4 — Turbo encoder
The design of interleavers respecting a dispersion factor can be reasonably achieved through the
S-random algorithm proposed in [4]. However, even if this kind of interleaver can be sufficient to
validate the performance in the convergence zone of a code, it does not achieve a good asymptotic
performance. Therefore to improve the latter, the design of the interleaver must also take into account
the nature of component encoders. Complexity of the hardware implementation should, in addition,
be taken into account. In fact, the recent wireless standards specify performance and hardware aware
interleavling laws for each supported frame length.
1.3.1.3 Multi Standard Channel Coding Parameters
Multiple type of ECC have been proposed in different standards. The parameters associated to con-
volutional and turbo codes are detailed in the Table 1.1 for few selected standards. In following para-
graphs the interleaving functions associated to turbo codes in different standards have been described:
IEEE 802.16e (WiMax)/DVB-RCS: In both of these standards, using double binary turbo code,
two levels of interleaving is proposed.
1. The first one is the bit swapping in the alternate couples i.e (d2j , d2j+1) = (d2j+1, d2j) if
j mod 2 = 0 where j = 0, 1, ...N − 1 and N is number of couples in the frame.
2. The second one is given by the following expression:∏
1
(j) = (P0 × j + P + 1) mod N
where
P = 0 if j mod 4 = 0
P =
N
2
+ P1 if j mod 4 = 1
P = P2 if j mod 4 = 2
P =
N
2
+ P3 if j mod 4 = 3
(1.5)
Values of parameters P0, P1, P2, P3 depend upon the frame size and can be found in the corre-
sponding standard specification [5] [6].
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Standard Code Type Recursive Constraint Code Code Rate
Systematic Length Polynomial
802.11n
Convolutional
- 7
c1 = (133)8 1
2 ,
2
3 ,
3
4Single Binary c2 = (171)8
802.16e
Convolutional
- 7
c1 = (133)8 1
2 ,
2
3 ,
3
4Single Binary c2 = (171)8
Turbo
Double Binary
X 4
1p = (13)8
1
2 ,
2
3 ,
3
4 ,
5
62p = (11)8
rec = (15)8
DVB-RCS
Turbo
Double Binary
X 4
1p = (13)8
1
2 ,
2
3 ,
3
4 ,
4
5 ,
6
72p = (11)8
rec = (15)8
DVB-SH
Turbo
Single Binary
X 4
1p = (15)8 1
2 ,
1
3 ,
1
4 ,
1
5 ,
2
3 ,
2
5 ,
2
7 ,
2
9
2p = (17)8
rec = (13)8
3GPP-LTE
Convolutional
Single Binary
- 7
c1 = (133)8
1
3c2 = (171)8
c2 = (165)8
Turbo
Single Binary
X 4 1p = (15)8 1
3rec = (13)8
DVB-T
Convolutional
- 7
c1 = (133)8 1
2 ,
2
3 ,
3
4 ,
5
6 ,
7
8Single Binary c2 = (171)8
Table 1.1 — Multi standard convolutional and turbo code parameters
3GPP-LTE: The expression of interleaving for 3GPP-LTE is given by:∏
1
(j) = (f1 × j + f1 × j2) mod N
where j = 0, 1, ...N − 1, N is number of bits in the frame and values of f1 and f2 depend on N and
are given in [7].
1.3.2 Bit Interleaved Coded Modulation -BICM
First introduced by Zehavi in [8] and later on formalized by Caire et al. in [9], BICM offers an
improvement in error correcting performance of coded modulations over fading channel. BICM is
achieved by dispersing the coded binary data before mapping them to the modulated symbols. The
idea is that bits related to one encoded symbol should be dispersed on different modulated symbols.
By doing this bits from different coded symbols are affected by the fading effects and hence will
increase the error correction capability of the decoder on the receiver side. This concept is explained
with the help of Fig.1.5. In Fig. 1.5(a), bit interleaving is not applied on the bits of coded symbols (A,
B, C, D, E). While passing through the channel one of the coded symbol (C) is completely destroyed.
On the other hand, in Fig. 1.5(b), due to bit interleaving the bits of coded symbols are dispersed.
Hence, with the same fading no single coded symbol is fully destroyed.
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RECEIVED DATA
BITS OF ONE CODED SYMBOL
Figure 1.5 — Block of data affected by channel
The construction of the interleaver is an optimization problem taking into account issues of la-
tency, memory requirements and the ability to disperse the noisy elements. The choice of an inter-
leaver must be application specific and is validated by simulation.
In the following paragraphs BICM interleaver specifications for different standards are summa-
rized.
802.11n / 802.16e: For these two standards, there is two level permutations for the interleaving. Let
k be the index of the coded bits before the first permutation; i be the index after the first and before
the second permutation, and j is the index after the second permutation.
1. The first permutation is given by:
i =
N
16
× (k mod 16) + b k
16
c (1.6)
where k = 0, 1, ..., N and N is the number of bits in the coded frame.
2. The second permutation is given by:
j = s× b i
s
c+
(
i+N − b16× i
N
c
)
mod s (1.7)
where s = max(m2 , 1) andm is the number of bits per modulated symbol(concept of modulation
is is explained in the next subsection).
DVB-SH/T: The interleaver used is a block interleaver and the expression is given by:∏
2
(j) = H(j) where j = 0, 1, 2, ..., N − 1 (1.8)
and N is the number of bits in the coded block. The details of H(j) are summarized in Table 1.2.
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Code Rate Coded Block Size H(j) Function
Source Block Size = 1146 Bits
1
5 5760 H(j) = (73× j) mod 5760
Source Block Size = 12282 Bits
1
5 61440 H(j) = (247× j) mod 61440
2
9 55296 H(j) = (245× j) mod 55296
1
4 49152 H(j) = (221× j) mod 49152
2
7 43008 H(j) = (197× j) mod 43008
1
3 36864 H(j) = (185× j) mod 36864
2
5 30720 H(j) = (167× j) mod 30720
1
2 24576 H(j) = (157× j) mod 24576
2
3 18432 H(j) = (125× j) mod 18432
Table 1.2 — BICM interleaver parameters for DVB-SH/T
3GPP-LTE: In 3GPP-LTE the bit interleaving is merged in a function called Rate Matching. After
turbo encoding, systematic bits and each of the parity bits are gathered in three different sub-blocks
and then interleaved separately. The sequence of interleaving, which is quite long, is available in
reference [7].
1.3.3 Modulation/Mapping
The modulation process in a digital communication system maps a sequence of binary data onto a set
of corresponding signal waveforms. These waveforms may differ in either amplitude or phase or in
frequency, or some combination of two or more signal parameters.
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Figure 1.6 — 8-PSK constellation
1.3.3.1 Phase Shift Keying (PSK)
In this type of modulation the phase of the carrier signal is changed in accordance with the incoming
sequence of the binary data. If the phase of a carrier represent m bits, then M = 2m different phases
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Figure 1.7 — Example of Gray mapped 16-QAM constellation
are required for all possible combinations of m bits. Mathematically this procedure can be shown by
the following equation:
S(t) = Acos[2pifct+
2pi
M
(i− 1)] (1.9)
where A is the magnitude of the carrier. Equation 1.9 can be expanded as:
S(t) = Acos
2pi
M
(i− 1)cos2pifct−Asin2pi
M
(i− 1)sin2pifct (1.10)
where i = 1, 2, 3...M .
In the above equation the cos2pifct and sin2pifct are the two basic signals (90o a part in phase)
and the factors Acos2piM (m− 1) and Asin2piM (m− 1) represent the multiplicative coefficients of these
signals respectively. If we set the value of M = 2, 4, 8 then the corresponding PSK is called BPSK,
QPSK and 8-PSK. The other representation of the above equation is in the form of Signal Space
Diagram (constellation Diagram) where cos2pifct and sin2pifct can be visualized as in-phase (I) and
Quadrature (Q) axis of complex plane respectively.
Gray coding is used in constellation mapping as it gives two advantages. First, if the detection is
symbol based, the error caused by receiving the adjacent symbol as compared to transmitted symbol
will be of one bit. Second, use of Gray coding provides symmetries in the constellation. The Gray
coding and the respective I and Q components for 8-PSK are shown in the Figure 1.6.
1.3.3.2 Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM)
In this type of modulation the amplitude of two carriers (90o a part in phase) are changed in accor-
dance with the incoming sequence of the digital data:
S(t) = Accos2pifct−Assin2pifct (1.11)
Here again we use the same two carrier signals as basic signals and Ac and As represent the coef-
ficients of these two signals depending upon the different symbols in the modulation scheme. The
constellation diagram of Gray mapped 16-QAM modulation is shown in Fig. 1.7.
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1.3.3.3 Multi Standard Mapper Specifications
In Table 1.3, parameters related to mapping function adopted in different standards have been sum-
marized.
Standard Modulation Type Support
IEEE-802.16e QPSK, 16-QAM and 64-QAM
IEEE-802.11 BPSK, QPSK, 16-QAM and 64-QAM
3GPP-LTE QPSK, 16-QAM and 64-QAM
DVB-SH QPSK, 8PSK and 16APSK
DVB-S2 QPSK, 8PSK, 16APSK and 32APSK
DVB-T QPSK, 16-QAM and 64-QAM
DVB-T2 QPSK, 16-QAM, 64-QAM and 256-QAM
Table 1.3 — Modulation types supported in different standards
1.3.4 Signal Space Diversity-SSD
SSD is a way of adding diversity in a modulated symbol before the transmission. Two low complexity
solutions have been proposed in [10] to double the diversity order of Turbo BICM scheme (using turbo
code and BICM in the transmitter). The proposed solutions are:
• correlating the in-phase I and quadrature Q component of the transmitted signal
• making these two components to fade independently
1.3.4.1 Correlating I and Q Components
When Gray mapping is used, QAM schemes are reduced to two independent Pulse Amplitude Mod-
ulations (PAM) on every component axis represented by the I and Q channels. In Fig.1.7, bits v0 and
v1 are mapped on I channel independently of bits v2 and v3 which are mapped on Q channel. Hence
all constellation points cannot be uniquely identified in the I channel or Q channel separately.
In order to circumvent this natural independence and hope for any improvement in the diversity
order, one should correlate the I and Q channels on every constellation point. This correlation has as
purpose to uniquely identify every constellation point from any component axis. Since Gray mapping
provides best performance with and without Iterative Demapping (ID) when turbo code is used [11],
a simple solution to correlate both channels is to rotate the constellation as shown in Fig.1.8. This
rotation does not change neither the distances between constellation points nor the distance to the
origin hence no modification in transmission power or bandwidth is required.
1.3.4.2 Independent Fading of I and Q Components
When a transmitted constellation point is subject to a fading event, its I and Q coordinates fade
identically. When subject to a destructive fading, the information transmitted on I and Q channels
suffers from an irreversible loss leading to an erroneous detection of the symbol at the receiver side.
If I and Q fade independently, in most cases it is highly unlikely to have severe fading on both
components. One way to allow both components to fade independently has been proposed in [12]
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Figure 1.8 — Example of rotated Gray mapped 16-QAM
which is to interleave I and Q components. Another simpler way [13] is to introduce a time delay
d between I and Q component transmission. In case of uncorrelated flat fading a delay of only one
symbol period between the I component with respect to the Q component is sufficient to have these
two components suffer differently from fading amplitudes.
1.3.4.3 Multi Standard SSD Specifications
This recently developed method of adding diversity in the modulated signal is now adopted in the
emerging DVB-T2 standard. Different rotation angles α are given in Table 1.4.
Standard QPSK 16-QAM 64-QAM 256-QAM
α (Degree) 29.0 16.8 8.6 3.57
Table 1.4 — SSD Parameters for DVB-T2 standard
1.3.5 MIMO Space Time Code-STC
At the transmitter, MIMO techniques are employed to exploit the diversity issue and/or to increase
throughput. To do this, a space-time code should be implemented. The basic idea of space-time cod-
ing is to create redundancy or correlation between symbols transmitted on the spatial and temporal
dimensions. A space-time code is characterized by its rate, the order of diversity and coding gain.
The rate of space-time code is equal to the ratio between the number of symbols emitted and their
corresponding number of transmission periods. The order of diversity is the number of independent
channels at the reception. Finally, the coding gain is the gain made by the coded system, in terms of
performance, compared to non-coded system. A space-time code is said to be full rate when the rate
is equal to the number of antennas at the transmitter. A space-time code is said to have maximum
diversity when it is able to exploit a diversity equal to nt × nr.
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1.3.5.1 Diversity Techniques
For the exploitation of diversity, space-time coding can be divided into two main classes : trellis and
block coding.
Space Time Trellis Code-STTC: In this technique, the symbols to be transmitted on different
antennas are encoded using a representation of a trellis (state machine). The decoding is done typically
by the Viterbi algorithm by minimizing a metric of cumulative probability to choose the most likely
path in the trellis. It is shown in [14] that trellis codes can operate at maximum diversity transmission
and reception while providing a coding gain that depends on the number of states of the trellis. On the
other hand, the decoding complexity increases exponentially with the number of transmit antennas
and modulation order. The complexity of the decoder precludes the implementation of this technique.
Space Time Block Code-STBC: The complexity of implementation of STTC codes has motivated
the construction of space-time block code. They are defined in matrix form. The symbols to be trans-
mitted is encoded by matrix operations. In [15], Alamouti has built a space-time orthogonal reaching
the maximum diversity for a MIMO system 2×1 with a rate equals to 1 (equivalent to the performance
of a single antenna system). The code in matrix form is given as:
A =
[
xi −x∗i+1
xi+1 x
∗
i
]
where columns in matrixA show the time and rows of the matrix indicate the data on two transmit an-
tennas. (.)∗ represents the complex conjugate operation. In [16], Tarokh generalized Alamouti code
to higher dimensions. The advantage of these orthogonal codes is their linear decoding. Moreover,
they can achieve maximum diversity but their rate is limited to 1. This constraint has motivated the
construction of space-time codes, called quasi-orthogonal, to achieve rates greater than 1. Another
family of STBC codes, known as linear dispersion [17] is generically obtained from linear combina-
tions of symbols to be transmitted. Among the codes of this family, we can cite the Golden code [18]
representing a perfect code for a 2× 2 system and is shown below as C matrix.
C =
1√
1 + r2
[
xi + jr.xi+3 r.xi+1 + xi+2
xi+1 − r.xi+2 jr.xi + xi+3
]
where r =
−1 +√5
2
.
1.3.5.2 Multiplexing Techniques
The limited rate of orthogonal codes has motivated the construction of codes in layers with a full
rate feature. Foschi [19] offers a first scheme called Bell Laboratories Layered Space Time (BLAST)
exploiting the spatio-temporal multiplexing in a multi-antenna system. The binary transmit frame is
divided into sub-frames. The sub-frames (layers) are then transmitted on different antennas along a
vertical (V-BLAST), horizontal (H-BLAST) or diagonal (D-BLAST) distribution. When an STC is
used in combination with channel coding and BICM the scheme is called ST-BICM.
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1.3.5.3 ST-BICM
At emitter side, a MIMO transmission with channel coding consists of dividing a frame of binary data
to sub-frames. The sub-frames are encoded, interleaved and modulated by one or more layers. They
are then transmitted on different antennas along a vertical, horizontal or diagonal distribution. From
the three possible distributions, we obtain the three following techniques.
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Figure 1.9 — Structure of HE-LST
Horizontal Encoding - Layered Space Time (HE-LST) : Each information sub-frame is encoded,
interleaved, modulated and transmitted independently by each transmitting antenna (Fig. 1.9). The
advantage of this system is that it is flexible and simple to implement, but in return it does not exploit
the spatial diversity of the transmission system.
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Figure 1.10 — Structure of DE-LST
Diagonal Encoding - Layered Space Time (DE-LST) : Each information sub-frame is encoded,
interleaved, modulated independently (Fig. 1.10). The symbols modulated on each sub-frame are then
transmitted sequentially by each antenna using a diagonal type of space-time interleaver. Thus, each
transmitted sub-frame undergoes all different fadings of MIMO channel. The advantage of this system
is that it exploits the transmit diversity, but its implementation remains difficult.
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Figure 1.11 — Structure of VE-LST
Vertical Encoding - Layered Space Time (VE-LST) : The information frame is encoded, inter-
leaved and modulated in a single layer (Fig. 1.11). Each modulated symbol of the encoded frame is
then transmitted by a transmit antenna. It can be seen as BICM associated with space-time coding.
One can say it as ST-BICM structure (Space Time BICM), an extension of BICM using multiple
antennas at the transmission. This system offers a compromise between complexity and diversity as
firstly the frame breaking is done after modulation but before transmission, and secondly each symbol
undergoes different fading in the channel.
1.3.5.4 MIMO-STC Specifications
Diversity and/or multiplexing achieved through MIMO in different standards are summarized in Table
1.5.
MIMO Feature IEEE 802.11n IEEE 802.16e 3GPP-LTE
Time Diversity(Alamouti) X X X
Spatial Multiplexing X X X
Golden Code X
Mixed Diversity/ X X
Multiplexing
Table 1.5 — Multi standard MIMO support
1.3.6 Data Rate Requirements
The data rates requirements associated to different emerging standards are summarized in Table 1.6
which is a challenging aspect for the hardware designers.
1.4 Turbo Receiver
On the receiver side the objective is to remove the channel effects to retrieve the original source data.
This objective is achieved by exploiting the redundancy and diversity added to source data in the
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Standard Throughput Standard Throughput
(Mbps) (Mbps)
802.11 11-540 DVB-RCS 2-20
802.16 100 DVB-S2 100-200
3GPP-LTE 150 DVB-T2 10-50
DVB-T 10-25 DVB-H 10
Table 1.6 — Data rate requirement in emerging wireless communication standards
transmitter. After the introduction of turbo decoding, the receiver structure can be categorized into two
global categories: iterative/turbo receivers and non-iterative receivers. In a non-iterative receiver, each
constituent unit processes the data once and then passes the information to the next unit. In an iterative
receiver there are feedback paths in addition to forward paths, through which, constituent units can
send the information to previous units iteratively. A Soft In Soft Out (SISO) processing block of an
iterative receiver, using channel information and the information received from other units, generates
soft outputs at each iteration. Depending upon the link of feedback path in the receiver, three iterative
processes under consideration in this thesis can be categorized as turbo decoding, turbo demodulation
and turbo equalization which are explained in following subsections.
1.4.1 Turbo Decoding
Iterative/Turbo decoding of turbo codes involves an exchange of information between constituent
component decoders. This exchange is enabled by linking the a priori soft probability input port of
one component decoder to the extrinsic soft probability output port provided by the other component
decoder (Fig.1.12). Only the extrinsic information is transmitted to the other decoder, in order to
avoid the information produced by the one decoder being fed back to itself. This constitutes the basic
principle of iterative decoding. The decoding principle of Parallel Concatenation Convolutional Codes
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Figure 1.12 — Parallel concatenated convolutional turbo decoder
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(PCCC) and Serially Concatenation Convolutional Codes (SCCC) is shown in Fig.1.12 & 1.13. The
SISO decoders are assumed to process soft values of transmitted bits at their inputs. In the PCCC
scheme of Fig.1.12, each SISO decoder computes the extrinsic information related to information
symbols, using the observation of the associated systematic and parity symbols coming from the
transmission channel and the a priori information. Since no a priori information is available from the
decoding process at the beginning of the iterations they are not used. For the subsequent iterations,
the extrinsic information coming from the other decoder are used as a priori information for the
current SISO decoder. The decisions can be computed from any of the decoders. In the original
parallel concatenation case, the turbo decoder structure is symmetrical with respect to both constituent
decoders. However, in practice, the SISO processes are executed in a sequential fashion. The decoding
process starts arbitrarily with either one decoder, DEC-1 for example. After DEC-1 processing is
completed, DEC-2 starts processing and so on.
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Figure 1.13 — Serially concatenated convolutional turbo Decoder
In the SCCC scheme of Fig.1.13, the decoding diagram is no longer symmetrical. On one hand,
the inner SISO decoder computes extrinsic information related to the inner code information symbol,
using the observation of the associated coded symbols coming from the transmission channel and
the extrinsic information coming from the other SISO decoder. On the other hand, the outer SISO
decoder computes the extrinsic related to the outer code symbols using the extrinsic information
provided by the inner decoder. The decisions are computed as a posteriori information related to
information symbols by the outer SISO decoder. Although the overall decoding principle depends
on the type of concatenation, both turbo decoders can be constructed from the same basic building
SISO blocks. Each SISO decoder processes its own data and passes it to the other SISO decoder. One
iteration corresponds to one pass through each of all the SISO decoders. One pass through a single
SISO decoder is sometimes referred to as half an iteration of decoding.
1.4.2 Turbo Demodulation
When the transmission is coded and turbo demodulation or iterative demapping is adopted, extrin-
sic information at the output of the decoder is fed back as a priori soft information to the input of
the demapper or demodulator. The Bit Error Rate (BER) performance at the output of the demod-
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Figure 1.14 — Iterative demapping for convolution code
ulator/demapper in the case of iterative demodulation tends to the one of the genie-aided demodu-
lator/demapper as the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) increases [10]. For a system with convolutional
code, BICM and 8PSK, iterative demapping was studied in [20] both for Rayleigh fading and AWGN
channels. The scheme is shown in Fig.1.14. One dB and 1.5dB gains were reported in this paper for
Rayleigh and AWGN channels respectively. In [13] authors studied the effects of mapping style of
16-QAM and independent fading of I and Q Component application on iterative demapping (ID) for
Rayleigh fading channel. A gain of only 0.1dB was reported in [21] when convolutional code was
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Figure 1.15 — Iterative demapping for convolution turbo code
replaced with turbo code. This result makes BICM-ID with turbo-like coding solutions unsatisfactory
even though the added complexity is relatively small. In [22], authors proposed a turbo BICM-ID ap-
proach designed for fading channels (Fig.1.15). This approach offers significant performance gains,
especially for a BER lower than 10−7 , over existing classical turbo BICM systems at the cost of a
small increase in system complexity. The proposed iterative demapper takes advantage of the intro-
duced SSD to significantly lower the error floor without sacrificing iterative process convergence.
1.4.3 Turbo Equalization
The traditional methods of data protection used in error correction code do not work well when the
channel over which the data is sent introduces additional distortions in the form of ISI. When the
channel is frequency selective or for other reasons is dispersive in nature, the receiver will need to
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compensate for the channel effects prior to employing a standard decoding algorithm for the error
correction code. Such methods for channel compensation are typically referred to as channel equal-
ization. Similarly to turbo demodulation, the soft information from the decoder can be properly in-
terleaved and taken into account in the equalization process, creating a feedback loop between the
equalizer and decoder. Through this link each of the constituent algorithms communicates its beliefs
about the relative likelihood that each given bit takes on a particular value. This concept, known
as turbo equalization, was first introduced in [23] to combat the detrimental effects of ISI for digi-
tal transmission protected by convolutional code. For coded BICM system the architecture of turbo
equalization is shown in Fig.1.16. For the first time the equalizer removes the effects of ISI and the
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Figure 1.16 — Turbo equalization for convolution code
SISO demapper outputs information related to bits which are used by decoder which generates the a
posteriori information both on systematic and parity bits. This information is fed back both to SISO
equalizer. Since the equalizer is working on symbols, the a posteriori information on bits is used in
SISO mapper to create the symbols which serve as a priori for the equalizer.
In the emerging wireless standards where MIMO has been inducted, in addition to ISI, there is
co-antenna interference at the MIMO reception. To address the effects of ISI related to frequency
selectivity of the channel, OFDM is generally used in advanced communication applications. In a
MIMO-OFDM system, where a receiver should combat against the co-antenna interference, the con-
cept of turbo equalization can be used to cancel the interference caused by MIMO iteratively as shown
in Fig.1.17.
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Figure 1.17 — Turbo equalization in MIMO-OFDM
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1.4.4 Unified Turbo Receiver
A unified turbo receiver block diagram is proposed in Fig. 1.18. In the proposed architecture, the three
above-described iterative concepts are combined. Depending upon the requirements imposed by the
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Figure 1.18 — Unified turbo receiver
nature of the channel and the target error rate performance, the feedback links can be used or not to
achieve desired performance from the proposed unified architecture.
1.5 Conclusion
In this first chapter we laid down the basic requirements of an advanced wireless digital communi-
cation system by summarizing various parameters associated with the transmitter, the channel and
the receiver. Regarding the channel, single and multiple antenna communication channels were cate-
gorized on the bases of frequency and time selectivity. Different components of the transmitter such
as channel encoder, BICM interleaver, mapper and MIMO-STC were explained. A summary of the
parameters related to each of these components, adopted in different emerging standards, has also
been tabulated together with data rate requirements. In the last part of this chapter, an effort has been
made to briefly describe the principles of three turbo processes namely turbo decoding, turbo demod-
ulation and turbo equalization. These three iterative concepts have been, finally, combined to provide
a unified turbo receiver architecture which represents the target of this thesis work.

CHAPTER
2 Turbo Reception Algorithms andParallelism
IN the previous chapter stringent requirements, primarily flexibility and high throughput, imposedby upcoming wireless standards for different applications have been discussed. The other discussed
point was the introduction of advanced techniques such as turbo codes, SSD and MIMO which en-
courages the adoption of iterative processing such as turbo decoding, turbo demodulation and turbo
equalization in the receiver to acquire error rate performances near theoretical limits. However, the
conventional serial execution of these iterative processes constitutes a major issue to the throughput
requirement and thus prohibits their wide use.
To address this issue, parallelism opportunities at all levels of a turbo receiver is investigated and
presented in this chapter. To that end, first the algorithms used in different components of a turbo
receiver are presented in the start of this chapter. The simplification applied to these algorithms to
make them suitable for hardware implementation are also explained. The parallelism in these iterative
algorithms is then explored and available techniques are classified in three different levels. Finally, in
order to analyze the parallelism performance both for parallel turbo demodulation and parallel turbo
equalization, corresponding software models are created which simulate the first and second level of
parallelisms. Simulations results in terms of speed gain and parallelism efficiency are presented and
analyzed for different system configurations.
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2.1 Soft In Soft Out (SISO) Decoding Algorithm
Consider the system diagram of Fig.2.1 where source is encoded by convolutional parallel concate-
nated turbo encoder which outputs the source (systematic) and the parity bits. These encoded bits pass
through a mapper which applies Binary Phase Shift Keying (BPSK) modulation to produce modulated
symbol x. Then noise is added to these symbols due to AWGN channel. The received corrupted sym-
bols y are the input to the turbo decoder. The turbo decoder is comprised of two component decoders
DEC-1 and DEC-2 responsible for the error correction.
If we look at the history of decoding algorithms, several ones have been proposed to decode a
convolutional code. The initial algorithms are presented by Fano [24] and Viterbi [25] which have
binary inputs and outputs. The Viterbi algorithm which is better than the other was later modified
to accept the soft inputs to improve the decoding [26]. The Soft Output Viterbi Algorithm (SOVA)
[27] takes the soft input and provides the soft output as well. Among the SISO algorithms, the Cock-
Bahl-Jelinek-Raviv (BCJR) [28] also called MAP (Maximum A Posteriori) or forward backward
algorithm, is the optimal decoding algorithm which calculates the probability of each symbol from
the probability of all possible paths in the trellis between initial and final states. In practice, due
to its complexity, the BCJR algorithm is not implemented in its probabilistic form but rather used
in simplified logarithmic domain to transform multiplications into additions. Hence these simplified
versions are named as log-MAP or in sub optimal form as max-log-MAP algorithms.
2.1.1 MAP Decoding Algorithm
For each source symbol di comprised of n bits, encoded in l output bits by an encoder having ν
memory elements (i.e 2ν) states at rate r = nl , a MAP decoder provides 2
n a posteriori probabilities
with the full knowledge of the sequence y received by the decoder i.e a decision for each possible
value of symbol. The hard decision is the corresponding value j that maximizes the a posteriori
probability. These probabilities can be expressed in terms of joint probabilities.
Pr(di ≡ j|y) = p(di ≡ j, y)2n−1∑
k=0
p(di ≡ k, y)
(2.1)
The trellis structure of the code allows to decompose the calculation of joint probabilities between
past and future observations. This decomposition utilizes the forward recursion metric αi(s) (the
probability of a state of the trellis at instant i computed from past values), backward recursion metric
βi(s) (the probability of a state of the trellis at instant i computed from future values), and a metric
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γi(s
′
, s) (the probability of a transition between two states of the trellis). Using these metrics the
expression of 2.1 becomes:
p(di ≡ j|y) =
∑
(s′,s)/di≡j
βi+1(s)α(s′)γi(s′, s) (2.2)
The forward and backward recursion metrics are calculated in following way:
αi+1(s) =
2ν−1∑
s′=0
αi(s′)γi(s′, s), for i = 0 . . . N − 1 (2.3)
βi(s) =
2ν−1∑
s′=0
βi+1(s′)γi(s, s′), for i = N − 1 . . . 0 (2.4)
The initialization of these metrics depends on the knowledge of initial and final state of the trellis, e.g
if the encoder starts at state S0 then α0(S0) has value 1 while other α0(s) will be 0. If the initial state
is unknown then all states are initialized to same equiprobable value.
Similarly the branch metric can be expressed in the following way:
γi(s′, s) = p(yi|xi).Pra(di = di(s′, s)) (2.5)
where p(yi|xi) represents the channel transition probability which can be expressed for a Gaussian
channel in following way:
p(yi|xi) =
l∏
k=1
(
1
σ
√
2pi
.e−
(yi,k−xi,k)2
σ2
)
= K.e
l∑
k=1
yi,k.xi,k
σ2 (2.6)
where xi is ith transmitted modulated symbol.
The a priori probability Pra(di = di(s′, s)), to emit m-ary information corresponding to transi-
tion from s′ to s is 0 if the transition does not exist in the trellis. Otherwise its value depends upon
the statistics of the source. For an equiprobable source Pra(di = j) = 12n . In the context of the turbo
decoding, the a priori probability takes into account the input extrinsic information.
The extrinsic information generated by the decoder is computed in the same way as a posteriori
information (2.1) but with a modified branch metric:
Prex(di ≡ j|y) =
∑
(s′,s)/di≡j
βi+1(s)α(s′)γexi (s
′, s)
∑
(s′,s)
βi+1(s)α(s
′
)γexi (s
′, s)
(2.7)
Hence the branch metric does not take into account the already available information of a symbol
for which extrinsic information is being generated. For parallel convolutional turbo codes, systematic
part is removed from the branch metric computation and can be expressed as:
γexi (s
′, s) = K.e
l∑
k=n+1
yi,k.xi,k
σ2 (2.8)
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2.1.2 Log-MAP or max-log-MAP Decoding Algorithm
The log-MAP algorithm which is introduced by [29], is the direct transformation of MAP algo-
rithm in logarithmic domain. Hence, all the metrics M of MAP algorithm will be replaced by met-
rics σ2 lnM . This permits to transform the semi ring sum-product (R+,+,×, 0, 1) to semi ring
(R,max∗,+,−∞, 0) where the max∗ operator is defined as below:
max∗(x, y) = σ2 ln
(
e
x
σ2 + e
y
σ2
)
= max(x, y) + σ2 ln
(
1 + e−
|x−y|
σ2
)
≈ max(x, y) (2.9)
This operator can be simplified by an operator max which corresponds to max-log-MAP algorithms.
Using this approximation the branch metrics of (2.5) and (2.8) can be written as:
ci
(
s′, s
)
= σ2 ln γi
(
s′, s
)
= K ′ + Lai (j) +
l∑
k=1
yi,k.xi,k = cexi
(
s′, s
)
+ Lai (j) + L
sys
i (j) (2.10)
and
cexi
(
s′, s
)
= σ2 ln γexi
(
s′, s
)
= K ′ +
l∑
k=n+1
yi,k.xi,k (2.11)
where Lai (j) is the metric of a priori information and L
sys
i (j) is the metric which corresponds to
systematic part of the data. It is interesting to note that constant K ′ is not necessary in practice
because it is removed while computing (2.14) and (2.15).
In the same way the forward and backward recursion metrics can be written as:
ai+1 (s) = σ2 lnαi+1 (s) =
2υ−1
max∗
s′=0
(
ai
(
s′
)
+ ci
(
s′, s
))
pour i = 0...N − 1 (2.12)
bi (s) = σ2 lnβi (s) =
2υ−1
max∗
s′=0
(
bi+1
(
s′
)
+ ci
(
s, s′
))
pour i = N − 1...0 (2.13)
In this case the first and last metrics are initialized in following way :
• in case state S is known, a(S) = 0 while the others are a(s 6= S) = −∞.
• in case state is unknown, all the states will have a(s) = 0.
The a posteriori (2.1) and extrinsic (2.7) informations are transformed into:
Li(j) = σ2 ln Pr (di ≡ j|y) (2.14)
= max∗
(s′,s)/di≡j
(
ai
(
s′
)
+ ci
(
s′, s
)
+ bi+1 (s)
)−max∗
(s′,s)
(
ai
(
s′
)
+ ci
(
s′, s
)
+ bi+1 (s)
)
Lexi (j) = max
∗
(s′,s)/di≡j
(
ai
(
s′
)
+ cexi
(
s′, s
)
+ bi+1 (s)
)−max∗
(s′,s)
(
ai
(
s′
)
+ cexi
(
s′, s
)
+ bi+1 (s)
)
(2.15)
By simplifying the terms on the right side of the metrics, using the most probable symbol ĵ in the
following way, one will have:
max∗
(s′,s)
(
ai
(
s′
)
+ ci
(
s′, s
)
+ bi+1 (s)
)
=
n
max∗
j=0
(
max∗
(s′,s)/di≡j
(
ai
(
s′
)
+ ci
(
s′, s
)
+ bi+1 (s)
))
(2.16)
≈ nmax
j=0
(
max∗
(s′,s)/di≡j
(
ai
(
s′
)
+ ci
(
s′, s
)
+ bi+1 (s)
))
= max∗
(s′,s)/di≡ĵ
(
ai
(
s′
)
+ ci
(
s′, s
)
+ bi+1 (s)
)
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Figure 2.2 — System diagram with turbo encoder, BICM interleaver, mapper (optional SSD) Rayleigh
fading channel, demapper, deinterleaver, and turbo decoder
and by distributivity :
max∗
(s′,s)/di≡j
(
ai
(
s′
)
+ ci
(
s′, s
)
+ bi+1 (s)
)
= (2.17)
Lai (j) + L
sys
i (j) + max
∗
(s′,s)/di≡j
(
ai
(
s′
)
+ cexi
(
s′, s
)
+ bi+1 (s)
)
In the context of this simplification the metrics can be written in the following way:
Li(j) = Lai (j) + L
sys
i (j) + L
ex
i (j)− Lai
(
ĵ
)
− Lsysi
(
ĵ
)
(2.18)
This simplification also known as log-MAP introduces a very low loss of performance (0.05dB)
as compared to MAP algorithm. Although sub-optimal max-log-MAP algorithms provides a loss of
0.1dB for double binary code [30] yet it provides many advantages. Firstly it eliminates the logarith-
mic term from the expression (2.9) which on one hand reduces the implementation complexity (in
practice this part is saved in Look Up Tables) and on the other hand reduces the critical path and
hence increases the operational frequency as compared to max∗ operator. Moreover, for max-log-
MAP algorithm the knowledge of σ2 is not required.
2.2 SISO Demapping Algorithm
In this section the basic system, considered in previous subsection, has been further extended to
include BICM interleaver as shown in Fig.2.2. The other enhancements to the system are higher
modulation orders (up to 256-QAM) and possibility of applying SSD (constellation rotation and time
delay between I and Q component of a symbol). The channel is Rayleigh fading which includes
fading factor ρ along with AWGN w with a variance of σ2. Hence the signal y received at time instant
t is given by:
yt = ρt.xt + w (2.19)
On the receiver side there is a demapper (also called as demodulator) which produces the probabilities
on transmit bit sequence vi, i = {0, ...,m − 1}. At time t, the probability of error on bit vit noted
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P (vit = b|y;O) is expressed as follows [9]:
P (vit = b|y;O) =
∑
xt∈X ib
P (xt|yt) =
∑
xt∈X ib
P (yt|xt).P (xt) (2.20)
where b = {0, 1}, X ib is the symbol set of constellation where ith bit of xt has value b, and P (xt)
designates the a priori probability of xt. In the presence of equi-probable source the P (xt) = 1.
After BICM deinterleaving the P (vit = b|y;O), the resultant P (cit = b|y; I) is the input to the SISO
decoder. In case of BICM-ID the SISO decoder outputs the extrinsic information cˆ = P (cit = b|y;O)
which after interleaving becomes vˆ = P (vit = b|y; I) and serves as a priori information on bits
vit. Using channel values y, fading coefficient ρ and P (v
i
t = b|y; I) the two parts of (2.20) can be
computed as follows [10]:
P (yt|xt) = 1
σ
√
2pi
e
−
|yIt−d − ρIt−d.xI |2 + |yQt − ρQt .xQ|2
2σ2 (2.21)
P (xt) =
m−1∏
l=0
l 6=i
P (vlt; I) (2.22)
where d is the delay between the transmission of I and Q parts of a modulated symbol x while
implementing SSD.
These expressions are considerably complex for hardware implementation, hence certain simpli-
fications are available which are detailed in following sub sections. To better explain these simplifi-
cations for practical system implementations first a new term called Log Likelihood Ratio (LLR) is
explained below.
2.2.1 Log Likelihood Ratio
LLR is the ratio of the probability of a bit to be one to the probability of that bit to be zero in
logarithmic domain and is define as:
L(vit;O) = ln
P (vit = 1|y;O)
P (vit = 0|y;O)
= ln(P (vit = 1|y;O))− ln(P (vit = 0|y;O)) (2.23)
Consider the system of Fig.2.2 where the demapper outputs the LLRs which, after deinterleaving,
become the input to the decoder. The decoder which is also working in the logarithmic domain, takes
L(cit; I) as input and outputs extrinsic information, L(c
i
t;O), which after interleaving, L(v
i
t; I), serve
as a priori information to the demapper.
2.2.2 Simplification of P (xt)
To compute the expression of (2.22) from the input L(vit; I), first we need to change these LLRs back
into probability which can be done using following expression:
P (vit = 1; I) =
eL(v
i
t;I)
1 + eL(vit;I)
(2.24)
P (vit = 0; I) =
1
1 + eL(vit;I)
(2.25)
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Figure 2.3 — Example of Gray mapped 16-QAM constellation
To explain the simplification, consider a received symbol y of 16-QAM constellation and the symbol
xt with binary mapping 0101 (v0t , v
1
t , v
2
t , v
3
t ) from symbol set X 00 as shown in Fig.2.3. The computa-
tion of P (xt), using (2.22), is given by:
P (xt = 0101;xt ∈ X 00 ) = P (v1t = 1; I).P (v2t = 0; I).P (v3t = 1; I)
Normalizing each probability with its value equal to 0, the expression becomes:
P (xt = 0101 ∈ X 00 ) ≈
P (v1t = 1; I).P (v
2
t = 0; I).P (v
3
t = 1; I)
P (v1t = 0; I).P (v2t = 0; I).P (v3t = 0; I)
(2.26)
≈ eL(v1t ;I).eL(v3t ;I) (2.27)
≈ eL(v1t ;I)+L(v3t ;I) (2.28)
The expression can be generalized as:
P (xt;xt ∈ X ib ) ≈ e
m−1∑
l=0
l 6=i and vlt=1
L(vlt;I)
(2.29)
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2.2.3 The max-log Approximation
Using (2.21) and (2.29), expression of (2.20) becomes:
P (vit = b|y;O) ≈
∑
xt∈X ib
1
σ
√
2pi
e
− |yIt−d − ρIt−d.xI |2 + |yQt − ρQt .xQ|2
2σ2

.e
 m−1∑l=0
l 6=i and vlt=1
L(vlt;I)

(2.30)
≈
∑
xt∈X ib
1
σ
√
2pi
e
−
|yIt−d − ρIt−d.xI |2 + |yQt − ρQt .xQ|2
2σ2
+
m−1∑
l=0
l 6=i and vlt=1
L(vlt; I)

Taking natural log of (2.30) to be used in (2.23), the expression becomes:
ln
(
P (vit = b|y;O)
) ≈ K+ln

∑
xt∈X ib
e
−
|yIt−d − ρIt−d.xI |2 + |yQt − ρQt .xQ|2
2σ2
+
m−1∑
l=0
l 6=i and vlt=1
L(vlt; I)


(2.31)
Applying the log-max approximation as given in (2.9), expression in (2.31) becomes:
ln
(
P (vit = b|y;O)
) ≈ K+ max
xt∈X ib
−|yIt−d − ρIt−d.xI |2 + |yQt − ρQt .xQ|22σ2 +
m−1∑
l=0
l 6=i and vlt=1
L(vlt; I)

(2.32)
Hence the LLR expression becomes
L(vit;O) ≈ max
xt∈X i1
−|yIt−d − ρIt−d.xI |2 + |yQt − ρQt .xQ|22σ2 +
m−1∑
l=0
l 6=i and vlt=1
L(vlt; I)
 (2.33)
− max
xt∈X i0
−|yIt−d − ρIt−d.xI |2 + |yQt − ρQt .xQ|22σ2 +
m−1∑
l=0
l 6=i and vlt=1
L(vlt; I)

which can be rewritten as:
L(vit;O) ≈ min
xt∈X i0
 |yIt−d − ρIt−d.xI |2 + |yQt − ρQt .xQ|22σ2 −
m−1∑
l=0
l 6=i and vlt=1
L(vlt; I)
 (2.34)
− min
xt∈X i1
 |yIt−d − ρIt−d.xI |2 + |yQt − ρQt .xQ|22σ2 −
m−1∑
l=0
l 6=i and vlt=1
L(vlt; I)

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Hence by applying the max-log approximation the sum of exponentials in (2.20) reduces to minimum
operations to compute the LLRs for the decoder.
2.2.4 Simplification For Gray Mapped Constellation
In the absence of a priori information and no SSD the expression of LLR in (2.34)is :
L(vit;O) ≈ min
xt∈X i0
(
|yIt − ρIt .xI |2 + |yQt − ρQt .xQ|2
2σ2
)
− min
xt∈X i1
(
|yIt − ρIt .xI |2 + |yQt − ρQt .xQ|2
2σ2
)
(2.35)
In case of a constellation which is Gray mapped and m is even, the I and Q components are indepen-
dent of each other. A simplification has been addressed in [?] which transforms the LLR computation
expression into:
L(vit;O) ≈
1
2σ2
[
min
xIt∈X (I)i0
(|yIt − ρt.xIt |2)− min
xIt∈X (I)i1
(|yIt − ρt.xIt |2)
]
for i = 0 . . .
m
2
−1 (2.36)
and
L(vjt ;O) ≈
1
2σ2
[
min
x
(Q)
t ∈X (Q)j0
(
|yQt − ρt.xQt |2
)
− min
xQt ∈X (Q)j1
(
|yQt − ρt.xQt |2
)]
for j =
m
2
. . .m− 1
(2.37)
The X (I)ib and X (Q)jb are the point sets on I and Q-axis where ith and jth bits of symbol xt has
value equal to b.
2.3 SISO Equalization Algorithm
Let us now consider the system model of Fig. 2.4 which extend the system model of Fig. 2.2 by
including by including MIMO STC in transmitter to achieve the spatial multiplexing and/or time
diversity. The input vector y received at the input of the receiver is given by the following expression:
y = Hx + w (2.38)
where H is the MIMO channel matrix and w is AWGN noise vector. On the receiver side a MIMO
equalizer has been added which removes the co-antenna interference and provides the estimated sym-
bol vector x˜, corresponding equivalent bias vector (fading coefficient) and equivalent noise variance
to the demapper. From the demapper, the forward path works as described in previous subsection.
Regarding feedback path, the turbo decoder having the capability of producing both a a posteriori
and/or extrinsic information, provides a posteriori information to a soft mapper which provides the
a priori information to the equalizer as decoded symbol vector xˆ. Inside the equalizer the two in-
formations, received channel symbol vectors and decoded symbol vectors, are used as described in
following subsections.
2.3.1 MMSE-IC LE Algorithm
The equalizer considers that a symbol of the vector x is distorted by the Nt − 1 other symbols of
the vector and the channel noise. Hence the role of the equalizer is to battle both multi antenna
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Figure 2.4 — System diagram with turbo encoder, BICM interleaver, mapper (optional SSD), STC,
Rayleigh fading channel, MIMO equalizer, demapper, deinterleaver, turbo decoder and soft mapper
interference and channel noise. The right side of expression (2.38) can be divided into desired symbol
xj and multi-antenna interference:
y = hj .xj︸ ︷︷ ︸
useful signal
+
∑
i 6=j
hi.xi︸ ︷︷ ︸
interference
+ w︸︷︷︸
noise
, j ∈ {0, Nt − 1} (2.39)
where hj is the jth column of H matrix. One of the low complexity techniques to achieve the equal-
ization function is the use of filter based symbol equalization [31]. An estimation of the symbol xj
can be carried out through a linear filter which minimizes the mean square error (MMSE) between
the transmitted symbol xj and the output of the equalizer x˜j . The estimated symbol can be presented
in the following form, using the optimal Wiener filter aHj = λj .p
H
j [32][33][34]:
x˜j = aHj (y −
∑
i 6=j
hi.xˆi)
= λj .pHj (y −Hxˆ + hj xˆj)
= λj [pHj (y −Hxˆ) + βj xˆj ]
= λj .pHj (y −Hxˆ) + gj xˆj
(2.40)
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with :
βj = pHj hj
pj = (HUHH + σ2w.I)−1hj
U = diag(uˆ20, . . . , uˆ2Nt−1)
uˆ2j = E
{
|xj − xˆj |2 |La
}
gj = λj .βj
λj =
σ2x
1 + (σ2x − uˆ2j )βj
(2.41)
where j ∈ {0, Nt − 1}.
• λj , βj et gj represent the MMSE equalization coefficients,
• pj refers to MMSE detection vector,
• σ2x is the variance of the constellation of transmitted symbols,
• the coefficient uˆ2j represents a reliability information reflecting the residual error on the decoded
symbol xˆj as compared to the symbols of the constellation.
The diagonal matrix U = diag(uˆ20, . . . , uˆ2Nt−1) is made up of uˆ2j and is involved in the compu-
tation of pj vector. During the first iteration of turbo equalization process, no a priori information
of the transmitted symbols are available (xˆj = 0) and the symbols are equiprobable. Therefore each
term uˆ2j becomes equal to σ
2
x, and x˜j can be written as:
x˜j = σ2xh
H
j (σ
2
xH.H
H + σ2w.I)
−1y (2.42)
From the second iteration, the a priori information provided by channel decoder about transmit-
ted symbols, gradually improves over the iterations and approaches to asymptotic performance. The
asymptotic performance is achieved when the estimated data becomes equal to the transmitted data
(xˆj = xj), which is also called the ‘Geni’ case. By replacing xˆj by xj in equation (2.40), the detected
symbol can be written:
x˜j =
σ2xh
H
j
σ2xhHj hj + σ2w
(hj xˆj + w)
The a priori information xˆj is calculated from the LLRs produced by channel decoder. One can divide
the (2.40) into two terms: the first one reflecting the effect of interference cancellation (IC) and the
other related to the desired symbol by using bias or equivalent fading coefficient gj . The computation
of pj = (HUHH + σ2w.I)−1hj = E−1.hj = F .hj leads to matrix inversion [32][33]. The matrix
F of size Nr × Nr is calculated for each space time block resulting in a significant computational
complexity. It is however possible to reduce the complexity of the algorithm of MMSE-IC detection
by simplifying the calculation of matrix inversion or limiting its use. To do this, approximate versions
of MMSE-IC algorithm can be used: MMSE-IC1, MMSE-IC2.
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2.3.1.1 MMSE-IC1
A first approximation of the MMSE-IC algorithm [35][36] is to simplify the inverse matrix by replac-
ing the terms uˆ2j by its average value uˆ
2. It has been shown in [33] that :
uˆ2 = E
{
uˆ2j
}
= E
{
E
{
|xj − xˆj |2 |La
}}
= E
{
E
{
|xj |2 |La
}}
− E
{
|xˆj |2
}
= E
{
|xj |2
}
− E
{
|xˆj |2
}
= σ2x − σ2xˆ
(2.43)
where σ2xˆ represents the variance of the decoded symbols. By applying this approximation, the matrix
F becomes a hermitian matrix.
F = E−1 = ((σ2x − σ2xˆ)H.HH + σ2w.I)−1 (2.44)
and
pj = Fhj (2.45)
Likewise, in (2.41), by replacing the term uˆ2j by its average value uˆ
2, the coefficients λj becomes :
λj =
σ2x
1 + σ2xˆβj
(2.46)
This simplified version requires less computation than the original algorithm since the matrix F does
not depend on the terms uˆ2j , but on their average uˆ
2. Moreover, taking into account the properties of
the matrix F we can greatly simplify the matrix inversion, e.g. the determinant of a Hermitian matrix
is real. The division by the determinant is used explicitly or implicitly by the matrix inversion method
chosen. Hence, having a real determinant rather than the complex one is interesting to reduce the
complexity of the matrix inversion implementation.
2.3.1.2 MMSE-IC2
By considering one of the a priori information perfect (σ2xˆ = σ
2
x) from second iteration, the matrix
inversion is necessary only in the first iteration (see equation 2.42). For the next iterations the x˜j are
given by :
x˜j =
σ2xh
H
j
σ2xhHj hj + σ2w
(y −Hxˆ + hj xˆj) (2.47)
This method [37] returns to a conventional MMSE detection information without a priori in the first
iteration and then use the same linear filtering (matched filtering type) for all subsequent iterations. It
has a lower complexity as compared to MMSE-IC1. However, this has an impact on the performance,
as out of two a priori informations (σ2xˆ and xˆ), σ
2
xˆ has been forced to its maximum value. Note that the
linear filter used to detect IC-MMSE2 is equivalent to zero forcing detection with a priori information
(ZF-IC: Zero Forcing - Interference Canceler) or that of the matched filter (MF-IC: Matched Filter -
Interference Canceler) [38].
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2.3.2 Soft Demapping
To demap an estimated symbol x˜, the expression (2.35) is used where symbol y is replaced with x˜,
ρ will be replaced with g and σ2 is replaced with g(1− g)σ2x. In case of Gray mapped constellation,
expressions (2.36) and (2.37) will provide a simplified expression with similar replacements of y, ρ
and σ2 with x˜, g and g(1− g)σ2x respectively.
2.3.3 Soft Mapping
The LLR to symbol conversion is carried out with the help of LLRs (v˜apost = L(vit; I)) coming out
of the BICM interleaver (
∏
2) in feedback path. The estimation of xˆ of transmitted symbol x is given
by :
xˆ = E {x|La}
=
∑
s∈X
sP {x = s|La} (2.48)
where La is the subset of LLRs (vˆapost = L(vit; I)) corresponding to bits constituting the transmitted
symbol x which is part of constellation X of size 2m. The term P {x = s|La} means the a priori
probability of symbol s. By assuming the transmitted bits statistically independent this probability
becomes:
P {x = s|La} =
m−1∏
i=0
P
{
vi = b
}
(2.49)
where vi is the ith bit of symbol s having value b = {0, 1} according to constellation mapping used
and the term P
{
vi = b
}
can be computed using (2.24) and (2.25).
2.4 Parallelism in Turbo Receiver
Iterative/turbo processing in a wireless base-band receiver ensures promising error rate performance
at the cost of high processing time for data retrieval. Exploration of parallelism in iterative processes,
while maintaining the error rate performance, contributes towards fulfilling the high transmission rate
requirements of emerging wireless communication standards. This section is dedicated to illustrate
the available parallelism in the three previously described turbo processes (turbo decoding, turbo de-
modulation and turbo equalization). A comprehensive study on parallelism levels for turbo decoding
is already conducted in [39] and will be briefly summarized in next subsection. However, regarding
turbo demodulation and turbo equalization, the study on parallelism is conducted for the first time and
presented here. Parallelism classification is presented in this section, while parallel system modeling
and simulation results are detailed in section 2.5.
2.4.1 Parallelism in Turbo Decoding
In turbo decoding with the max-log-MAP algorithm executing in the decoder, the parallelism can
be classified at three levels: (1) Metric level, (2) SISO decoder level, and (3) Turbo-decoding level.
The first (lowest) parallelism level concerns the elementary computations for LLR generation inside
a SISO decoder. Parallelism between these SISO components, inside a turbo decoding process, be-
longs to the second parallelism level. The third (highest) parallelism level duplicates the whole turbo
decoder hardware itself.
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2.4.1.1 Metric Level Parallelism
The level of parallelism of BCJR metrics computation addresses the parallelism available in the cal-
culations of all the metrics required to decode each received symbol within a BCJR SISO decoder.
This level of parallelism exploits both the parallelism of inherent structure of the trellis [40][41], and
the parallel calculations of BCJR [40][42][41].
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Figure 2.5 — Example of trellis
Parallelism of Trellis Transition: In a decoder, the first parallelism available in the max-log-
MAP algorithm is computation of the metrics associated to each transition of a trellis regarding γ,
α, β, and the extrinsic information. Trellis-transition parallelism can easily be extracted from the trel-
lis structure as the same operations are repeated for all transitions. The first metric (γ) calculation is
completely parallelizable with a degree of parallelism naturally bounded by the number of transitions
in the trellis. But in practice, the degree of parallelism associated with calculating the branch metric is
bounded by the number of possible binary combinations of input and parity bits. Thus, several transi-
tions may have the same probability in a trellis. The other metrics α, β, and extrinsic computation can
be parallelized with a bound of total number of transitions in a trellis. Furthermore this parallelism
implies low area overhead as only the computational units have to be duplicated. In particular, no
additional memories are required since all the parallelized operations are executed on the same trellis
section, and in consequence on the same data.
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Figure 2.6 — (a) Forward backward scheme (b) Butterfly scheme
Parallelism of BCJR Calculation: A second metric parallelism can be orthogonally extracted
from the BCJR algorithm through a parallel execution of the three BCJR computations (α, β, and
extrinsic computation). Parallel execution of backward recursion and extrinsic computations was pro-
posed with the original Forward-Backward scheme, depicted in Fig.2.6(a). So, in this scheme, we can
notice that BCJR computation parallelism degree is equal to one in the forward part and two in the
backward part.
To increase this parallelism degree, several schemes are proposed [42]. Fig.2.6(b) shows the but-
terfly scheme which doubles the parallelism degree of the original scheme through the parallelism
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between the forward and backward recursion computations. This is performed without any mem-
ory increase and only BCJR computation resources have to be duplicated. Thus, metric computation
parallelism is area efficient but still limited in parallelism degree.
2.4.1.2 SISO Decoder Level Parallelism
The second level of parallelism concerns the SISO decoder level. It consists of the use of multiple
SISO decoders, each executing the BCJR algorithm and processing a sub-block of the same frame
in one of the two interleaving orders. At this level, parallelism can be applied either on sub-blocks
and/or on component decoders.
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Figure 2.7 — Sub-block parallelism with message passing for metric initialization
Frame Sub-blocking: In sub-block parallelism, each frame is divided into M sub-blocks and
then each sub-block is processed on a BCJR-SISO decoder using adequate initializations as shown in
Fig.2.7. Besides duplication of BCJR-SISO decoders, this parallelism imposes two other constraints.
On the one hand, interleaving has to be parallelized in order to scale proportionally the communication
bandwidth. Due to the scramble property of interleaving, this parallelism can induce communication
conflicts except for interleavers of emerging standards that are conflict-free for certain parallelism
degrees. These conflicts force the communication structure to implement conflict management mech-
anisms and imply a long and variable communication time. This issue is generally addressed by
minimizing interleaving delay with specific communication networks [43]. On the other hand, BCJR-
SISO decoders have to be initialized adequately either by acquisition or by message passing.
Acquisition method has two implications on implementation. First of all extra memory is required
to store the overlapping windows when frame sub-blocking is used and secondly extra time will be
required for performing acquisition. Other method, the message passing, which initializes a sub-block
with recursion metrics computed during the previous iteration in the neighboring sub-blocks, needs
not to store the recursion metric and time overhead is negligible. In [39] a detailed analysis of the
parallelism efficiency of these two methods is presented which gives favor to the use of message
passing technique.
Shuffled Turbo Decoding : The basic idea of shuffled decoding technique [44] is to execute all
component decoders in parallel and to exchange extrinsic information as soon as it is created, so that
component decoders use more reliable a priori information. Thus the shuffled decoding technique per-
forms decoding (computation time) and interleaving (communication time) fully concurrently while
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Figure 2.8 — Shuffled turbo decoding
serial decoding implies waiting for the update of all extrinsic information before starting the next
half iteration (Fig.2.8). Thus, by doubling the number of BCJR SISO decoders, component-decoder
parallelism halves the iteration period in comparison with originally proposed serial turbo decoding.
Nevertheless,to preserve error-rate performance with shuffled turbo decoding, an overhead of
iteration between 5 and 50 percent is required depending on the BCJR computation scheme, on the
degree of sub-block parallelism, on propagation time, and on interleaving rules [39].
2.4.1.3 Parallelism of Turbo Decoder
The highest level of parallelism simply duplicates whole turbo decoders to process iterations and/or
frames in parallel. Iteration parallelism occurs in a pipelined fashion with a maximum pipeline depth
equal to the iteration number, whereas frame parallelism presents no limitation in parallelism degree.
Nevertheless, turbo-decoder level parallelism is too area-expensive (all memories and computation
resources are duplicated) and presents no gain in frame decoding latency.
2.4.2 Parallelism in Turbo Demodulation
In a turbo demodulation system, turbo decoding parallelism presented above can be directly inherited
in the decoding part. In demodulator part, the parallelism can be categorized into same three levels as
defined in turbo decoding which are discussed below.
2.4.2.1 Metric Level Parallelism
Generation of LLR using (2.34) needs Euclidean distances between received symbol y and constel-
lation symbols x, the sum of a priori information and minimum operations. The metric level paral-
lelism concerns the concurrent computations of all of these operations. In a constellation with m bits
per symbol, one needs 2m distance and a priori addition operations which are then fed to 2m min-
imum operations each having 2m−1 inputs. This illustrates the maximum parallelism degree at this
level, which varies significantly with m, and thus, poses a real limitation while targeting a flexible,
yet efficient architecture.
If fact, having minimum operations over more than two input values will imply a cascaded hard-
ware min operators which can significantly impact the maximum achievable clock frequency. Thus
using 2-input minimum operations will improve both performance in terms of clock speed and flex-
ibility efficiency for different constellation sizes. In order to support up to 256-QAM constellation,
the parallelism degree regarding the required minimum operations (2.34) is limited to 16. In this
context, if two distances between received symbol y and two x symbols with complementary binary
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mapping is computed, all the minimum operations related to each LLR of received symbol y can
be performed concurrently. Hence, two computational units constitute the most efficient parallelism
degree for distance calculators and a priori adders at this level.
2.4.2.2 Demapper Component Level Parallelism
Same as in turbo decoding, there are two categories at this level of parallelism: sub-block parallelism
and shuffled turbo demodulation.
Frame Sub-blocking: At this level, the feature which can be exploited for parallelism in the
demapper is the independence of a symbol from other symbols in a frame received from a memory-
less channel. Hence, in demapper there are no issue of sub-block initialization at this level of par-
allelism compared to turbo decoding. Therefore, to achieve a linear increase in throughput by the
addition of multiple distance calculators, which is limited to a parallelism degree of two at the first
parallelism level, the best choice is to demap symbols from multiple sub-blocks in parallel. This par-
allelism level also imposes the requirement of an adequate communication network to resolve the
conflicts caused by the interleaving property of BICM.
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Figure 2.9 — Proposed execution of parallel turbo demodulation
Shuffled Turbo Demodulation: This type of parallelism is inherited from the concept of shuf-
fled turbo decoding to execute both the decoding and demodulation tasks concurrently. The proposed
scheduling of shuffled turbo demodulation process is shown in Fig.2.9. Once the demapper compo-
nents receive the input data, demapping is performed for the first time without a priori information to
fill the memories of the decoder components. After this, both processes run in a shuffled scheme and
exchange information with other SISO components.
2.4.2.3 Turbo Demodulation Level Parallelism
The highest level of parallelism duplicates the whole turbo demodulator to process iterations and/or
frames in parallel.
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2.4.3 Parallelism in Turbo Equalization
The proposed three level classification of parallelism techniques is extended to turbo equalization and
detailed below.
2.4.3.1 Symbol Estimation Level Parallelism
A closer look at the expression required in MMSE-IC algorithm (2.40 to 2.47) reveals the serial nature
of the implied elementary computations. Due to this fact, the only parallelism possibility in MMSE-
IC algorithm at this level is temporal parallelism which can be achieved through pipelining technique.
Hence, at top level one can temporally parallelize equalization coefficient computations and symbol
estimation by pipelining them. Next step is to spread each of coefficient computation and symbol
estimation process on different pipeline stages depending upon the critical path requirements. Once
pipeline stages are decided one can fully parallelize each stage. The idea can be explained through
an example of HHH computation in (2.44) for an H matrix having 4 rows and 4 columns. In a
4×4 complex numbered matrix multiplication, to get one element of the resultant matrix one need to
multiply 4 elements of a row of first matrix with 4 elements of a column of second matrix and then add
the results of these four multiplications through two serial complex additions. Hence, computation of
one element of HHH needs 4 complex multipliers and three complex adders with a critical path
consisting of one complex multiplication and 2 serial complex additions. The maximum parallelism
degree for the 4×4 configuration, at this parallelism level, corresponds to the concurrent computation
of the 16 elements of HHH which requires 64 complex multipliers and 48 complex adders. Similar
parallelism degrees can be achieved at this level for other pipeline stages of equalization coefficient
computations and symbol estimation.
2.4.3.2 Equalizer Component Level Parallelism
Parallelism techniques at this level can be classified in two categories: sub-block parallelism and
shuffled turbo equalization.
Frame Sub-blocking: At this level, the feature which can be exploited for parallelism in the
equalizer is the independence of a symbol vector from other vectors in a frame received from a
memory-less channel. Hence, a linear increase in throughput can be achieved by the addition of
more equalizer components to process different sub-blocks concurrently. In consequence, multiple
demapper and soft mapper components will be required to balance the throughput of the multiple
equalizers.
Shuffled Turbo Equalization: The proposed scheduling of shuffled turbo equalization with sub-
block parallelism is shown in Fig.2.10. Once the equalizer components receive symbol vector sub-
blocks, they perform symbol estimation in the absence of a priori information. The associated demap-
per components generate the LLRs from these estimated symbols in a pipelined fashion, which are
deinterleaved before filling the input data memories of the decoder. After filling the decoder memo-
ries, all components of the parallel turbo equalizer work concurrently. Soft mappers, equalizers and
demappers work in pipeline fashion to generate LLRs for the decoder while, on the other side, decoder
components generate LLRs for the equalization side. As soon as LLRs are generated by demapper
components and decoder components they are exchanged. Computation of σ2xˆ is carried out during
the soft mapping process and hence used in next shuffle iteration.
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Figure 2.10 — Proposed execution of parallel turbo equalization
2.4.3.3 Turbo Equalization Level Parallelism
The highest level of parallelism duplicates the whole turbo equalization to process iterations and/or
frames in parallel.
2.5 Parallel System Modeling and Simulation Results
The parallelism performance for convolutional turbo decoder has been comprehensively studied in
[39]. In order to analyze the parallelism performance both for parallel turbo demodulation and parallel
turbo equalization, corresponding software models are created which simulate the first and second
level of parallelisms at LLR transaction level. Following subsections separately detail the software
model and simulation results of parallel turbo demodulation and parallel turbo equalization.
2.5.1 Parallel Turbo Demodulation
Regarding the software model for parallel turbo demodulation, double binary turbo code of DVB-RCS
standard, random BICM interleaver (
∏
2), mapper using QPSK, 16-QAM, 64-QAM and 256-QAM
and SSD are modeled on the transmitter side. Random BICM interleaver is implemented in such a
way that the systematic bits from coded bits are always mapped on the most protected bits of the
modulated symbols. To implement SSD delay d is taken as one and variable rotation angles can be
input to the model. The channel is implemented as Rayleigh fading.
2.5.1.1 Software Model for Parallel Turbo Demodulation
The modeled architecture of the parallel turbo demodulator is shown in Fig. 2.11. To better explain
the functioning of the parallel turbo demodulator on the receiver side, consider an example of a
frame having A source symbols where each symbol is made up of n bits encoded at a code rate
r and then modulated with m bits per symbol. In this case, there will be B = A×nr×m modulated
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Figure 2.11 — Architecture of receiver’s software model
symbols in the frame. In a shuffled turbo demodulation system, the ideal case is that both decoding
and demapping tasks finish at the same time. Since the demapping and decoding tasks are different
in nature, another parameter, the symbol processing throughput ratio of turbo decoder and demapper
component “tpr = Decoder throughputDemapper throughput” is required. In this scenario the ratio of turbo decoder and
demapper components (DDr) required to finish the frame at the same time can be deduced as follows:
Time for decoding = Time for demapping (2.50)
A
No. of Decoders (p)
Decoder throughput
=
B
No. of Demappers (q)
Demapper throughput
(2.51)
DDr =
No. of Decoders (p)
No. of Demappers (q)
=
A
B × tpr =
r ×m
n× tpr (2.52)
Using the above expression, for a dual binary turbo encoder with code rate r = 0.5, 256-QAM system
and tpr = 1 the parameter DDr = 2, i.e, for one demapper component two decoder components on
each side of the turbo decoder are required, whereas for 16-QAM this ratio is one.
Based on this idea, the number of demappers and decoders are given to the software model and
sub-blocks of modulated and encoded symbols are assigned to these components respectively. For the
first time multiple demappers work in parallel and provide the inputs to the decoder after BICM dein-
terleaving (using communication network). Later on all demapper and decoder components execute
together. In case that tpr is one, at each time unit, each demapper component demaps one modulated
symbol. In the turbo decoder, if a decoder component is on the left side of the butterfly (Fig.2.7) each
decoder computes α and β metrics of two symbols and on the right side it computes α, β and extrin-
sic information for two symbols per unit of time. Once the LLRs are ready, exchange of information
through the interleaver/deinterleaver networks of the BICM and that of the turbo decoder takes place
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which implements the second level of parallelism. To achieve a scenario where demapping and de-
coding tasks do not finish at the same time, either due to lesser components than required or due to
mismatch in throughput, the faster side will process the whole frame in an iteration while the other
will do the same job in multiple iterations.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 2.12 — Serial vs Parallel Turbo Demodulation for 188 Source Byte, double binary encoder
, 1
2
code rate, 16-QAM, Rayleigh fading channel (a) Serial turbo Demodulation ; (b) Parallel turbo
demodulation with 4 Demappers 8 Decoders (4 Turbo Decoders); (c) Parallel turbo demodulation with
8 Demappers 16 Decoders (8 Turbo Decoders); and, (d) Parallel turbo demodulation with 16 Demappers
32 Decoders (16 Turbo Decoders).
2.5.1.2 Simulation Results
Different simulations programs were executed for the serial and parallel models of turbo demodula-
tion. For a system with 188-bytes of data at r = 0.5, with 16-QAM and 256-QAM constellations,
α = 22.5◦, d = 1 and tpr = 1, the results of serial turbo demodulation are shown in Fig. 2.12(a)
& 2.13(a) whereas parallel turbo demodulation results are shown in Fig. 2.12(b,c,d) & 2.13(b,c,d). In
Fig. 2.13(c)&2.13(d) the results of unbalanced demapping and decoding components are shown.
These system parameters (including the rotation angle) are same as opted in [10] for serial turbo
demodulation to have a comparison reference. However, the work in [10] considers original optimal
algorithms for decoding (MAP) and demapping (ML) which imply a gain of 0.2 dB as compared to
the considered algorithms with max-log simplification.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 2.13 — Serial vs Parallel turbo demodulation for for 188 Source Byte, double binary encoder
, 1
2
code rate, 256-QAM, Rayleigh fading channel (a) Serial turbo demodulation ; (b) Parallel turbo
demodulation with 4 Demappers 16 Decoders (8 Turbo Decoders); (c) Parallel turbo demodulation with
2 Demappers 16 Decoders (8 Turbo Decoders); and, (d) Parallel turbo demodulation with 1 Demappers
16 Decoders (8 Turbo Decoders).
To establish the overall performance of the parallel turbo demodulation system two metrics, the
speed gain which is the ratio of the serial and parallel execution times and the area overhead which can
be expressed in terms of the ratio of hardware used for the parallel and serial systems, are summarized
in Table 2.1. Adem and Adec are defined as areas of one component demapper and one component
decoder. ACN1 is the area of communication interconnect between demappers and turbo decoder,
whereas ACN2 is the area of communication interconnect between decoder components of the turbo
decoder as shown in Fig. 2.11. T units of time is taken as a reference which is the decoding time of
a frame in natural or interleaved domain for the serial execution case. In a balanced scenario, for 16-
QAM the DDr is unity, hence an equal number of demapper components and decoder components
on each side of the turbo decoder are required. In 256-QAM this ratio is 2.
Considering the first system configuration of 16-QAM for which serial execution is shown in
Fig.2.12(a) and one of the parallel execution scenario with 4 demappers and 4 turbo decoders (8 de-
coder components) is shown in Fig.2.12(b). In parallel case, 12 shuffled iterations will be required to
reach the same FER performance of 8 serial turbo demodulations iterations. Regarding serial execu-
tion time, the 8 iterations of turbo decodings will take 16T units of time. For double binary encoding
at r = 0.5 and 16-QAM modulation, the number of modulated symbols in the frame will be same
as the number of encoded symbol. Hence, with a tpr = 1, demapping will also take T units of time
to demap the frame. This will result in 24T units of time for 8 turbo demodulation iterations. For
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the parallel case with 4 demappers and 4 turbo decoders, first demapping will take T4 units of time
and each of the 12 shuffled iterations will take T4 units of time. This will result in a total time of
13T
4 = 3.25T units of time for parallel turbo demodulation. The resultant time gain is 7.38 and area
overhead is (4Adem+8Adec+ACN1+ACN2)(Adem+Adec) . With a reasonable assumption of ACN1&2 ≤ 4Adem in area
overhead expression for this configuration, the resultant value will be less than equal to 8. Hence,
with this assumption the parallelism efficiency (ratio of the time gain and area overhead) approaches
to unity. On the same bases, using time gain and area overhead presented in Table 2.1 for other system
scenarios, parallelism efficiency can be computed.
An interesting aspect shown in Table 2.1 is the marginal increased in number of shuffled itera-
tions when the parallelism level is increased in a balanced system. This is due to the fact that if a
priori information related to even a single bit of a modulated symbol is sent to the demapper by the
decoder, all the bits related to the symbol will be updated by the demapper and hence will help in
rapid convergence. This leads to a linear increase in speed gain with parallelism degree for balanced
systems. However, for unbalanced system more iterations are required as illustrated in the last two
rows of Table 2.1).
Using the expressions of the last column of Table 2.1 and the area information of the SISO com-
ponents, a hardware designer can estimate the parallelism efficiency of an architecture to tradeoff
between throughput and area overhead.
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2.5.2 Parallel Turbo Equalization
A software model implementing a parallel turbo equalization was created in C++ programming lan-
guage. On the transmitter side, double binary turbo code, BICM interleaver, mapper and MIMO Spa-
tial Multiplexing (SM) of Wimax standard are modeled. The channel is modeled as MIMO Rayleigh
fading.
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Figure 2.14 — Architecture of receiver’s software model
2.5.2.1 Software Model for Parallel Turbo Equalization
The software architectural diagram of the parallel turbo equalizer is shown in Fig. 2.14. Based on the
same concept as used in parallel turbo demodulation, consider an example of a frame havingA source
symbols where each symbol is made up of n bits, encoded at a code rate r, then modulated with m
bits per symbol and finally R symbols are transmitted per STC transmission time on MIMO channel.
In this case, there will be B = A×nr×m×R modulated symbol vectors in the frame. In a shuffled turbo
equalization system, the best case is when the receiver is balanced in a way that both decoding and
equalization tasks finish at the same time. Demapping and soft mapping are implicitly included in
the equalization task due to their pipelining in parallel execution. Since the equalization and decoding
tasks are different in nature, another parameter, the symbol processing throughput ratio of decoder and
equalizer component “tpr = Decoder throughputEqualizer throughput” is required. In this scenario, the ratio of decoder
and equalizer components (DEr), required to finish the frame at the same time can be deduced as
follows:
Time for decoding = Time for equalization (2.53)
A
No. of Decoders (p)
Decoder throughput
=
B
No. of Equalizers (q)
Equalizer throughput
(2.54)
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DEr =
No. of Decoders (p)
No. of Equalizers (q)
=
A
B × tpr =
r ×m×R
n× tpr (2.55)
Using the above expression, for a dual binary turbo encoder with code rate r = 0.5, 16-QAM 2 × 2
spatially multiplexed system (R = 2), and tpr = 1 the parameter DEr = 2, i.e, for one equalizer
component two decoder components on each side of the shuffled turbo decoder are required.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 2.15— Serial vs parallel turbo equalization for 120 Source Byte, double binary encoder , 1
2
code
rate, 2× 2 MIMO SM (a) QPSK Serial turbo equalization ; (b) 16-QAM Serial turbo equalization; (c)
QPSK parallel turbo equalization with 4 Equalizers 8 Decoders (4 Turbo Decoders) tpr = 1; and, (d)
16-QAM Parallel turbo equalization with 2 Equalizers 8 Decoders (4 Turbo Decoders) tpr = 1.
2.5.2.2 Simulation Results
For a system transmitting frames of 120 bytes at r = 0.5 using QPSK and 16-QAM, 2×2 and
4×4 MIMO SM through Fast Rayleigh fading channel, Frame Error Rate (FER) results of serial
and parallel turbo equalization are shown in Fig. 2.15 and Fig. 2.16.
Considering the first system configuration of QPSK 2×2 MIMO SM (Fig. 2.15(a) for serial turbo
equalization and Fig. 2.15(c) for parallel turbo equalization), 11 shuffled iterations using 4 equalizers
and 4 turbo decoders (8 decoder components) at tpr = 1 provide the same FER performance as 8
serial iterations. Regarding execution time in serial case, if T time units are taken by one compo-
nent decoder to process a frame, the time consumed by a turbo decoder will be 2T per iteration. For
double binary encoding at r = 0.5, QPSK modulation and 2×2 MIMO SM, the number of modu-
lated symbols vectors in the frame will be same as the number of encoded symbol. Hence, with a
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 2.16— Serial vs parallel turbo equalization for 120 Source Byte, double binary encoder , 1
2
code
rate, 4× 4 MIMO SM (a) QPSK Serial Turbo equalization ; (b) 16-QAM Serial Turbo equalization; (c)
QPSK Parallel turbo equalization with 2 Equalizers 8 Decoders (4 Turbo Decoders) tpr = 1; and, (d)
16-QAM Parallel Turbo equalization with 2 Equalizers 8 Decoders (4 Turbo Decoders) tpr = 2.
tpr = 1, equalization and demapping tasks (where demapping is performed in pipelined way with
equalization) will also take T units of time. Soft mapping will also consume T time units per itera-
tion in order to match its throughput with equalizer and demapper in parallel case. Since in the first
iteration soft mapping is not required, the total consumed time in serial execution case becomes 31T
for 8 global iterations. In parallel execution case, using 4 equalizers and 4 turbo decoders with shuf-
fled turbo equalization, the first equalization and demapping pipelined process will take 0.25T unit
of time and the 11 shuffled iterations will take 11 × 0.25T unit of time. This results in 3T unit of
time for parallel execution. Hence it gives a speed gain (defined as the ratio of the serial and paral-
lel execution times) equals to 10.3. The area overhead which is the ratio of area of the parallel and
serial cases, are summarized in Table 2.2 where Aequ and Adec are defined as areas of one equalizer
and one decoder component respectively. ACN1 is the area of communication interconnect between
demappers/soft mappers and turbo decoder, whereasACN2 is the area of communication interconnect
between decoder components of the turbo decoder as shown in Fig. 2.14. With a reasonable assump-
tion of ACN1&2 ≤ 4Aequ, parallelism efficiency (ratio of speed gain and area overhead) becomes
greater than 1.25. This parallel efficiency of more than unity can be translated as increased conver-
gence in parallel execution case. This comes from the fact that an updated a posteriori information
related to a single bit of a symbol in a vector, coming from the turbo decoder, will update LLRs re-
lated to all bits of the vector at the demapper output. Results of the other system configurations are
summarized in Table 2.2 and all of them lead to promising parallelism performance.
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2.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have summarized three SISO algorithms related to the equalizer, demapper and
convolutional turbo decoder blocks of an iterative receiver. Simplified expressions of the considered
algorithms, suitable for hardware implementations, are also provided.
To address the issues of latency and low throughout, associated with iterative receivers, paral-
lelism in turbo decoder is recalled from previous works. For turbo demodulation and turbo equaliza-
tion, parallelism on three different level is proposed in this chapter. At the end of the chapter, through
the software model results, speed gain and parallelism efficiency for parallel turbo demodulation and
parallel turbo equalization are presented and analyzed for different system configurations. It is also
shown that for a balanced system where different tasks finish together, shuffled turbo demodulation/e-
qualization provides the benefits for convergence. In addition, the presented parallel modeling gives
the user an estimate on hardware cost and parallelism efficiency for the selection of an optimized
parallelism degree.

CHAPTER
3 Heterogeneous Multi-ASIPNoC-based Approach
WHILE the first two chapters have addressed the algorithmic aspects of the target flexible high-throughput iterative receiver, this chapter introduces the explored implementation approach.
Flexibility and high-throughput requirements are being widely investigated in the design of digital
receivers during the last few years. Several implementations have been proposed. Some of these im-
plementations succeeded in achieving high throughput for specific standards with a highly dedicated
architecture. However, these implementations do not take into account flexibility and scalability is-
sues. Conversely, others implementations include software and/or reconfigurable parts to achieve the
required flexibility while achieving much lower throughput.
In this PhD work our aim is to tackle flexibility and performance requirements simultaneously
by proposing multiprocessor architectures. The architecture models we are exploring are based on
Application-Specific Instruction-set Processors (ASIP) interacting through an adequate communica-
tion network in a multi-ASIP architecture platform.
The first part of this chapter introduces the evaluation of embedded processor architectures to-
wards customizable instruction-set ones. This crucial efficiency-driven evolution constitutes our main
motivation behind the selection of application-specific instruction-set (ASIP) design approach. Sec-
tion x gives an overview on existing ASIP design flows and presents the considered CoWare’s design
tool: Processor Designer.In the second part of the chapter, Network on Chip (NOC) is presented as
a solution for the communication required between SISO components in a parallel turbo receiver.
Finally, at the end of the chapter a multi-ASIP and NOC based flexible, scalable and parallel turbo
receiver architecture has been proposed which includes information about already conceived multi-
ASIP and NOC based turbo receiver.
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3.1 Customizable Embedded Processors
The complexity of a large share of the integrated circuits manufactured today is impressive [45]:
devices with hundreds of millions of transistors are not uncommon. Unsurprisingly, the non-recurrent
engineering costs of such high-end application-specific integrated circuits is approaching a hundred
million U.S. dollars-a cost hardly bearable by many products individually. It is mainly the need to
increase the flexibility and the opportunities for modular reuse that is pushing industry to use more
and more software-programmable solutions for practically every class of devices and applications.
On the other hand, processor architecture has evolved dramatically in the last couple of decades
[45]: from microprogrammed finite state machines, processors have transformed into single rigid
pipelines; then, they became parallel pipelines so that various instructions could be issued at once;
next, to exploit the ever-increasing pipelines, instructions started to get reordered dynamically; and,
more recently, instructions from multiple threads of executions have been mixed into the pipelines of
a single processor, executed at once. However, now something completely different is changing in the
lives of these devices: on the whole, the great majority of the high-performance processors produced
today address relatively narrow classes of applications. This is related to one of the most fundamental
trends that slowly emerged in the last decade: to design tailor-fit processors to the very needs of the
application rather than to treat them as rigid fixed entities, which designers include as they are in
their products. The emergence of this trend has been made successful thanks to the development of
new adequate design methodologies and tools. Such tools enable designers to specify a customizable
processor, and in some cases completely design one, in weeks rather than months. Leading compa-
nies in providing such methodologies and tools include CoWare (acquired recently by Synopsys),
Tensilica, ARC Cores, Hewlett-Packard, and STMicroelectronics. The shape and boundaries of the
architectural space covered by the tool chain differentiate the several approaches attempted. Roughly,
these approaches can be classified in three categories [45]:
Parameterizable processors are families of processors belonging to a single family and sharing a
single architectural skeleton, but in which some of the characteristics can be turned on or off (presence
of multipliers, of floating point units, of memory units, and so forth) and others can be scaled (main
datapath width, number and type of execution pipelines, number of registers, and so forth).
Extensible processors are processors with some support for application-specific extensions. The
support comes both in terms of hardware interfaces and conventions and in terms of adaptability of the
tool chain. The extensions possible are often in the form of additional instructions and corresponding
functional pipelines but can also include application-specific register files or memory interfaces.
Custom processor development tools are frameworks to support architects in the effort to design
from scratch (or, more likely, from simple and/or classic templates) a completely custom processor
with its complete tool chain (compiler, simulator, and so forth). Ideally, from a single description
in a rich architectural description language (ADL), all tools and the synthesizable description of the
desired core can be generated.
It is worth noting that these approaches are not mutually exclusive: A parameterizable processor
may also be extensible. A template processor in a processor development framework can be easily
parameterized and is naturally extended. All these approaches fall under the name of customizable
processors and often are referred as ASIP for Application-Specific Instruction-set Processors.
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3.2 ASIP Design
Application Specific Instruction-set Processors (ASIPs) are increasingly used in complex System on
Chip (SoC) designs. ASIPs are tailored to particular applications, thereby combining performance and
energy efficiency of dedicated hardware solutions with the flexibility of a programmable solution. The
main idea is to design a programmable architecture tailored to a specific application, thus preserving
a much higher degree of flexibility than a dedicated ASIC solution.
3.2.1 Design flow overview
Typically, the development flow of ASIPs starts with the analysis of the application in order to identify
its “hot spots” [46]. Then, an initial architecture is defined, in particular with special custom instruc-
tions to improve the efficiency for handling those hot spots. Afterwards the applications are run on
the processor in order to verify if the target specifications have been met. If that is not the case, the
whole flow is iterated to meet the design requirements for given applications.
From this quick overview of the design flow it is clear that some tools are required for imple-
menting it: first, an assembler and a linker are needed in order to run the application code on the
processor, together with a compiler if a high-level programming language is used; these tools are
required both for design space exploration, when the target application has to be tested in order to
improve the architecture, and for software development after the final architecture has been defined.
Moreover, an Instruction Set Simulator (ISS) has to be provided so that the application can be run
both for profiling and for verification purposes. All these tools directly depend on the instruction set
of the processor and hence they have to be retargeted each time that the instruction set is modified.
Almost all the available ASIP design suites provide these tools and the capability to retarget them
when needed, while some of them also include the further ability to automate the process of profiling
the application and identifying the instructions which are most suitable for instruction-set extension.
By looking at available commercial solutions for ASIP design , it is possible to identify three
main classes based on the degree of freedom which is left to the designer [46]:
• Architecture Description Language (ADL) based solutions (e.g. CoWare Processor Designer
[47], Target IP Designer [48]), which can be also defined as ASIP-from-scratch since every detail
of the architecture, including for instance pipeline and memory structures, can be accessed and
specified by the designer by means of a proper language. This approach results in the highest
flexibility and efficiency, but on the other hand it requires a significant design effort.
• Template architecture based solutions (e.g. Tensilica Xtensa [49], ARC ARChitect [50]), which
allow the designer to add custom ISE to a pre-defined and pre-verified core, thus restricting the
degree of freedom with respect to the previous approach to the instruction set definition only.
• Software configurable processors and reconfigurable processors (e.g. Stretch [51], ADRES [52]),
with a fixed hardware including a specific reconfigurable ISE fabric which allows the designer
to build custom instructions after the fabrication.
3.2.2 CoWare’s ADL-based design tool: Processor Designer
CoWare Processor Designer is an ASIP design environment entirely based on LISA [53]. The lan-
guage syntax provides a high flexibility to describe the instruction set of various processors, such
as SIMD (Single-Instruction Multiple-Data), MIMD (Multiple-Instruction Multiple-Data) and VLIW
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(Very long instruction word)-type architectures. Moreover, processors with complex pipelines can be
easily modeled.
Processor Designer’s high degree of automation greatly reduces the time for developing the soft-
ware tool suite and hardware implementation of the processor, which enables designers to focus on
architecture exploration and development. The usage of a centralized description of the processor ar-
chitecture ensures the consistency of the Instruction-Set Simulator (ISS), software development tools
(compiler, assembler, and linker etc.) and RTL (Register Transfer Level) implementation, minimizing
the verification and debug effort.
The LISA machine description provides information consisting of the following model compo-
nents [46]:
• The memory model lists the registers and memories of the system with their respective bit widths,
ranges and aliasing.
• The resource model describes the available hardware resources, like registers, and the resource
requirements of operations. Resources reproduce properties of hardware structures which can be
accessed exclusively by a given number of operations at a time.
• The instruction set model identifies valid combinations of hardware operations and admissible
operands. It is expressed by the assembly syntax, instruction word coding, and the specification
of legal operands and addressing modes for each instruction.
• The behavioral model abstracts the activities of hardware structures to operations changing the
state of the processor for simulation purposes. The abstraction level can range widely between
the hardware implementation level and the level of high-level language (HLL) statements.
• The timing model specifies the activation sequence of hardware operations and units.
• The micro-architecture model allows grouping of hardware operations to functional units and
contains the exact micro-architecture implementation of structural components such as adders,
multipliers, etc.
By using these various model components to describe the architecture, it is then possible to generate
a synthesizable HDL representation and the complete software tool suite automatically.
The generation of the software development environment by Processor designer enables to start
application software development prior to silicon availability, thus eliminating a common bottleneck
in embedded system development. As it is shown in Fig.3.1, the design flow of Processor Designer is a
closed-loop of architecture exploration for the input applications. It starts from a LISA 2.0 description,
which incorporates all necessary processor-specific components such as register files, pipelines, pins,
memory and caches, and instructions, so that the designer can fully specify the processor architecture.
Through Processor Designer, the ISS and the complete tool suite (C-compiler, assembler, linker) are
automatically generated. Simulation is then run on the architecture simulator and the performance
can be analyzed to check whether the design metrics are fulfilled. If not, architecture specifications
are modified in LISA description until design goals are met. At the end, the final version of RTL
implementation (Verilog HDL, VHDL and SystemC) together with software tools is automatically
generated.
As previously mentioned, ASIPs are often employed as basic components of more complex sys-
tems, e.g. MPSoCs. Therefore, it is very important that their design can be embedded into the overall
system design. Processor Designer provides possibilities to generate a SystemC model for the pro-
cessor, so that it can be integrated into a virtual platform. In this way, the interaction of the processor
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Figure 3.1 — LISA architecture exploration flow
with the other components in the system can be tested. Furthermore, the exploration as well as the
software development of the platform at early design stage becomes possible.
3.3 NoC as communication interconnect
Besides application algorithm optimizations and application-specific processor design, the on-chip
communication network connecting the multiple on-chip cores constitutes a major issue. Conven-
tional on-chip buses become inefficient in large systems and the nanotechnology integration issues
(propagation delay, crosstalk, etc.) make their use no more practical. In this context, Network-on-
Chip has recently emerged as a new paradigm allowing to cope with these major design issues. It
consists of adapting the modular, scalable, and flexible hardware/software architectures and design
tools of Network domain to the context of silicon integration.
In this thesis work Network on Chip (NoC) paradigm is considered for conflict free information
exchange between ASIPs. Although this work reutilizes one of the NoC architecture proposed in
[43], for the sake of continuity, some background about NoC and its application in the field of digital
communication applications are presented below.
3.3.1 Emergence of InterIP-NoC
As adequately summarized in [54], after the introduction of the NoC concept [55, 56, 57, 58] the
scientific literature focused on general purpose NoC solutions. More recently the idea of Application
Specific NoC (ASNoC) [59] was proposed as a method to improve efficiency, through a careful tai-
loring of the network features around the specific application to be supported. All ASNOC examples
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available in the literature are related to fairly complex applications, which involve heterogeneous pro-
cessing tasks or IPs (Intellectual Property), occupy a fairly relevant physical area and make use of
advanced methods for routing and congestion control. Following the classification given in [60], we
call this kind of NoC InterIP-NoC. On the contrary, [60] defines as IntraIP-NoC any network whose
domain area is restricted to be internal to a single IP: in this case, the NoC extend is typically much
smaller, processing tasks are usually homogeneous and stringent constraints are posed on the NoC
overhead, which is limited resorting to simple routing methods.
One of the most recently investigated application for this emerging concept is turbo decoding
[43, 54]. In the context of a parallel multiprocessor turbo decoder with capability of supporting generic
interleavers with no collisions, the NoC (or better IntraIP-NOC [60]) is a very interesting option for
the implementation of the flexible interconnect structure. NoCs bring to this specific kind of appli-
cation several of their general advantages over traditional on-chip interconnects, such as enhanced
scalability, separation between computation and communication, modularity, regularity of physical
links and predictability of their delay [54].
3.3.2 Network Topologies and Routing
Network topologies can be classified as direct and indirect networks [54]. Direct Networks typically
consists of a set of nodes, each one being directly connected to small subset of other nodes in the
network. The required connectivity is obtained by means of routers, which are components of the
nodes and can decide the path for each data to be sent from a source node to a destination node.
Instead of providing a direct connection between two nodes, indirect networks exploit switches to
connects nodes. Few typical network topologies used in literature for NoC design are presented in
Figure 1.5 [61].
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.2 — NoC topologies (a) 2D-mesh direct topology (b) Ring direct topology (c) Multistage
indirect topology
The mesh-like topologies are most common in the literature, mainly due to multiple benefits
provided by their regularity (routing geometry and limited connectivity) [62]. According to need of
average distance and connectivity, the mesh topology can be transformed in several forms (classical
mesh as in Fig.3.2.a, cylinder, ...) and in several dimensions (line, plane, cube ...). Due to direct con-
nection with neighbors, mesh topologies are well adapted for the applications which require mostly
the local data transfer. For the scenario of random communication, network latency mostly depends
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on the average distance between two nodes of the topology, which is relatively high for a 2D-mesh
topology. The ring topology (Fig.3.2.b) and indirect topologies (Fig.3.2.c), are although somewhat
less regular, allow smaller average distances between nodes. Starting with a ring topology, it is possi-
ble to reduce the average distance by adding links across the ring. This is called ring topologies with
strings. In return, these topological changes involve greater connectivity of the nodes and therefore
the resultant routing cost is high. The indirect or multistage networks allow to retain limited connec-
tivity, while maintaining a low average distance [61]. In contrast, these topologies do not allow fast
local data transfer as the traffic has to pass through intermediate stages that do not have connected
resources.
Overall, choice of a topology for the communication requirements of an application is dictated by
performance constraints (throughput, latency), by the constraints of complexity (connectivity, num-
ber of nodes and complexity of the nodes), and also by the inherent physical constraints of silicon
integration.
Regarding routing, the routers must provide transportation for packets in the network by managing
flows and congestion on the network. For this purpose, routing mechanisms, arbitration, flow control,
and control information provided with each packet is used. This control information is generally
grouped into the header of the packet, after which payload is added i.e the message to convey.
3.3.3 NoC Examples in Iterative Decoding
Communication needs in iterative decoders comes mainly due to transfer of extrinsic information
between the two component decoders according to the concerned interleaving rules. In parallel turbo
decoding, once sub-blocking and/or shuffled decoding is applied, the induced parallel transfer can rise
conflicts when two or more processing units want to write in the same memory bank. The first effort to
handle this problem is to take into account parallelism as one of the design parameter while construct-
ing an interleaver without degrading the error rate performance. Multiple publications [63][64][65]
address this problem by presenting different types of adequate interleavers for turbo codes. Although
these rules of permutation are designed in a way that sub-blocking does not generate a collision and
still offering good performance in terms of error correction, it is limited to well-defined codes and
certain parallelism degrees.
Flexible interconnection networks capable to support any interleaving rule and high parallelism
degree, while featuring low latency and low complexity can constitute a promising solution for this
application. In this context, application-specific InterIP-NoCs have been proposed for parallel turbo
decoding [43, 54]. Both direct and indirect topologies have been investigated in this domain. A general
framework for the design and simulation of NoC-based turbo decoder architectures is proposed in
[66]. An architecture based on 2D-mesh topology is presented in [67] for MPSoC turbo and LDPC
decoding. Butterfly and Benes networks are presented in [68] for flexible turbo decoders whereas a
NoC both for turbo and LDPC is proposed in [69] which is based on the topology of De Brujin Binary
Graph.
3.4 Design Approach Illustration: Flexible Parallel Turbo Decoder
In this subsection, we will illustrate the target design approach through the first effort carried out in
the Electronics Department of Te´lc´om Bretagne to design a high throughput flexible turbo decoder.
To address high throughput requirement, first of all, a comprehensive study was made in exploring
the efficient parallelism, at different levels, within a turbo decoder. This parallelism study is detailed
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Figure 3.3 — Multi-ASIP and Butterfly NoC architecture for parallel turbo decoder
in [70] and is summarized in subsection 2.4.1 of chapter 2. As the first parallelism level (BCJR metric
level) occurring inside a BCJR SISO decoder is the most area efficient, a hardware implementation
achieving high throughput should first exploit this parallelism. A dedicated processing architecture
with multiple functional units and adequate memory interfaces can be suitable to efficiently perform
all computations of a BCJR-SISO decoder. However, as the parallelism degree of this level is limited,
hence further increase of throughput should exploit the second parallelism level 2.4.1.2. This can
be done efficiently by instantiating multiple processing units with dedicated on-chip communication
interconnect.
As the flexibility requirement is also considered, besides high throughput, the processing unit and
the on-chip communication should be flexible. A tradeoff between performance and flexibility is thus
imposed for the processing unit architecture and the ASIP design approach is thus adopted. Regarding
the on-chip communication, appropriate NoC architectures are explored and designed.
In the following subsections, we will illustrate the design approach of the ASIP architecture for
turbo decoding, namely TurbASIP, and the designed NoC architecture based on Butterfly topology.
Using ASIP and NoC approach, the first 8-ASIP and NoC based turbo decoder [71], implementing
first two level of parallelism, is illustrated in Fig.3.3.
3.4.1 TurbASIP
The first step towards the ASIP design for turbo decoding was to extract the flexibility requirements
of target standards as summarized in Table 1.1. The complexity of convolutional turbo codes pro-
posed in all existing and emerging standards is limited to eight-state double binary turbo codes or
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sixteen-state simple binary turbo codes. Hence, to fully exploit trellis transition parallelism for all
standards, a parallelism degree of 32 is required. The implementation of future more complex codes
can be supported by splitting trellis sections into sub-sections of 32-parallelism degrees and by pro-
cessing sub-sections sequentially. Regarding BCJR computation parallelism, a parallelism degree of
two has been adopted, i.e. two recursion units to implement the Butterfly metric computation scheme
presented in subsection 2.4.1.1. In order to present the TurbASIP architecture, a bottom-up approach
is adopted where the basic building blocks are explained first. Based on these building blocks the
architecture of recursion units are then presented and finally the full ASIP architecture is illustrated.
3.4.1.1 Building Blocks of TurbASIP
The flexibility parameters of this ASIP are fundamentally based on supporting single and double bi-
nary turbo codes implementing the expressions (2.10), (2.12), (2.13) and (2.14) to computed γ, α, β
and extrinsic information respectively in logarithmic domain. To achieve this goal the detailed flexibil-
ity parameters are derived from these expressions of max-log-MAP algorithm. The detail of building
blocks constituting the TurbASIP is briefly discussed below:
Gamma (γ) Metric Computation: As stated in parallelism of trellis transition part of Section
2.4.1.1, all possible values of γ related to all transitions of the trellis are computed in parallel. In
hardware this is achieved by the use of simple adders and subtracters which use the input channel
LLRs and extrinsic input LLRs to generate γ metrics.
MAX(A,B)
INPUT BINPUT A
CONFIG REGISTER
0
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0 0121213 13
141313
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14 013 12
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Figure 3.4 — Basic computational units of TurbASIP (a) Adder node (b) Modulo compare unit
Alpha (α), Beta (β) and Extrinsic Information (z) Computation: The issues related to compute
α and β metrics are: (1) the successive addition of γ with α and β to compute them over all section
of the trellis and (2) selecting the maximum of α and β related to the transitions associated with each
state. Same case with extrinsic information where all three metrics α, β and γ are added on each
section of trellis. But for extrinsic information generation, the maximum operation is performed on
values related to those transitions which are occurred due to the input for which extrinsic is being
computed. In literature this operation is often referred as Add Compare Select (ACS) operation.
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The basic computational units of TurbASIP providing ACS are shown in Fig.3.4. An Adder Node
(Fig.3.4(a)) can be used for addition operation required both in state metric and extrinsic information.
While computing state metrics, the adder node can be configured for one of the input state metric
(α of previous symbol or β of next symbol) and associated γ using configuration register, depending
upon the trellis selected.
While performing addition operation involved in extrinsic information computation, the already
stored sum (in RADD REG) of state metric and branch metric (α+γ or β+γ) is added with other state
metric (β, α respectively). The quantization for the state metrics and extrinsic information is based on
0
Problem
Q−1
2 MSBs = 112 MSBs = 00
Q−4
2 MSBs = 01
Q−3Q−2
2 MSBs = 10
2n−1 −2n−1 + 1
−2n
Figure 3.5 — Modulo algorithm extrinsic information processing
modulo algorithm [72] and the value are allowed to overflow. When overflow occurs, causing values to
enter from positive region to negative region, the largest value becomes the smallest. In this situation
when maximum finding operation is performed, a simple maximum operation can not be applied. To
address this issue the architecture of specialized max. operator is shown in Fig.3.4(b) which detects
the largest value even in case of overflow conditions and conforms to modulo algorithm.
With the considered modulo algorithm, particular scaling is required when the different extrinsic
informations related to one symbol lay in second and third quadrant of the 2’s complement number
representation of Fig. 3.5. In fact in case of overflow, the largest extrinsic information moves from
positive to negative region and becomes smallest which convey wrong information to other compo-
nent decoder. Hence the first issue is to detect this particular situation which can be done by analyzing
the 2 MSBs of generated extrinsic informations. As shown in Fig. 3.5, in which n bits represent the
quantization of state metrics and extrinsic information, if an extrinsic information lies in Q-2 its two
MSB’s will be “01” whereas in Q-3 they will be “10”. Hence if some of extrinsic informations related
to different combinations of a symbol lay in Q-2 and others in Q-3 this will identify the problematic
situation. In this case the second step is to correct the extrinsic information in a way that the largest
extrinsic information remains largest. This can be done simply by an unsigned right shifting of all the
extrinsic informations.
Forward Backward Recursion Units: As stated above, butterfly scheme of state metric and extrin-
sic information generation is used. Hence, two hardware recursion units, one working in forward and
the other in backward direction are used. Since there are 32 transitions in a 16-state single binary or 8
state double binary code, one recursion unit is made up of 32 adder nodes. Hence, 64 adder nodes are
used in TurbASIP. The arrangement of adder nodes in Forward recursion unit for double binary code
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Figure 3.6 — Forward Recursion Unit composed of 32 ANF (Adder Node Forward) and 8 4-input
Compare Unit (a) Compare Units used for state metric computation (b) Compare Units used for extrinsic
information computation
is shown in Fig.3.6. The adder nodes in the rows receive proper γ due to 4 possible inputs in a double
binary code whereas 4 adder nodes in each columns represent 4 state metrics related to each state.
Same architecture is used for backward recursion unit. As stated above using configuration register
each adder node receives its inputs according to the trellis structure.
To perform the max. operation, 24 2-input compare units are used in one recursion unit. These
24 2-input compare units can be configured to work as 8 4-input compare units. When computation
of max. operation in state metrics generation is required, 8 4-input compare units are connected to
the four outputs (output of 4 adder nodes in a column) of each column of recursion unit as shown
in Fig.3.6(a). Hence, at the output of 8 four-input max. operators, there are 8 state metrics of double
binary code. In case of extrinsic information computation, as shown in Fig.3.6(b), the 8 4-input com-
pare units are connected to adder nodes in rows in such a way that 8 elements of a row are divided
into 2 sets of 4 adder nodes (first set made up of 4 adder nodes on the left of the row and the second
set made up of 4 adder nodes on the right). These 8 sets from 4 rows are connected to same 8 4-input
compare units. Hence, with 8 4-input compare units user has two biggest candidates per row at the
output of 4-input compare units. The two largest values in a row a saved back in the RADD registers
of first two adder nodes of that row. Reusing 4 2-input compare units one can find the maximum
between these two candidates which is the extrinsic information for each combination of input bits.
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Figure 3.7 — TurbASIP architecture
3.4.1.2 Complete TurbASIP Architecture
TurbASIP architecture is composed of memory interface, internal registers, basic building blocks and
a control unit as shown in Fig.3.7. Regarding memory interface, the application program is saved
in the program memory. Config Memory is used to store different configuration of trellis which can
be loaded in TurbASIP to switch between different trellis structures. The input data to the ASIP
for data decoding is provided from Input and Extrinsic Data memories. To achieve butterfly scheme
these two memories are further divided into top and bottom banks. Cross metric memory is used
to store the state metrics while left side of butterfly scheme is in progress where as these stored
metrics are used to compute the extrinsic information during right side of the butterfly scheme. The
interleaving/deinterleaving tables are stored in the interleaving memories. Once TurbASIP computes
the extrinsic information, the interleaving address from these memories are read. This address is
placed as header whereas the extrinsic information is placed as payload in the packet which is sent
on the network. Finally Read/Write α, β Memories are used to store the last values of state metrics.
In the context of sub-blocking parallelism these saved state metrics are used to implement message
passing method of metrics initialization as shown in Fig.3.3.
Certain register banks are used for ASIP configuration and storage of different parameters asso-
ciated to max-log-MAP algorithm. Two configuration registers are dedicated for the configuration of
two recursion units of TurbASIP. The configuration of the ASIP is downloaded from Config. Mem-
ory into these registers. The TurbASIP work in the same configuration unless the contents of these
registers are changed. RMC registers store the state metric after max operations whereas RC registers
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are used to read state metrics during the computation of right side of butterfly scheme. Branch metric
γ are stored in RG register. RADD registers are part of ACS units as shown in Fig.3.4(a).
The function of control unit is to manage all the resources spread over seven pipelines stages.
After instruction fetch and decode pipeline stages, the third pipeline stage is dedicated to fetch the
operand from input memories. Two next stages, BM1 and BM2, are for γ computation. In execute
(EXE) pipeline stage, resources of Add Compare Select (ACS) operations are placed. The last pipeline
stage is to compute the extrinsic information and hard decisions.
3.4.1.3 Sample Program of TurbASIP
To give an explanation on how TurbASIP can be used for a decoding application, Listing 3.1 presents
the piece of code written for dual binary code of Wimax standard for the first iteration. The text after
(;) sign shows the comments.
Listing 3.1 — TurbASIP: assembly code for 8-state double binary turbo code for first iteration 
1 ; l o a d i n g c o n f i g u r a t i o n i n c o n f i g . r e g i s t e r s
2 LD CONFIG 0
3 LD CONFIG 1
4 LD CONFIG 2
5 LD CONFIG 3
6 ; s e t t i n g b l o c k l e n g t h
7 SET SIZE 48
8 ; s c a l i n g o f e x t r i n s i c i n f o r m a t i o n
9 SET SF 6
10 ; un i fo rm s t a r t v a l u e s f o r a l p h a / b e t a
11 SET RMC UNIFORM, UNIFORM
12 ; z e r o o v e r h e a d loop i n s t r u c t i o n
13 ZOLB LW1 , LW1 , RW1
14 ; l e f t b u t t e r f l y a l p h a / b e t a +gamma
15 DATA LEFT WITHOUT EXT ADD M
16 ; max f o r a l p h a / b e t a
17 LW1 : MAX2 STATE METRIC NOTHING
18 ; r i g h t b u t t e r f l y a l p h a / b e t a +gamma
19 DATA RIGHT WITHOUT EXT ADD M
20 ; max f o r a l p h a / b e t a
21 MAX2 STATE METRIC NOTHING
22 ; l e f t b u t t e r f l y a l p h a + b e t a +gamma
23 NO WITHOUT EXT ADD I
24 ; f i r s t max f o r e x t r i n s i c c o m p u t a t i o n
25 MAX2 SYSTEMATIC NOTHING
26 ; second max f o r e x t r i n s i c c o m p u t a t i o n
27 RW1 : MAX1 SYS PARITY EXT DECOD FB
28 ; message p a s s i n g i m p l e m e n t a t i o n
29 EXC REC ALPHA BETA0 0
30 EXC REC ALPHA BETA0 1
31 EXC REC ALPHA BETA0 2
32 EXC REC ALPHA BETA0 3
33 EXC REC ALPHA BETA0 4
34 EXC REC ALPHA BETA0 5
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35 EXC REC ALPHA BETA0 6
36 EXC REC ALPHA BETA0 7
The program starts with LD CONFIG instruction which configure the TurbASIP for the Wimax trel-
lis. Using set size SET SIZE instruction programmer can set the number of double binary symbol
in a frame. SET SF is the command to scale the input extrinsic e.g with target double binary ap-
plication the value 6 corresponds to multiplying the input extrinsic with 0.7 before computing the
branch metrics. SET RMC UNIFORM instruction sets the RMC for zero which means all starting
states are equiprobable. ZOLB is the zero overhead loop instruction. With this single instruction, the
next two lines of code executes 24 times (half of frame size) which is in fact implementing left side
of butterfly decoding scheme for 24 symbols without using the extrinsic information. The reason of
not using the extrinsic information is due to the fact that during first shuffled iteration the extrinsic
information memories hold the data of last iteration of previous frame. After this, the next five in-
struction (from “DATA RIGHT..” instruction to “MAX1 SYS PARITY..”) execute 24 times hence,
implementing right side of the butterfly decoding scheme. During the execution of left butterfly, the
first instruction “DATA LEFT..”is used to compute state metrics related to all transitions. The next
“MAX2 STATE METRIC” perform compare operation to compute 8 state metrics both in forward
and backward directions. In the right part of the butterfly scheme, the first two instructions compute
the state metrics and next three instructions compute the extrinsic information. The first instruction to
compute extrinsic is related to performing the summation of α, β and γ while next two instructions
are used to do compare operation on the rows of recursion units in two steps. Finally at the end of
processing of the block of 48 symbols, the ASIP initializes its state metric register (RMC) using mes-
sage passing for next iteration. Hence, during one iteration, 2 clock cycles per 2 symbols are used in
left side of butterfly decoding scheme and 5 clock cycles per 2 symbols are used in right side of the
butterfly decoding scheme.
After the first iteration the extrinsic information memories hold the right extrinsic information
hence one can use them. The code for next five iterations is shown in Listing 3.2 where instructions
for DATA LEFT and DATA RIGHT with READ EXT option in place of WITHOUT EXT option of
Listing 3.1.
Listing 3.2 — TurbASIP: assembly code for 8-state double binary turbo code for iteration number 2-6 
1 REPEAT UNTIL l o o p 5 t i m e s
2 ; z e r o o v e r h e a d loop i n s t r u c t i o n
3 ZOLB LW0 , LW0 , RW0
4 ; l e f t b u t t e r f l y a l p h a / b e t a +gamma
5 DATA LEFT READ EXT ADD M
6 ; max f o r a l p h a / b e t a
7 LW0 : MAX2 STATE METRIC NOTHING
8 ; r i g h t b u t t e r f l y a l p h a / b e t a +gamma
9 DATA RIGHT READ EXT ADD M
10 ; max f o r a l p h a / b e t a
11 MAX2 STATE METRIC NOTHING
12 ; l e f t b u t t e r f l y a l p h a + b e t a +gamma
13 NO READ EXT ADD I
14 ; f i r s t max f o r e x t r i n s i c c o m p u t a t i o n
15 MAX2 SYSTEMATIC NOTHING
16 ; second max f o r e x t r i n s i c c o m p u t a t i o n
17 RW0 : MAX1 SYS PARITY EXT DECOD FB
18 ; message p a s s i n g i m p l e m e n t a t i o n
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19 EXC REC ALPHA BETA0 0
20 EXC REC ALPHA BETA0 1
21 EXC REC ALPHA BETA0 2
22 EXC REC ALPHA BETA0 3
23 EXC REC ALPHA BETA0 4
24 EXC REC ALPHA BETA0 5
25 EXC REC ALPHA BETA0 6
26 EXC REC ALPHA BETA0 7
27 l o o p NOP
To compute the hard decision in last iteration, the assembly code is presented in Listing 3.3.
Listing 3.3 — TurbASIP: assembly code for 8-state double binary turbo code for last iteration 
1 ; z e r o o v e r h e a d loop i n s t r u c t i o n
2 ZOLB LW2 , LW2 , RW2
3 ; l e f t b u t t e r f l y a l p h a / b e t a +gamma
4 DATA LEFT READ EXT ADD M
5 ; max f o r a l p h a / b e t a
6 LW2 : MAX2 STATE METRIC NOTHING
7 ; r i g h t b u t t e r f l y a l p h a / b e t a +gamma
8 DATA RIGHT READ EXT ADD M
9 ; max f o r a l p h a / b e t a
10 MAX2 STATE METRIC NOTHING
11 ; l e f t b u t t e r f l y a l p h a + b e t a +gamma
12 NO READ EXT ADD I
13 ; f i r s t max f o r e x t r i n s i c c o m p u t a t i o n
14 MAX2 SYSTEMATIC NOTHING
15 ; second max f o r e x t r i n s i c c o m p u t a t i o n
16 RW2 : MAX1 SYS PARITY HARD FB
The hard decisions are computed by using HARD option in the last instruction of Listing 3.3 which
was EXT DECOD in Listing 3.1 & 3.2.
As far as the throughput is concerned, if the overhead caused by other instructions is neglected, 3.5
clock cycles per symbol are required to generate extrinsic information per iteration (or hard decision
during the last iteration).
3.4.2 NoC Based on Butterfly Topology
The Butterfly network is a multistage interconnection network with 2-input 2-output routers and uni-
directional links. The advantages of this topology are: first, the logarithmic diameter of the network
(log2P with P the number of network input ports) which gives a number of routers equal to P2 log2P ;
secondly the recursive structure of the network (a network of diameter d is obtained with two net-
works of diameter d − 1) which enables high scalability; and finally a very simple routing scheme
that uses directly the bits of the destination address for the selection of the output port at each stage of
the network. However, this type of network does not have path diversity: there exists only one route
between each source and each destination, which increases the risk of conflicts in the routers. To mit-
igate this problem, queues to store the conflicting packets are used. Several architectural decisions are
made in the proposed Butterfly network according to the specificities of the supported application.
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Figure 3.8 — Router architecture of Butterfly based NoC
First of all, in the considered turbo decoder architecture, the interleaving (respectively deinterleaving)
function of extrinsic information must be supported by the interconnection network. For this purpose,
it is necessary that the network can vehicle any permutation of the inputs to its outputs, which is the
case for the Butterfly network. Thus, through the packet addressing, the interleaving (respectively
deinterleaving) of the data is performed due to the identifier of destination port and the destination
memory write address containing extrinsic information. With TurbASIP implementing the butterfly
decoding scheme, a maximum of two packets will be generated by each ASIP at the inputs of the
network. This is why the number of input ports of the network is twice larger than the number of Tur-
bASIP. Fig.3.3 represents a bidirectional Butterfly network (made up of two unidirectional Butterfly
networks) that connects 4 TurbASIPs each producing 2 packets for 8 memories attached to desti-
nation TurbASIP. Network Interfaces (NI) are used between network and processor /memories. The
Destination-Tag routing technique is used. This deterministic routing uses a digit of the destination
address in the header of the packets to select the output port at each router along the path from the
source to the destination.
Besides the payload which is composed of the extrinsic information, the packets contain a sim-
ple header field. The header includes the previously defined routing information and the destination
memory address. The first field has a width of d bits, d being the diameter of the network and the
second field having a width of blog2(NP )c+ 1 bits, where N is the length of the frame to be decoded
and P the number of TurbASIPs in an interleaving domain. Router architecture (Fig.3.8) implements
a simple router with 2 input and 2 output ports with input FIFOs to store the conflicting packets. FIFO
depth is determined with respect to the worst case which is the case when all input packets have the
same network output port. Thus, FIFO depth is fixed to 2i for all routers of stage i of the Butterfly net-
work (i varies from 0 to log2(P )). The Routing and Arbitration block implements, in the considered
version, a round-robin queues serving policy. It generates the control signals for the switch matrix,
FIFOs, and output packets.
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3.5 Towards Heterogeneous Multi-ASIP and NoC Based Flexible
Turbo Receiver
Based on the promising results obtained for the high throughput flexible turbo decoder and for the
parallel turbo demodulation/equalization study, presented in chapter 2, Fig.3.9 proposes an heteroge-
neous multi-ASIP NoC based architecture for future high throughput flexible radio platform.
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Figure 3.9 — Heterogeneous multi-ASIP and NoC architecture for turbo receiver
To achieve turbo decoding, turbo demodulation and turbo equalization, three different types of
ASIPs are required. The first ASIP of type T1 is for equalization which should be efficiently flexible
for the channel characteristics mentioned in Chapter 1 and the MIMO STC codes used on transmis-
sion side. T2 type of ASIP is for demapping and should be reusable both in single antenna and MIMO
transmissions. It should be flexible for different constellation characteristics (size, mapping and rota-
tion) and should have the capability to use the a priori information in iterative demodulation context.
T3 ASIP is for max-log-MAP decoding providing flexibility for the target trellises. The soft mapping
function is only used in turbo equalization for MIMO and does not have many flexibility parameters.
Hence, some simple parameterized circuit can serve the purpose. The integration of these ASIPs is
done in such a way that the NoCs are placed between those ASIPs which are supposed to receive
interleaved/deinterleaved data during turbo processing.
In this platform requirements and their proposed solution are mapped on hardware components
in following way:
• Flexibility parameters for a processing block and efficient metric generation level parallelism is
implemented inside the ASIP.
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• Component level parallelism is achieved through the use of multiple instances of heterogeneous
ASIPs.
• Solution to memory access conflicts, caused by the component level parallelism and interleaving
rules, and shuffled turbo processing is mapped on NoCs.
• Utilization of desired processing power for a specific system configuration can be achieved by
switching on/off required number of ASIPs in the architecture and hence providing a simple way
to achieve an energy-efficient platform.
To conceive a turbo receiver having qualities of offering flexibility and scalability in processing power,
proposed in Fig. 3.9, the work in this thesis is focused on implementing other ASIPs for equalization
and demapping tasks. The other issue is to modify the TurbASIP to generate the extrinsic and a pos-
teriori information for the demapper and soft mapper. The final task is to integrate all the processing
units through NoCs. The next three chapters are dedicated individually for equalizer ASIP, Demapper
ASIP and prototyping of a flexible and scalable turbo receiver.
3.6 Conclusion
In this chapter an effort is made to present an architecture conforming to the requirement laid down
in chapter 1 which are: flexibility for transmission parameters, error rate performance approaching
theoretical limit and use of required processing power of the system for specific system configurations.
To address these requirements we discussed them gradually and proposed their possible hardware
solution. Taking the example of turbo processing which manages error rate performance at the cost
of high latency and low throughput. The solution to the problem of latency and low throughput,
associated with iterative processing, is addressed by studying the parallelism in chapter 2. The first
issue is the best use of metric generation level parallelism while retaining the flexibility of a processing
unit. For this ASIP methodology is discussed and multi ASIP architecture is presented to implement
sub-blocking. Although sub blocking parallelism provides gain in throughput but it gives birth to the
communication conflicts among the processing units due to the presence of interleavers. Use of NoC
is an efficient method to counter the communication conflicts. For design approach illustration, a
multi-ASIP NoC based architecture is presented as a case study for the realization of a turbo decoder
is also presented. Finally a global heterogeneous multi-ASIP NoC based architecture is presented for
a high throughput flexible turbo receiver.
CHAPTER
4 EquASIP: ASIP-basedMMSE-IC Linear Equalizer
THIS chapter presents the ASIP architecture dedicated for MMSE-IC linear equalization algo-rithm, namely EquASIP. The presented ASIP exploits the first level of parallelism available in
equalization application, introduced in chapter 2 as Symbol Estimation Level Parallelism. Proposed
EquASIP architecture can be used for multiple MIMO space time codes both in an iterative and a non-
iterative context and provides support for Alamouti Code, 2×2 Golden code, and 2×2, 3×3 and 4×4
spatially multiplexed MIMO-OFDM environment using BPSK, QPSK, 16-QAM and 64-QAM mod-
ulation schemes. Furthermore, EquASIP is designed to be modular in order to facilitate its integration
in a scalable multiprocessor platform (exploiting the second parallelism level).
This chapter is organized in the following order. First of all, a brief state of the art section is
provided to summarize the available hardware implementations related to this domain. Flexibility
parameters are then analyzed to make a choice about the hardware resource allocation and sharing.
The third section presents in a bottom-up approach the detailed architecture of the required complex
number operators. Based on these operators, the complete EquASIP architecture together with the
proposed instruction set and sample programs are presented in the subsequent three sections. Finally,
the last section provides synthesis results, execution performance and comparison with state of the art
implementations.
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4.1 State of the Art
State of the art MIMO detection techniques can be classified in three categories [73]: ML detection,
Sphere Decoding (SD) and linear filtering based detection. The complexity of ML detection increases
exponentially with the number of antennas and modulation order. The SD approach has a polyno-
mial complexity. To perform SD, first a QR decomposition of channel matrix is carried out and then
tree exploration is performed. This tree search is further categorized as depth-first and breadth-first
methods. The depth-first has a reduced area complexity and optimal performance, but has variable
throughput with SNR. In breath-first case, the most famous algorithm is the K-best in which K best
nodes are visited at each level. Hence, the complexity depends on K. A large value of K results
in high complexity and good performance. Linear filtering based solutions such as MMSE-IC, con-
siderably reduce the complexity of the hardware implementation of a MIMO detector. Whereas the
compensation for sub-optimality can be achieved using turbo equalization.
In linear filtering based solution, matrix inversion implying complex numbered operations is the
most demanding computational task. Hence, most of the existing work has been focused on the in-
version of variable-sized complex-numbered matrices. Matrix inversion based on QR Decomposition
Recursive Least Square (QRD-RLS) algorithm has been proposed [74]. In [75], authors have pro-
posed a Coordinate Rotation Digital Computer (CORDIC) and Squared Givens Rotation (SGR) based
Linear MMSE detector while in [76] a linear array architecture for SGR implementation has been in-
troduced. Matrix inversion through block-wise analytical method has been implemented in [77]. Two
separate MMSE-IC2 equalizers for 4×4 turbo MIMO SM environment using QPSK and QAM-16
modulations, implementing CORDIC method of QR decomposition, have been proposed in [78] for
fast fading applications. Using analytic method of matrix inversion, a fully dedicated architecture for
MMSE-IC1 LE for 2×2 turbo MIMO system with pre-coding used in quasi static channel has been
proposed in [79]. The other work carried out in [80] shows exciting results in terms of throughput for
802.11n MIMO-OFDM application. The implementation is based on a inverse free architecture using
square-root MMSE formulation.
To the best of our knowledge all the available implementations target a specific STC with lim-
ited modulation support. In the following sections, the process of developing a flexible MMSE-IC
equalizer using the ASIP approach and conforming to multi-standard requirements is explained. Per-
formance comparison of the proposed ASIP with above referenced state of the art works is provided
at the end of this chapter.
4.2 Flexibility Parameters and Architectural Choices
The flexibility parameters influencing the equalizer architecture, based on MMSE-IC equalization
algorithm, comes from different sources. Depending upon these parameters, architectural choices can
be made for efficient hardware resource allocation and sharing.
4.2.1 Flexibility Parameters
Following are the three considered sources in extracting the flexibility parameters:
• MIMO STC supported at the transmitter
• Time diversity of the channel
• Possibility of iterative equalization in the receiver
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MIMO STC: MIMO Spatial multiplexing (SM), Alamouti code and Golden code are the STCs
adopted in emerging wireless standards. For MIMO SM with different antenna dimensions, such as
2×2, 3×3 and 4×4, the expressions (2.41 to 2.47) can directly be implemented using channel matrix
and received vector inputs. Hence, a hardware capable of implementing variable sized complex matrix
operation involved in the algorithm can address MIMO SM from 2 to 4 antennas. As far as Golden
code and Alamouti code are concerned, MMSE-IC algorithm can be used by applying equivalent
channel transformations on the inputs prior to their use. In case of 2×2 Golden code, the equivalent
channel transformation is presented in [81]. The idea is to treat two transmitted vectors (each having
two elements) as one transmission of four symbols. By applying equivalent channel transformation,
the inputs to the MMSE-IC equalizer are y of four elements and an equivalent channel matrix H˘
of size 4×4. The equivalent channel transformation of Alamouti code is presented in [82] which
transforms a 2×1 channel matrix into a 2×2 equivalent matrix and 2×2 channel matrix into a 4×4
equivalent matrix. Hence, supporting MIMO SM with an additional capability of equivalent channel
transformation, addresses this first source of flexibility parameters.
Time Diversity: The time diversity of the channel decides how frequent the computations of equal-
ization coefficients (2.41, 2.44 and 2.46) is required. For quasi static channel these coefficients are
computed once per iteration whereas for fast fading channel they are computed for each received vec-
tor per iteration. In case of block fading, these coefficients are computed for a set of received vectors
for which channel matrix is considered as constant.
Iterative Equalization: The last source of flexibility is the iterative/non-iterative nature of the
equalizer. In an iterative context the equalizer must incorporate the a priori information.
4.2.2 Architectural Choices
In the MMSE-IC algorithm, presented in subsection 2.3.1, one can note that the expressions com-
puting equalization coefficients and symbol estimation exhibit similar arithmetic operations. Now
considering the flexibility need related to time diversity of the channel, allocating separate resources
for equalization coefficients computation will result in an inefficient architecture in case of quasi
static and block fading channel. For this reason, and targeting flexibility as well as efficiency, our first
architectural choice is based on hardware resource sharing between these two tasks.
Out of these two distinctive parts of the algorithm, the one related to equalization coefficient com-
putation is more resource demanding. In fact, in this part of the algorithm, the implied computations
can only be done in a serial order. For example, to compute matrix F (2.44), one need to compute:
• Hermitian of H
• Matrix multiplication HHH
• Scaler-Matrix multiplication
• Matrix addition
• Matrix inversion
The other metrics (such as βk, λk and gk) are computed with a similar pattern. For this kind of se-
rial computations, temporal parallelism implementation through pipelining can be applied to increase
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throughput. Now considering the flexibility need related to STC, allocating hardware resources ac-
cording to the requirements of the most complex STC configuration will result in an inefficient archi-
tecture for the low complexity configurations. For this reason, our second architectural choice is based
on dimensioning the hardware resources in order to be fully used in all STC configurations. In this
regard, the implied complex matrix operations are analyzed and broken down into basic arithmetic
operations. Then adequate hardware operators are constructed considering the best tradeoff between
flexibility, parallelism and hardware efficiency.
4.3 Hardware Architecture for Basic Operators
In this section, a bottom-up presentation approach is adopted to explain the proposed hardware archi-
tecture capable of performing complex operations through the basic arithmetic operators.
4.3.1 Complex Number Operations
In MMSE-IC algorithms, the complex matrix operations can be broken down into basic complex
number operation such as addition, subtraction, negation, conjugation and inversion. To perform each
operation the architecture of the operator is detailed below.
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Figure 4.1 — Basic components (a) Complex adder (b) Complex subtracter, negater and conjugator
4.3.1.1 Complex Number Addition, Subtraction, Negation and Conjugate
The complex number addition needs two real adders whereas a complex numbered subtraction needs
two real subtracters. Using two real subtracters, negation of a complex number can be performed.
Similarly, conjugate of a complex number, required in calculating the hermitian of a matrix can also
share the real subtracter. Fig.4.1(a) shows hardware architecture for addition of two complex numbers
X = a + jb and Y = c + jd whereas Fig.4.1(b) shows combined architecture of subtraction of X
and Y and negation/hermitian of a complex number X .
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4.3.1.2 Complex Number Multiplication
By applying the classical formula (4.1) of multiplication of complex numbers, a complex numbers
multiplier must perform 4 real multiplications and 2 real additions/subtractions.
X × Y = (a+ jb)(c+ jd) = (ac− bd) + j(ad+ bc) (4.1)
A rearrangement may be proposed to reduce the number of multiplications required, as:
X × Y = (a+ jb)(c+ jd) = a(c+ d)− d(a+ b) + j [a(c+ d) + c(b− a)] (4.2)
By applying this reformulation, a complex number multiplier must perform only three real multipli-
cations and 5 real additions/subtractions. Reducing one real multiplier per complex multiplier at the
cost of three adders significantly reduces the complexity of the complex number multiplier. In addi-
tion the adders and subtracters of first stage of pipelined multipliers can also be used for complex
number addition, subtraction, negation and conjugation. A Combined Complex Adder Subtracter and
Multiplier (CCASM) is shown in Fig.4.2. This architecture is capable of performing all basic opera-
tion of complex number addition, subtraction, negation, conjugation (output at first stage of pipeline)
and multiplication (output at third stage of pipeline).
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Figure 4.2 — Combined Complex Adder Subtracter and Multiplier (CCASM)
4.3.1.3 Complex Number Inversion
The inverse of a complex number can be computed using following expression:
1
a+ bj
=
a
a2 + b2
− b
a2 + b2
j (4.3)
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The architecture for this inverter can be obtained by reusing the real multipliers and one adder of the
CCASM to compute a2 + b2. Pre-computed LUT can then be used to find inversion value of 1
a2+b2
.
Finally, two real multipliers and one subtracter are required for final result computation.
4.3.2 Complex Matrix Operations
In this subsection we propose the use of basic operators, developed in previous part, to achieve com-
plex numbered matrix operations such as matrix hermitian, multiplication and inversion.
4.3.2.1 Matrix Hermitian, Addition, Subtraction, Negation
To perform hermitian operation on a matrix, at first, one need to copy the rows of the matrix into
columns of an intermediate matrix. Then by taking complex conjugate of each element of this inter-
mediate matrix, the resultant matrix will be the required hermitian matrix. Using 4 instances of the
architecture presented in Fig.4.1 with some control logic, provides a fully parallel and flexible ar-
chitecture to perform Matrix Hermitian, Addition, Subtraction and Negation operations for 2×2 and
4×4 matrices. In case of 3×3 matrix this architecture will be 75% efficient. Hence, to perform any of
these operation on 2×2, 3×3 and 4×4 matrices, 1, 3 and 4 clock cycles will be required.
4.3.2.2 Matrix Multiplication
To perform a multiplication of two 2×2 matrices, 8 complex multiplications are required whereas for
3×3 and 4×4 matrices the number of complex multiplications required are 27 and 64 respectively.
Use of four CCASM (Fig.4.2), can efficiently perform all operations (matrix hermitian, addition,
subtraction, negation and multiplication) required for 2×2 and 4×4 matrices. For 2×2 matrix multi-
plications, two complex adders will be required to sum up the multiplication results whereas in 4×4
case, in addition to two complex adders, one more adder will be required. The architecture of 2×2
and 4×4 matrix multiplications is shown in Fig.4.3. The number of cycles required to perform 2×2,
3×3 and 4×4 matrix multiplications will be 2, 9 and 16 respectively.
4.3.2.3 Matrix Inversion
The matrix inversion can be achieved through one of the following methods:
• based on matrix triangulation
• based on analytical method
The first method based on matrix triangulation can realized using systolic architecture through the LU
decomposition, Cholesky decomposition or QR decomposition. The method based on QR decompo-
sition is the most interesting due to its numerical stability and its practical feasibility. It consists
of decomposing decompose a matrix A of size N × N as A = QR where Q is an orthogonal
matrix (QQH = I) and R an upper triangular matrix. This decomposition allows to compute the
inverse of the matrix A after a simple inversion of the triangular matrix R and a matrix multiplica-
tion as A−1 = R−1Q. There are several methods [83] to achieve this decomposition, such as the
Givens method or the method of Gram-Schmidt. Hardware designers give special attention to the
Givens method due to its practical feasibility, its parallelism and its numerical stability [84][76]. The
method of Givens consists of triangularization of matrix A by applying a series of plane rotations
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multiplication
called Givens rotations. Each rotation is designed to cancel an element of A. The standard method of
Givens uses operations that are not easily implementable, including square root and division. There-
fore, there are several variants of this method to avoid these operations. The SGR (Squared Givens
Rotations) [85] and CORDIC method [86] are the best known methods. A comparison between the
two approaches: SGR and CORDIC has been made by Myllyla et al. [84] through MMSE detector.
The results show that the CORDIC-based architecture is more expensive in hardware cost and is 1.5
times slower than those based on SGR. In his thesis work , Edman [87] used SGR method to achieve
matrix inversion and studied both triangular and linear architectures. For this type of architecture there
are dedicated Processing Elements (PEs) which are used as boundary elements and internal elements
of a systolic array or linear array [76]. Although linear array architecture is flexible for variable sized
matrix inversion, it is dedicated to matrix inversion only.
The analytic method of matrix inversion is good candidate, not only for variable sized matrix
inversion but also for resource reuse for other matrix computations. The expression for the inversion
of 2×2 matrix through analytical method is given by:
[
a b
c d
]−1
=
1
ad− bc
[
d −b
−c a
]
(4.4)
To implement (4.4) the resources required are a complex number negater and a complex divider. For
a 4×4 matrix, the matrix is divided into four 2×2 matrix and inversion can be achieved block wise.
[
A B
C D
]−1
=
[
W X
Y Z
]
(4.5)
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where
W = A−1 +A−1B(D − CA−1B)−1CA−1
X = −A−1B(D − CA−1B)−1
Y = −(D − CA−1B)−1CA−1
Z = (D − CA−1B)−1
The inversion of a 3×3 matrix is performed by extending it to a 4×4 matrix. This can be done by
copying all three rows of 3×3 matrix into first three rows of 4×4 matrix and then putting zeros in
all elements of fourth row and fourth column where a 1 should be put on the intersection of fourth
row and fourth column. The inversion can then be performed using the method mentioned above. The
final result lies in first three elements of first three rows (or column). All the expressions involved in
the inversion of up to 4×4 matrix can be achieved through already described matrix operations and
will be used in the EquASIP.
4.3.2.4 Operator Reuse in Fixed-Point Representation
To find the required data width for fixed-point representation of the parameters involved in MMSE-IC
algorithm, long simulations have been conducted for all supported system configurations (STC and
modulation type). Results analysis have shown that at maximum 16-bit signed representation with
different bits for integer and fractional part is sufficient for all the parameters involved during the
different computational steps of MMSE-IC LE algorithm to ensure a performance loss below 0.2dB.
To enable the reuse of hardware resources for these different computations, involving operands with
different fixed-point representations, certain rules have been set. First of all, while reading input data
from memories, the data which is represented in less than 16-bits, is sign extended to 16-bit. Secondly,
a programmable 33 to 16-bit conversion is performed at the outputs of the multipliers. Last of all, to
avoid the hazards caused by overflow/underflow during an arithmetic operation, a control mechanism
is provided to fix the output at its maximum/minimum limit. Fig. 4.4 shows the 16-bit quantization in
signed 2’s complement representation of the different implied parameters. In Fig. 4.4, notation (x dot
y) designates a singed number where x represents the number of bits for integer part and y represents
the number of bits for fractional part. Furthermore, Fig.4.5(a) shows the FER performance of 2×2
MIMO SM with QPSK and Fig.4.5(b) shows the FER performance of 4×4 MIMO SM with 64-QAM.
4.4 EquASIP Architecture
The proposed ASIP architecture is mainly composed of Matrix Register Banks (MRB), Complex
Arithmetic Unit (CAU) and Control Unit (CU) besides its memory interfaces. The input to the
EquASIP are through “Channel Data Memory” and the soft mapper as shown in Fig. 4.6. The data bus
of all inputs is set to 16 (32 bit for complex number). This provides flexibility to use up to 16 bit data
representation and in case of smaller data widths, signed/unsigned extension can be done externally.
The ASIP has 7 pipeline stages named as: FETCH, AD SU MUL1, MUL2, MUL3, 2ADD, 1ADD
and OUT.
4.4.1 Matrix Register Banks
To store a complex number two separate 16-bit registers have been used, one storing the real and
the other imaginary part. Based on the requirements of the expression (2.40) for a 4×4 spatially
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2
code rate, Rayleigh fading channel (a) 2×2 QPSK ; (b) 4×4 64-QAM
multiplexed MIMO system, 13 MRBs have been proposed, where each MRB can store 4 complex
numbers (Fig. 4.6). H-MRB (H0, H1, H2, and H3) which are connected to the memory, can store 4
rows or columns of Channel Matrix. Four V-MRB (V0, V1, V2, and V3) store 16 entries of λkpk.
GP0, GP1, GP2, GP3 and GP4 are assigned to the storage of gj , xˆj , y, gj xˆj and the estimated
symbols x˜ respectively. Other than this specific use, these GP registers save the intermediate results
of equalization coefficients. Among other registers there are three registers to store the variances
of noise, modulation symbol and decoded symbols besides pipeline registers and the registers for
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4.4.2 Complex Arithmetic Unit
The computational resources of the Complex Arithmetic Unit (CAU) of EquASIP are shown in Fig.
4.7. After fetch pipeline stage, 4 CCASM units (Fig. 4.2) are spread over three pipeline stages to
perform 4 concurrent complex additions, complex subtractions/negation, complex conjugation and
complex multiplications. The results of complex addition, subtraction, negation and conjugate oper-
ations are copied into destination registers in AD SU MUL1 pipeline stage. In MUL3 stage, 33-bit
to 16-bit transformation is performed according to the information provided in multiply instruction.
The results of four complex multiplication (16-bits for each of real and imaginary part of the complex
number) are saved in the target registers. To perform 2×2 matrix multiplication one row/column of
first matrix is introduced twice at first input of CCASMs and two columns/rows of second matrix are
exposed to the second input of CCASMs. Providing the results of four complex multiplication to two
complex adders in 2ADD pipeline stage, the output will give one resultant row/column of multipli-
cation of 2×2 matrix. In case of 4×4 matrix multiplication, one row/column from each matrix goes
to the inputs of four CCASM. The results of four multiplications are added together using 2 adders
of 2ADD and one adder of 1ADD pipeline stage to output one element of 4×4 matrix multiplication.
Complex adders/subtracters in last pipeline stage are used in the computation of Eq. (2.40). The in-
version process of a complex number in different pipeline stages is shown as dotted area in Fig. 4.7.
For this particular operation, additional resources are required as Look-Up Tables (LUT), two 33 to
16-bit converters, and two real multipliers.
4.4.3 Control Unit
The EquASIP control unit works as administrator of the 7-stage pipelined CAU as mentioned above
and shown in (Fig. 4.6). It controls the flow of the program instructions over the designed datapath
(MRBs, CAU) during the different stages of the pipeline. The functioning of the control unit will be
reflected during the instruction set presentation which is detailed in the next section.
4.5 EquASIP Instruction Set
The instructions of the proposed ASIP are categorized as follows:
4.5.1 LOAD, MOVE, REPEAT, NOP
LOAD instruction is used to load channel matrix into H-MRB from memory. While loading data
there are possibilities for loading directly or loading after applying conjugation to support equivalent
channel transformation. LOAD CODE instruction is used to initialize the V-MRBs for values which
are used in equivalent channel transformation for Golden code. The MOVE instruction is used to
transfer data between MRBs whereas REPEAT instruction repeats a block of code as many times as
given in REPEAT SIZE Register. NOP instruction is used to add empty cycles during the execution
of the program when required.
4.5.2 Matrix Addition, Subtraction, Negation and Conjugation Instructions
The instruction format for addition, subtraction, negation and conjugation operation is shown in
Fig.4.8. Besides opcode, the other fields are the “OPERATION” field and two “SOURCE” fields to in-
put two register banks in complex adders and subtracters. The “OPERATION” field of 3-bits indicates
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the following six different operations: ADD, SUBTRACT, CONJUGATE, NEGATE, MOV REC and
MOV MOD.
ADD: Using ADD instruction, programmer can select any of the H-MRB as source1 and any of V-
MRB as source2. The result of an addition is always saved in GP 0 MRB.
SUBTRACT: Using SUBTRACT instruction, any one of selected H-MRB and any of V-MRB are
subtracted and result is always saved in GP 0 MRB.
CONJUGATE/NEGATE: In this single source instruction all four elements of one of the selected
H-MRB are conjugated/negated and the results are copied in respective V-MRB i.e V-MRB(n) =
Conjugate/Negate(H-MRB(n)) where n can be any integer from 0 to 3.
MOV REV: This instruction copies the elements of H-MRB(0), in reverse order, into V-MRB(0) with
second element in negative form. This is used to align the elements of 2×2 matrix (to be inverted)
for a multiplication which results in its determinant. For example if H-MRB(0) has a matrix A with
elements a, b, c and d (4.4) then V-MRB(0) will have elements d,−c, b and a after the execution of
this instruction. To obtain determinant of A (det(A) = ad − bc), one can multiply H-MRB(0) with
V-MRB(0) and add the results of first two complex multiplications.
MOV MOD:This instruction is to copy and rearrange the matrix A (saved in H-MRB(0)) in V-
MRB(0) to a form required in the inversion of a 2 × 2 matrix (4.4) i.e. if H-MRB(0) has a matrix
A with elements a, b, c and d then V-MRB(0) will have elements d,−b,−c and a after the execution
of this instruction
4.5.3 MULTIPLY
This category is the most demanding one in EquASIP instruction set. Different fields of the mul-
tiply instruction are detailed in Fig. 4.9(a). Eight different opcodes fall under this category to use
complex multipliers for multiplication of 4×4 and 2×2 matrices (MULT4X4 and MULT2X2), multi-
plication of 4 complex numbers (MULT CMPLX), 3 different MAC instructions (MAC1, MAC2 and
MAC3)and two instructions to compute the output symbols x˜(OUT1 and OUT2). The 3×3 matrix
multiplication is achieved by 4×4 matrix multiplication by providing zero at the input lines of fourth
CCASM.
Different possible sources to complex multipliers are shown in the Fig. 4.9(b). Depending upon
the fields “Source1” and “Source2” of the instruction, 4 operands are selected as source1 and 4 as
source2 for 4 complex multipliers. To obtain different 16-bit fixed-point representations from 33-bit
output of complex multipliers, 33 to 16-bit converters are designed. These converters (Fig. 4.9(c))
select 16 consecutive bits from 33-bit multiplication result depending upon the “16-Bit Control” field
of the instruction. A combinational logic has also been provided to detect overflow/underflow with
each choice of bit selection and consequently saturate the output value to maximum/minimum bounds.
The “Destination” field of instruction selects the destination for the result.
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4.5.4 DIVIDE
Two divide instructions have been defined. The first one is the division of a real number while the
second one is used to invert a complex number. The first operation during execution of complex
number division starts in the third stage of the pipeline to use the real multipliers. LUTs have been
used to store the inversion values. The overall operation is shown as dotted area of Fig. 4.7.
4.6 Sample Program
In this section sample program to implement different parts of MMSE-IC2 equalization algorithm are
described. The assembly code line starting with “;” designates a comment line.
4.6.1 Computation of E Matrix
The commented assembly program to compute E matrix of (2.44) is given in Listing 4.1.
Listing 4.1 — EquASIP: assembly code for E matrix computation 
1 ; l o a d i n g H m a t r i x from c h a n n e l d a t a memory i n t o 4
e l e m e n t s o f H0 MRB
2 LOAD H0 0 0 x001
3 LOAD H0 1 0 x002
4 LOAD H0 2 0 x003
5 LOAD H0 3 0 x004
6 ; l o a d i n g v a r i a n c e o f decoded symbols ( x h a t ) from
i n p u t l i n e s
7 MOVE SIG X TILD SIG X TILD REG
8 ; H e r m i t i a n o f H m a t r i x
9 CONJUGATE OF H0
10 ; 2 x2 m a t r i x m u l t i p l i c a t i o n t o m u l t i p l y H wi th i t
h e r m i t i a n
11 MULT2X2 3DOT13 H0 V0 SU GP0 01
12 MULT2X2 3DOT13 H0 V0 SL GP0 23
13 ; l o a d i n g v a r i a n c e o f c o n s t e l l a t i o n used
14 LOAD SIG1 0 x400
15 ; l o a d i n g n o i s e v a r i a n c e saved a t a d d r e s s 0 o f c h a n n e l
d a t a memory
16 LOAD SIG W 0 x000
17 ; t a k i n g d i f f e r e n c e o f v a r i a n c e o f c o n s t e l l a t i o n used
and v a r i a n c e o f decoded symbols and s a v i n g t h e
d i f f e r e n c e i n SIGMA1 r e g i s t e r
18 MOVE SIG DIFF SIGMA1
19 ; r e s u l t s o f m u l t i p l i c a t i o n o f H wi th i t s h e r m i t i a n
a r e r e a d y i n GP0 which a r e c o p i e d i n H0
20 MOVE GP0 H0
21 ; f i n a l E m a t r i x c o m p u t a t i o n which i s
22 ; 1 . m u l t i p l i c a t i o n o f each e l e m e n t o f H0−MRB wi th
SIGMA1 r e g
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23 ; 2 . a d d i t i o n o f v a r i a n c e o f n o i s e a t t h e d i a g o n a l
p o s i t i o n s
24 ; 3 . o f m u l t i p l i c a t i o n r e s u l t s o f s t e p 1 .
25 MAC3 1DOT15 H0 SIGMA GP0
26 NOP
27 NOP
28 ; E m a t r i x r e a d y i n GP0
29 NOP
30 ; copy ing E m a t r i x i n H0
31 MOVE GP0 H0
4.6.2 2× 2 Matrix Inversion
The commented assembly program for 2× 2 E matrix inversion is given in Listing 4.2.
Listing 4.2 — EquASIP: assembly code for 2× 2 E matrix inversion 
1 ; a r r a n g i n g c o n t e n t s o f H0 ( E m a t r i x ) i n r e v e r s e o r d e r
i n V0
2 MOVE REVERSE H0
3 ; comput ing d e t e r m i n a n t o f E m a t r i x
4 MULT2X2 11DOT5 H0 V0 GP0 01
5 ; a r r a n g i n g c o n t e n t s o f H0 ( E m a t r i x ) i n an o r d e r
r e q u i r e d f o r m a t r i x i n v e r s i o n i n V0 i . e swapping
t h e p l a c e s o f e l e m e n t s i n f i r s t d i a g o n a l o f ( E
m a t r i x ) and i n v e r t i n g t h e s i g n s o f t h e e l e m e n t s i n
t h e second d i a g o n a l o f E m a t r i x
6 MOVE MOD COL H0
7 NOP
8 NOP
9 ; t a k i n g r e c i p r o c a l o f d e t e r m i n a n t o f E saved i n GP0 0
10 DIV GP0 0
11 NOP
12 NOP
13 ; s a v i n g r e c i p r o c a l o f d e t e r m i n a n t o f E i n H0 0
14 MOVE GP0 H0
15 ; a n a l y t i c method f o r m a t r i x i n v e r s i o n
16 MULT CMPLX 8DOT8 H0 0 V0 GP0
17 NOP
18 NOP
19 ; s a v i n g i n v e r s e o f E m a t r i x i n H−MRB( 0 )
20 MOVE GP0 H0
To achieve 4 × 4 and 3 × 3 matrix inversions, above described 2 × 2 matrix inversion routine with
2×2 matrix addition, subtraction and multiplication instructions can be used as required in (4.5).
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4.6.3 Computation of pj , βj, λj
The parameter pj of (2.45) and its hermitian can be computed using the assembly code presented in
Listing 4.3.
Listing 4.3 — EquASIP: assembly code for pj computation 
1 ; l o a d i n g H m a t r i x column wise i n H−MRB( 1 )
2 LOAD H1 0 0 x001
3 LOAD H1 1 0 x003
4 LOAD H1 2 0 x002
5 LOAD H1 3 0 x004
6 NOP
7 MOVE H1 V1
8 ; c o m p u t a t i o n o f pk where H0 ha v i ng i n v e r s e o f E and V1
ha v i ng two columns of H m a t r i x
9 MULT2X2 6DOT10 H0 V1 SU GP0 01
10 MULT2X2 6DOT10 H0 V1 SL GP0 23
11 NOP
12 NOP
13 NOP
14 MOVE GP0 H0
15 ; c o m p u t a t i o n o f pk h e r m i t i a n saved i n MRB−V( 0 )
16 CONJUGATE OF H0
Computation of βj is carried out as pHj hj which is shown in Listing 4.4:
Listing 4.4 — EquASIP: assembly code for βj computation 
1 MULT2X2 6DOT10 H1 V0 GP0 01
2 MULT2X2 6DOT10 H1 V0 GP0 23
3 NOP
4 NOP
5 NOP
6 ; s a v i n g b e t a i n GP1 and H0
7 MOVE GP0 GP1
8 MOVE GP0 H0
The parameter λj of the expression (2.46) is computed in three steps (Lisitng 4.5): denominator is
computed first, then divide instruction is used to find its inverse and finally it is multiplied with
constellation variance.
Listing 4.5 — EquASIP: assembly code for λj computation 
1 LOAD SIG1 0 x0000
2 LOAD SIG2 0 x0100
3 ; c o m p u t a t i o n o f d e n o m i n a t o r o f lambda
4 MAC2 7DOT9 H0 SIGMA GP0
5 NOP
6 NOP
7 NOP
8 ; c o m p u t a t i o n o f i n v e r s e o f d e n o m i n a t o r o f lambda
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9 DIV GP0 0
10 DIV GP0 1
11 DIV GP0 2
12 DIV GP0 3
13 NOP
14 NOP
15 NOP
16 NOP
17 NOP
18 MOVE GP0 H0
19 ; c o m p u t a t i o n o f LAMBDA
20 LOAD SIG2 0
21 LOAD SIG1 0 x200
22 MAC2 7DOT9 H0 SIGMA GP0
23 NOP
24 NOP
25 NOP
26 MOVE GP0 H0
4.6.4 Computation of pjλj and gj
These parameters are required in the computation of symbol estimation equation presented in expres-
sion 2.40. The assembly code for this computation is shown in Lisitng 4.6.
Listing 4.6 — EquASIP: assembly code for pjλj and gj computation 
1 ; lambda1 t i m e s p1 h e r m i t i a n & p2 h e r m i t i a n
2 MULT CMPLX 10DOT6 H0 0 V0 SU GP0
3 ; lambda2 t i m e s p1 h e r m i t i a n & p2 h e r m i t i a n
4 MULT CMPLX 10DOT6 H0 1 V0 SL GP0
5 ; g ( j ) c o m p u t a t i o n
6 MULT CMPLX 10DOT6 H0 GP1 GP0
7 ; s a v i n g p1 . lambd1
8 MOVE GP0 H01 01
9 ; s a v i n g p2 . lambd2
10 MOVE GP0 H01 23
11 MOVE H0 V0
4.6.5 Symbol Estimation
Listing 4.7 is the set of instructions to find the estimated symbols:
Listing 4.7 — EquASIP: assembly code for symbol estimation 
1 ; c o m p u t a t i o n o f y−H∗ x h a t
2 OUT1 2X2 7DOT9 H0 GP1 SU GP2 0
3 OUT1 2X2 7DOT9 H0 GP1 SL GP2 1
4 ; c o m p u t a t i o n o f g∗ x h a t
5 MULT CMPLX 3DOT13 GP0 GP1 GP3
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6 ; l o a d i n g y v e c t o r from memory
7 LD GP2
8 NOP
9 NOP
10 ; c o m p u t a t i o n o f e x p r e s s i o n o f 2 . 4 0
11 OUT2 2X2 5DOT11 GP2 SU V0 GP3
12 OUT2 2X2 5DOT11 GP2 SL V0 GP3
4.7 EquASIP Results and Performance
In this thesis work we used the Processor Designer tool suite from CoWare for ASIP . This tool
allows to describe a processor in the LISA ADL to automatically generate the models of the processor
(VHDL, Verilog or SystemC) for logic synthesis and system integration. On the other hand it provides
software development tools (simulator, compiler, assembler, debugger and linker). By performing
hardware synthesis and executing the application programs, performance of this ASIP is ascertained
for different configurations and presented below.
Table 4.1 — EquASIP synthesis results
ASIC Synthesis Results (Synopsis Design Compiler)
Technology ST 90nm
Conditions Worst Case (0.9V ; 105oC)
Area 0.37mm2 (84 K Gate)
Frequency 546 MHz
FPGA Synthesis Results(Xilinx Virtex5 xc5vlx330)
Slice Registers 3,174 out of 207,360 (1%)
Slice LUTs 11,299 out of 207,360 (5%)
DSP48Es 14 out of 192(7%)
Frequency 130 MHz
4.7.1 Synthesis Results
From the generated RTL description of EquASIP, logic synthesis has been conducted both on ASIC
and FPGA. For ASIC target, the processor has been synthesized with Design Compiler tool from
Synopsys. For FPGA target, Xilinx ISE tool has been used. In Table 4.1, the results of synthesis are
summarized.
4.7.2 Execution Performance
To estimate the throughput of the EquASIP for different system configurations, the number of cycles
required to compute the expressions involved in MMSE-IC1 are summarized in Table 4.2. Using
this information, the user can estimate the throughput of the system under different channel’s time
diversity conditions and used STC. In case of quasi static conditions, after equalization coefficient
computation, the throughput in terms of symbols per clock cycle is described in the last row of Table
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Table 4.2 — EquASIP computation time for MMSE-IC1 equations
Expression MIMO 2×2 MIMO 3×3 MIMO 4×4
(Cycles) (Cycles) (Cycles)
E (Ref. eq. 2.44) 18 33 50
E−1 14 68 68
pj (Ref. eq. 2.45) 12 26 39
βj (Ref. eq. 2.41) 7 19 27
λj (Ref. eq. 2.46) 23 22 23
λjpHj , gj (Ref. eq. 2.40, 2.41) 7 12 14
Total 81 180 221
Symbol x˜ Throughput (Ref. eq. 2.40) 4 symbols/8 cycles 3 symbol/11 cycles 4 symbol/13 cycles
ASIC M Symbols/sec (@ 546 MHz) 273 149 168
FPGA M Symbols/sec (@ 130 MHz) 65 35.45 40
4.2. For a 3×3 MIMO SM configuration the symbol throughput is less than a 4×4 MIMO SM. This
is due to the fact that for a 3×3 MIMO SM system 25% of the resources are not used. This illustrates
a typical tradeoff between flexibility, resource utilizations and system performance. The throughput
for 2×2 Golden code is same as 4×4 SM.
4.7.3 Comparison with State of the Art
In Table 4.3, different architectural parameters of state of the art implementations are summarized
and compared with EquASIP implementation results. All of the referenced implementations present
dedicated architecture for a specific system configuration except [77] where the proposed architec-
ture supports 2×2 and 4×4 matrix inversion. Table 4.3 is organized in such a way that first of all
comparison is made with [78], [80] and [88] which provide a complete solution to generate estimated
symbol vectors. Then comparison with [75] (providing solution to compute only the coefficient ma-
trix of (2.3)) is tabulated. Finally, the EquASIP is compared with [76], [74] and [77] which provide
architectures only for matrix inversion. Furthermore, in order to make a fair comparison, the EquASIP
was synthesized with the same target technology as used in the implementation with which it is being
compared.
The work presented in [78] is aimed at achieving fast fading 4×4 MIMO SM using MMSE-IC.
This implementation uses σ2xˆ = 0 in first iteration and σ
2
xˆ = σ
2
x in later iterations to simplify the archi-
tecture. However, while using in iterative context this assumption of perfect σ2xˆ information induces
a performance loss. Due to a fully pipelined architecture it outputs a vector containing four estimated
symbols at every 38 clock cycle. Hence, the throughput is 1.31 Mega vectors at presented frequency.
With EquASIP, working on same configuration, the cycles required for one symbol vector estimation
are 234. This results in a throughput of 0.5 Mega vectors per second at considered frequency. Hence,
the flexibility of EquASIP to support 5 different STC comes at the cost of 2.4 times less throughput,
53% more slice registers and 16 more dedicated multipliers compared to [78].
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When comparing EquASIP’s throughput with , In [80], the architecture implements 4×4 MIMO
SM detector for 802.11n standard. In this application the design is made for a worst case scenario
where for 48 vectors channel remains constant. To decode a frame of 48 vectors, the work in [80]
takes 388 clock cycles. Which results in 17.3 M vectors per second at a frequency of 140 MHz.
When comparing with our work, this EquASIP consumes 221 clock cycles to compute equalization
coefficient for a frame and 13 clock cycles for each vector estimation. Hence the total consumed
clock cycles for 48 vectors estimation are 221 + 13×48 = 845 which results in a throughput of 4.7 M
vectors per second at a frequency of 83 MHz. Hence, throughput of the dedicated architecture of [80]
is almost 3.6 times more at a cost of almost twice the FPGA slice used and 7.5 times more multipliers.
Again this implementation is not flexible for variable antenna size, time selectivity of the channel and
iterative nature of equalization.
The realization of 2×2 MMSE-IC equalizer in [79] includes pre-coding (PC). The equivalent
channel matrix becomes a 4×4 matrix shown below:
H =

h11 h12 0 0
h21 h22 0 0
0 0 h11 h12
0 0 h21 h22

The inversion of this matrix needs execution of two 2×2 matrix inversions. Other than this, to map
this PC on the EquASIP, one 4×4 matrix multiplication is required to incorporate the PC matrix. The
rest of the computations are same as required in 4×4 MIMO SM. Hence, to compute the equalization
coefficients on EquASIP, 197 clock cycles will be consumed. For a target quasi-static environment,
the EquASIP takes 197 cycles at 130 MHz as compared to the dedicated architecture taking 20 cycles
at 61 MHz [79]. This part is not crucial because it is computed once for a frame. The throughput of
EquASIP is 40 Mega symbols per second and hence 3 times less than the dedicated architecture. The
3 times faster output of dedicated architecture comes at 5 times multipliers used and this architecture
used 4 times less slice registers and LUTs.
The EquASIP is better both in area and performance when compared with [75]. While comparing
with [76], [74] and [77], EquASIP outperforms these architectures in throughput. EquASIP occu-
pies more area as compared to these dedicated implementations for matrix inversion as, besides its
flexibility, EquASIP supports all functions required in MMSE-IC equalization algorithm.
In the above analysis, an attempt is made to compare dedicated and flexible architectures for
MMSE-based equalization. In the presence of multiple system configurations and different variants
of algorithms in the equalizer, EquASIP provides a promising flexible solution compared to dedicated
implementations.
4.8 Conclusion
In this chapter, the first flexible ASIP implementing an MMSE-IC linear equalizer for turbo equaliza-
tion application has been presented. Analysis and simulation of mathematical equations involved in
MMSE-IC LE allowed to identify potential complex-numbered operations which lead to device the
instruction set for the proposed EquASIP. The specific instructions for complex number arithmetic en-
able to efficiently perform computations on variable sized complex numbered matrices which in turn
provide required flexibility in MMSE-IC and promote its reuse for other MMSE-based applications.
Flexibility of the presented EquASIP architecture allows its reuse for each of Alamouti code,
Golden code, 2×2, 3×3 or 4×4 spatially multiplexed turbo MIMO application with BPSK, QPSK,
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16-QAM, and 64-QAM. When targeting 90 nm technology, the proposed architecture enables a max-
imum throughput of 273 MSymbol/sec for 2×2, 148 MSymbol/sec for 3×3 and 168 MSymbol/sec
for 4×4 MIMO systems. The presented original contribution demonstrates promising results using
the ASIP approach to implement flexible, yet efficient, MMSE-based iterative MIMO equalizer.
CHAPTER
5 DemASIP: ASIP-basedUniversal Demapper
THIS chapter presents the ASIP architecture dedicated for demapping function, namely De-mASIP. The presented ASIP exploits the first level of parallelism available in demapping ap-
plication, introduced in chapter 2 as Metric Level Parallelism. Proposed DemASIP architecture can
be used for LLR generation for multiple modulation schemes adopted at the transmitter side with or
without SSD . The DemASIP can work both in an iterative and a non-iterative context and provides
support for BPSK to 256-QAM constellation for any mapping style used. Furthermore, DemASIP
is designed to be modular in order to facilitate its integration in a scalable multiprocessor platform
(exploiting the second parallelism level).
This chapter is organized in the following order. First of all, a brief state of the art section is
provided to summarize the available hardware implementations related to this domain. Flexibility
parameters are then analyzed to make a choice about the hardware resource allocation and sharing.
The third section presents the hardware architecture for basic operators. Based on these operators,
the complete DemASIP architecture together with the proposed instruction set and sample programs
are presented in the subsequent three sections. Finally, the last section provides synthesis results,
execution performance and comparison with state of the art implementations.
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5.1 State of the Art
In the past, due to the use of low modulation order with Gray mapped constellation in wireless com-
munication application, the part of demapping function contributes very little in a radio platform as
compared to other modules such as equalizer and decoder. Most of the implementations such as the
demapping function for QPSK in [79] and for QPSK and 16-QAM in [78] are based on the simplified
expressions presented in [89]. The simplified expressions are only valid for Gray mapped constel-
lation for QPSK, 16-QAM and 64-QAM. The architecture presented in [90] is also based on same
approximate expressions which is only valid for the specific Gray mapped constellations of WiMax
standard. A recent one, targeting DVB-T2 standard has been presented in [91]. This demapper takes
into account the constellation rotation parameter associated with mapping function. The presented
solution incorporates the increased demapping complexity caused by the constellation rotation which
breaks the independence between the I and Q components of the QAM. Consequently, the ML QAM
detector cannot apply two independent Pulse Amplitude Modulation (PAM) detectors anymore. In-
stead, both I and Q signal components are needed for the computation of the demapper metrics. In
this case two dimensional distances as presented in (2.35) will be required. In case of small rotation
angles such as required for 64-QAM and 256-QAM in DVB-T2 Standard, sub-partitioning of the con-
stellation as presented in [91] can be applied. This reduces the search of closest constellation point
complexity order from 2m to (2
m−2
2 + 1)2.
5.2 Flexibility Parameters and Architectural Choices
The flexibility parameters influencing the demapper architecture, implementing ML solution, comes
from the expressions (2.34) to (2.37) presented in Chapter 2. The parameters to these expressions
come from target constellation parameters presented in Table 1.3 and 1.4 of Chapter1. Depending
upon these parameters, architectural choices can be made for efficient hardware resource allocation
and sharing.
5.2.1 Flexibility Parameters
Following are the considered sources which play role in extracting the flexibility parameters towards
a flexible demapper:
• Constellation definition
• Constellation sub partitioning
• Iterative demodulation
Constellation Definition: The number of bits per symbol (m) defines the constellation X having
M = 2m symbols where each symbol represent a unique combination (binary mapping µ) of m bits.
Hence m is the first flexibility parameter which comes from constellation definition. For our target
ASIP m ranges from 1 to 8 for BPSK to 256-QAM respectively with any binary mapping.
Another flexibility parameter related to constellation definition is the mapping style which can be
either Gray or non-Gray. In case of Gray mapped constellation without rotation and m being an even
number, one can exploit the simplifications presented in 2.36 and 2.37 to compute one dimensional
distances rather than the original two dimensional distances. Thus in order to exploit this simplifica-
tion, the flexible demapper should efficiently support one and two dimensional distance computations.
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Constellation Sub-partitioning: In order to exploit constellation sub-partitioning simplification
technique another flexibility parameter can be considered. This flexibility parameter imposes the need
to identify the constellation points associated to a region depending upon the sign of input received
symbol.
Iterative Demodulation: The last considered flexibility parameter concerns the iterative/non-
iterative nature of the demapper. In an iterative context the demapper must support the use of a priori
information sent from the channel decoder.
5.2.2 Architectural Choices
In order to accommodate the constellation definition flexibility parameters (number of bits per sym-
bol and their binary mapping µ on I and Q components of the symbol), a constellation LUT storing
constellation parameters can be used. One possibility of achieving the flexibility is to change the con-
tent of the constellation LUT when system configuration changes. The other possible way is to save
parameters of all target constellations in a single LUT where each constellation has a different stating
offset address in the LUT. Hence, in this case, offset address information is sufficient to change the
configuration. Our first architectural choice is based on this approach and the size of the constellation
LUT is dimensioned to support the biggest target constellation, i.e 256-QAM.
To support sub-partitioning, information of symbols related to each sub-partition can be stored
at four different offset addresses in the constellation LUT. The identification to use a particular sub-
partition can be provided with the help of sign bits of the received channel symbol y.
Other than constellation definition and sub-partitioning, two basic mathematical operations, Eu-
clidean distance computation and minimum finding, are required in LLR computation expressions
(section 2.2). In case of turbo demapping, add operation on a priori information is also required. As
explained in Chapter 2, the metric level parallelism will be efficient if two distance calculators are
used to compute the distance between received symbol y and two constellation points x having com-
plementary binary mapping (Section 2.4.2). Application of this parallelism is possible when all the
constellation symbols are considered. This process can be explained with the help of Fig.5.1 where
a 16-QAM rotated constellation is presented with 4 sub-partitions. Consider an example of taking
two Euclidean distances using x3 and x9, having complementary binary mapping, then with this we
can update all 4 LLRs as x3 ∈ X i1 and x9 ∈ X i0 where i = 0, 1, 2, 3. In case of sub-partitioning
implementation, it can not be guaranteed that each symbol in a sub-region with a binary mapping µ
has another a point in same sub-region with complementary binary mapping µ′. In this situation only
one distance calculation will be mandatory and hence resources will be under utilized. For example
in Q1 only (x3, x9) and (x1, x11) exist in pair with complementary mapping. For the rest of 5 symbol
i.e x2, x5, x6, x7 and x10, the parallelism use will be 50% efficient.
As far as minimum operations are concerned, to support up to 256-QAM 16 minimum operations
are required. By applying 16 minimum operators, parallelism efficiency decreases from 100% (for
256-QAM) to 12.5% (for BPSK) for these operations.
5.3 Hardware Architecture for Basic Operators
This section provides the details of the specific hardware components proposed to implement the
architectural choices for flexibility support, established in the previous section.
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Q1Q2
Q4
Q3
0111
0011
1111
0010
1010
1110
0100
0000
1000
1100
0101
1001
1101
0110
0001
1011
I
Q
X (I)00 = {−3,−1} X (I)01 = {1, 3}
X (Q)20 = {−3,−1} X (Q)21 = {1, 3}
X 20 = {x8, x9, x10, x11, x12, x13, x14, x15}
X 10 = {x1, x5, x9, x13, x2, x6, x10, x14}
X 00 = {x0, x4, x8, x12, x1, x5, x9, x13} X 01 = {x2, x6, x10, x14, x3, x7, x11, x15}
X 11 = {x0, x4, x8, x12, x3, x7, x11, x15}
X 21 = {x0, x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6, x7}
X 31 = {x0, x1, x2, x3, x12, x13, x14, x15}
X = {x0, x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6, x7, x8, x9, x10, x11, x12, x13, x14, x15}
X (Q)30 = {1,−1} X (Q)31 = {3,−3}
X (I)10 = {1,−1} X (I)11 = {3,−3}
X 30 = {x4, x5, x6, x7, x8, x9, x10, x11}
x0
x6
x5
x4
x7
x8
x9
x10
x11
x12
x13
x14
x15
(v0v1v2
v3)
x1
x2
x3
Figure 5.1 — Rotated 16-QAM Constellation with 4 sub-partitions
5.3.1 Constellation Look Up Table (LUT)
Fig.5.2 illustrates the proposed organization of the constellation LUT. In Fig.5.2(b), the constellation
LUT contents represent the 16-QAM constellation of Fig.5.2(a) when Gray mapped simplifications
of expressions (2.36) and (2.37) are used. Fig.5.2(c) represents the same constellation if the general
demapping expression (2.35) is used. To support till 256-QAM, the µ part of the LUT will require 8
bits to store v0 (MSB) to v7 (LSB) and two slots will be required for I and Q parts of the symbol. Fi-
nally, to store all constellation symbols of the biggest target constellation i.e 256-QAM, 256 locations
will be required. To support sub-partitioning, information of symbols related to each sub-partition can
be stored at four different offset addresses. The identification to use a particular sub-partition can be
provided with the help of sign bits of the received channel symbol y.
5.3.2 Euclidean Distance Calculator
For hardware efficiency over all possible scenario , we have adopted to use one distance calculator
which is able to deliver one two dimensional and two one dimensional distances as shown in Fig.5.3.
This unit takes channel data y, fading coefficient ρ and variance σ2 of noise in case of single antenna
transmission system. In case of MIMO this unit takes corresponding input from the equalizer as
explained in Section 2.3.2. The value of x is read from the Constellation LUT described above.
By visiting through the complete Constellation LUT, holding constellation information of the target
modulation, all distances to generate LLRs will be available.
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Figure 5.2 — 16-QAM Constellation LUT example (a) 16-QAM Constellation, (b) LUT Contents for
Gray mapped simplifications, (c) LUT Contents when using Expression (2.35)
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Figure 5.3 — Euclidean distance calculator
5.3.3 A priori Adder
To generate LLRs in case of turbo demodulation the a priori information, coming from decoders,
is also used along with Euclidean distance computed from channel information as given in (2.34).
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Figure 5.4 — A priori adder architecture for 16-QAM
The summation of a priori information for a bit i of the subject symbol x is computed by adding
the corresponding LLRs of bits which are one in x and not the corresponding LLR of the bit. The
implementation of this summation for 16-QAM is shown in Fig. 5.4. The input to this unit is LLRs
generated by the channel decoder and the binary mapping µ from Constellation LUT.
10 10
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D −minReg X (i)c
D
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vivi
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Figure 5.5 — Minimum Finder for One LLR
5.3.4 Minimum Finders
In the expressions (2.34) to (2.37), there are two minimum finding functions associated with two
different symbol sets (X i0,X i1). The idea is that when the Euclidean distance with or without a priori
information sum is computed, the distance can be used in one of the minimum finding functions of all
the m LLR computational expressions. Exploiting this property, an architecture of a minimum finder
is shown in Fig. 5.5. The inputs to this unit are the Euclidean distance (D) and one of the mapping
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Figure 5.6 — Universal soft input soft output DemASIP architecture
bits (vi) stored in constellation LUT. Two registers minReg X i0 and minReg X i1, are initialized to
the maximum value at the start. Once an Euclidean distance is introduced at the input, depending
upon the value of vi, one of these register is updated if its current value is greater than the distance
introduced. Total of m such units are required to support a modulation type. Hence, if a distance is
computed using I and Q values of a symbol x stored in constellation LUT (Fig.5.2) at address a, the
bits vi of µ will serve as selection bits for minimum finders.
5.4 DemASIP Architecture
The proposed DemASIP architecture is constructed using one Constellation LUT, one Euclidean Dis-
tance Calculator, one a priori Adder capable of supporting 8 LLRs and eight Minimum Finders to sup-
port efficiently any constellation till 256-QAM with no restriction on mapping style, rotation angle,
sub-partitioning along with turbo demodulation. The overall DemASIP diagram is shown in Fig.5.6.
The input memory interface to the ASIP is comprised of “Rx. Symbol Memory” holding y, “Fading
Coeff. Memory” holding ρ and “Apriori Input Memory” holding vˆit generated by channel decoder.
Two LUTs one for constellation definition and the other for 1
σ2w
are also part of memory interface.
The noise variance σ2w is provided through a dedicated input port. The output interface is made up
of LLR output, ready signals for individual LLRs availability at the output lines, frame completion
and finally 2 bits to identify the received symbol location in the constellation diagram to support sub-
partitioning. Besides this memory and I/O interface, DemASIP integrate registers, an Euclidean Unit
(EU) and a control unit (CU). EU is spread over ten pipeline stages administered by the CU.
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Figure 5.7 — Resource Allocation in Euclidean Unit
5.4.1 Registers
The channel data values related to a transmitted symbol i.e y and ρ are saved in their respective
registers during the process of LLR generation. The a priori LLRs related to a symbol (up to 8 for
256-QAM) are copied in APR register. Two a priori LLRs are copied with one access to “Apriori
Input Memory”. There are 16 minReg X ic registers which are associated to the 8 Minimum Finders
of Fig.5.5. Another set of 16 buffer registers (BUFminReg X ic ) are placed to serialize the output
hence avoiding a very big output interface. In fact when parts of LLRs of a symbol are ready in the
(minReg X ic ), they are copied in buffer registers and LLRs go out one by one while minReg X ic are
used for the next symbol.
5.4.2 Euclidean Unit
The EU of DemASIP is shown in Fig.5.6. Arithmetic operators are placed in ten pipeline stages in
an order to achieve all possible expressions required for LLR generation. The basic operators are
distributed in different pipeline stages to reduce the critical path. Operand fetches are performed till
OPF pipeline stage. The Euclidean distance calculator and a priori Adder are spread from SUB1
to MUL3 stage. The a priori Adder part only works in case when turbo demodulation context is
under consideration. In 1D/2D stage the possibility of calculating one dimensional (1DI, 1DQ) and
two dimensional (2D) distances is provided. The values of a priori information sum and Euclidean
distance computed from channel data are combined in SUB2 stage. With two dimensional distance
(D1), by incorporating the a priori information, there are maximum eight possible distances (D10 to
D17) related to each LLR. Finally eight minimum finders are placed in MIN pipeline stage. The input
to this Minimum Finders are the vi bits of binary mapping µ and the one or two dimensional distances
with or without a priori content.
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5.4.3 Control Unit (CU)
The DemASIP control unit works as the administrator of the 10-stage pipeline EU as mentioned above
and shown in (Fig. 5.6). The CU enables the data path to achieve required flexibility parameters. The
functioning of the control unit will be reflected during instruction set presentation which is detailed
in the next section.
5.5 DemASIP Instruction Set
The instructions of the proposed ASIP are categorized as follows.
5.5.1 Configuration Control
Configuration control instruction (SET CONFIG) is used to configure the ASIP for different param-
eters such as modulation type, constellation coding, turbo/non-turbo demodulation, and SSD.
5.5.2 Input
Using different input instructions the parameters such as (y) from Rx. Symbol Memory, (ρ) from Fad-
ing Coeff. Memory, a priori information from Apriori Info. Memory (in turbo demodulation context),
and variance of noise (σ) from input port are copied in respective registers. Implementation of sub-
regions selection is added by analyzing the sign of I and Q components of y and then outputting two
bit information to use four Look Up Tables (LUT) holding information for different sub-regions.
5.5.3 LLR Generation
The behavior of the core instruction of LLR generation (PROCESS) executes in 10 pipeline stages
of the EU. It implements the LLR expressions depending upon the selected configuration. After the
instruction fetch and decode, the address for Constellation LUT, storing constellation symbols x,
is provided in DEC pipeline stage and data is read in OPF stage. Two one-dimensional Euclidean
distances are computed using I and Q components of x, y, and ρ in MUL1, SUB1, and MUL2
pipeline stages. Two-dimensional Euclidean distance is computed by adding two one-dimensional
distances in 1D/2D pipeline stage. This is required for the cases where the constellation is non-Gray
or rotated and the cases where bits per symbol is odd or iterative demodulation is considered. In
turbo demodulation context, depending upon the contents read from Apriori Update LUT, the sum of
relevant a priori LLRs is computed as explained in EU description. After multiplying the distances
with 1
2σ2
in MUL3 stage, there are three possibilities in SUB2 stage: (1) Two-dimensional distance
minus a priori content, (2) Two-dimensional distance only (if a priori is zero), and (3) two one-
dimensional distances. These distances are compared, in last pipeline stage, with the contents of one
of each pair of minReg X i0 and minReg X i1 registers to update them for the minimum values. The
minimum value update is controlled by µ value associated to x under consideration.
5.5.4 Output
Once having final values for all minReg X ic registers, the OUTPUT instruction transfers them to
BUFminReg X ic registers in DEC stage and each pair is sequentially subtracted in subsequent
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pipeline stages to produce LLRs at output interface. This buffering and serial transmission serves
two purposes, first of all it infers smaller output interface and secondly while DemASIP sends LLRs
at output, new instruction to process next symbol is launched.
5.5.5 Loop
ASIP can support one nested loop using two different types of loop instructions. First one is REPEAT
instruction, which executes the set of instructions to process a symbol as many time as there are
symbols in a frame. The other one is SIR (Single Instruction Repeat) which executes single instruction
as many times as given in the instruction. The purpose of this instruction is to repeat LLR generation
instruction for large constellations to reduce the program memory size at the cost of one cycle penalty
per symbol.
5.6 Sample Program
This section illustrates the DemASIP instruction set use through two sample programs. The first sub-
section demonstrates an inefficient instruction scheduling in terms of resources utilization. Avoiding
this issue, through an adequate use of the proposed instruction set and hardware resources is then
illustrated in the second sub-section. The assembly code line starting with “;” designates a comment
line.
5.6.1 Inefficient Pipeline Usage Example
The assembly code shown in Listing 5.1 is an application program to implement (2.35) for QPSK. In
this configuration the Constellation LUT has the information of four constellation symbols. After in-
putting variance σ2 and setting the DemASIP configuration, the code repeats between start and end.
This piece of code has an INPUT instruction to input y and ρ. Then four PROCESS instructions are
used to generate the LLRs. Since the pipeline has 10 stages therefore one has to wait 9 cycles after the
execution of last PROCESS instruction to use OUTPUT instruction. In this way of implementation,
besides the required 6 instructions per symbol, there is a penalty of 9 cycles per symbol (9 NOPs)
which significantly impacts the throughput.
Listing 5.1 — DemASIP: assembly code implementing inefficient pipeline usage 
1 ; l o a d i n g sigma
2 LOAD SIGMA
3 ; s e t t i g c o n f i g u r a t i o n f o r QPSK, no Gray s i m p l i f i c a t i o n
, n o t u s i n g a p r i o r i and no SSD
4 SET CONFIG 2 bps Non Gray no A p r i o r i No SSD
5 ; r e p e a t i n g code between s t a r t and end f o r 192
symbols
6 LOAD REPEAT 191
7 REPEAT UNTIL s t a r t end
8 ; I n p u t i n g wi th no sub p a r t i t i o n
9 s t a r t : INPUT SINGLE LUT
10 ; Four PROCESS i n s t r u c t i o n f o r QPSK wi th 4
c o n s t e l l a t i o n symbols i n c o n s t e l l a t i o n LUT
11 PROCESS
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12 PROCESS
13 PROCESS
14 PROCESS
15 ; w a i t i n g f o r 9 c y c l e s f o r l a s t PROCESS i n s t r u c t i o n t o
f i n i s h
16 SIR NEXT 8
17 NOP
18 ; o u t p u t t i n g d a t a
19 OUTPUT
20 end : NOP
21 NOP
22 NOP
23 ; Frame p r o c e s s i n g f i n i s h e d i n d i c a t i o n
24 FRAME PROCESSED
5.6.2 Efficient Pipeline Usage Example
The sample program shown in Listing 5.2 also implements (2.35) for QPSK but with this code there
is no need to wait for LLR to be ready. Instead, instructions to process next symbol is launched in
pipelines and after three symbols the program code is repeated for the coming symbols. At the end
there will be few NOPs for the LLRs of last two symbols of a frame (total 9 NOPs per frame). In this
way the programmer saves the penalty of 9 cycles per symbol as no NOP is required.
Listing 5.2 — DemASIP: assembly code implementing efficient pipeline usage 
1 LOAD SIGMA
2 SET CONFIG 2 bps Non Gray no A p r i o r i No SSD
3 LOAD REPEAT 188
4 REPEAT UNTIL s t a r t end
5 ; f i r s t symbol
6 INPUT SINGLE LUT
7 PROCESS
8 PROCESS
9 PROCESS
10 PROCESS
11 ; second symbol
12 INPUT SINGLE LUT
13 PROCESS
14 PROCESS
15 PROCESS
16 PROCESS
17 ; t h i r d symbol
18 INPUT SINGLE LUT
19 PROCESS
20 PROCESS
21 ; LLRs r e a d y f o r f i r s t symbol
22 OUTPUT
23 PROCESS
24 PROCESS
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25 ; f o u r t h and n e x t symbol
26 s t a r t : INPUT SINGLE LUT
27 PROCESS
28 ; LLRs r e a d y f o r second and n e x t symbols
29 OUTPUT
30 PROCESS
31 PROCESS
32 end : PROCESS
33 SIR NEXT 2
34 NOP
35 ; o u t p u t t i n g LLRs f o r second l a s t symbol
36 OUTPUT
37 SIR NEXT 5
38 NOP
39 ; o u t p u t t i n g LLRs f o r l a s t symbol
40 OUTPUT
41 NOP
42 ; Frame p r o c e s s i n g f i n i s h e d i n d i c a t i o n
43 FRAME PROCESSED
The same program can be used for the 16-QAM Gray mapped constellation having Constellation
LUT contents shown in Fig.5.2(a) by changing the SET CONFIG instruction as follows:
SET_CONFIG 4bps Gray no Apriori No SSD
By this change expressions (2.36) and (2.37) will be executed for 16-QAM constellation.
5.7 DemASIP Results and Performance
As for EquASIP, we used the Processor Designer tool suite from CoWare to implement the proposed
DemASIP. This tool allows to describe a processor in the LISA ADL to automatically generate the
models of the processor (VHDL, Verilog or SystemC) for logic synthesis and system integration. On
the other hand it provides software development tools (simulator, compiler, assembler, debugger and
linker). By performing hardware synthesis and executing the application programs, performance of
this ASIP is ascertained for different configurations and presented below.
5.7.1 Synthesis Results
From the generated RTL description of DemASIP, logic synthesis has been conducted both on ASIC
and FPGA. For ASIC target, the processor has been synthesized with Design Compiler tool from
Synopsys. For FPGA target, Xilinx ISE tool has been used. Results of synthesis are summarized in
Table 5.1.
5.7.2 Execution Performance
The throughput of the DemASIP under different system configurations is summarized in Table 5.2.
The number of cycles for the demapping of one symbol are calculated as one cycle each for INPUT
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Table 5.1 — DemASIP synthesis results
ASIC Synthesis Results (Synopsis Design Compiler)
Technology ST 90nm
Conditions Worst Case (0.9V ; 105oC)
Area 0.1mm2 (23.5 K Gate)
Frequency (f ) 537 MHz
FPGA Synthesis Results(Xilinx Virtex5 xc5vlx330)
Slice Registers 1,918 out of 207,360 (1%)
Slice LUTs 3,201 out of 207,360 (1%)
DSP48Es 6 out of 192(3%)
Frequency (f ) 186 MHz
Table 5.2 — DemASIP execution performance results
Modulation
Bits per Clock Cycles Throughput
Symbol to demapp one (MLLRs/sec)
(m) Symbol (c) ASIC FPGA
For Gray Mapped Simplified Expression (2.36 and 2.37)Implementation
QPSK (Gray) 2 4 269 93
16-QAM (Gray) 4 6 358 124
64-QAM (Gray) 6 10 322 112
256-QAM (Gray) 8 18 239 83
For (2.34 or 2.35) Implementation
QPSK 2 6 179 62
8PSK 3 10 161 56
16-QAM,16APSK 4 18 120 42
32-APSK 5 34 79 27
64-QAM 6 66 49 17
64-QAM
6 27 119 41
(using sub partitioning)
256-QAM 8 258 17 6
256-QAM
8 83 52 18
(using sub partitioning)
and OUTPUT instructions and rest of the cycles are those when PROCESS instruction is launched
(which is equal to the number of constellation entries used from Constellation LUT). Few cycles re-
quired for instructions such as configuration instruction, loop instruction in the start of the application
program and NOPs at the end of the program are neglected. The throughput in Mega LLR/sec is
computed as follows:
Throughput =
f
c
×m (5.1)
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Table 5.3 — DemASIP results comparison
Ref. [90] Ref. [91] DemASIP
Wireless Wimax DVB-T2 WiFi, Wimax,
Standard UMB, LTE,
DVB-SH,S2,T2
Modulation QPSK,16-QAM QPSK,16-QAM From BPSK
Support 64-QAM (Gray 64-QAM, to 256-QAM (Any
Mapped Wimax 256-QAM (DVB Constellation) and
Constellation) Constellation) Iterative Demapping
Frequency 224 62 186
(MHz)
Throughput MLLR/sec MLLR/sec MLLR/sec
64-QAM
-Gray 224 - 112
-With SSD (Sub partitioning) - 124 41
Area
-Slice Registers 741 791 1,918
-Slice LUTs 378 4,667 3,201
-DSP48Es 0 20 6
-BRAM 0 0 8
5.7.3 Comparison with State of the Art
Result comparison with state of the art solutions has been summarized in Table 5.3 as per available
information. The flexibility of [90] is limited not only to three types of modulation but also to Gray
mapped Wimax constellation without the support for iterative demodulation. Due to approximate
LLR computation expressions and very limited flexibility, the architecture achieves better frequency
and throughput as compared to our solution. Similarly, the demapper proposed in [91], targets the
DVB-T2 parameters and does not support iterative demapping. Their dedicated architecture, comput-
ing 9 Euclidean distances per cycle using 9 parallel computation units, achieves high throughput at
the cost of high hardware resource occupation. In fact, our proposed DemASIP architecture consti-
tutes the first solution to the best of our knowledge, where it provides full flexibility to support any
modulation adopted in multiple wireless standards with reduced hardware resource occupation. The
salient features of DemASIP, such as low area and high flexibility, promise its use to address low and
high throughput demands using single and multi-ASIP architectures.
5.8 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have presented the first flexible ASIP implementing a universal demapper for
multi wireless communications standards. With analyzed LLR computational expressions presented
in chapter 2, flexibility parameters and common operators are identified. These flexibility parame-
ters are then assigned to efficient hardware components and a specialized instruction set has been
designed. The architecture proposed addresses all the complexity levels associated with demapping
functionality through the arrangement of certain LUTs and EU which allows its reuse both in an it-
erative and a non-iterative context and provides support for BPSK to 256-QAM constellation for any
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mapping style used. The specialized instruction set provides liberty to generate the LLRs in differ-
ent system configurations. When targeting 90 nm technology, the proposed architecture enables a
maximum throughput of 358 Mega LLRs per second for 16-QAM Gray mapped constellation.The
presented original contribution demonstrates promising results using ASIP approach to implement
the universal demapper.

CHAPTER
6 Multi-ASIP NoC Based TurboReceiver
THIS chapter is dedicated to the presentation of the prototyping flow of the individual proposedASIPs and the proposed heterogeneous multi-ASIP NoC based architecture for turbo reception.
In the first part of the chapter LISA to FPGA prototyping flow is detailed. Based on this flow, design,
validation and prototyping of EquASIP and DemASIP (presented in the two previous chapters) are
described. Besides individual component verification, proof of concept of multi-ASIP and NoC based
architectural solution towards a unified turbo receiver is another important aspect of this thesis. To that
end, three incremental complexity multi-ASIP prototypes have been realized and will be presented
in last three sections of this chapter. The first one demonstrates parallel turbo decoding, the second
demonstrates parallel turbo demodulation and decoding and the third one demonstrates parallel turbo
demodulation, equalization and decoding. The proposed multi-ASIP architectures demonstrate the
efficient exploitation of the second level of parallelism available in turbo equalization, demodulation
and decoding applications, introduced in chapter 2 as Component Level Parallelism (sub-blocking and
shuffled parallelism techniques). For all of these three multi-ASIP prototypes, hardware implemen-
tation of functional blocks of transmitter, channel and receiver are described. With each prototype
the results of synthesis and FER results, for different system configurations, acquired from FPGA
platform are also presented.
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6.1 ASIP Design, Validation and Prototyping Flow
While selecting ASIP as the implementation approach, an ASIP design flow integrating hardware gen-
eration and corresponding software development tools (assembler, linker, debugger, etc.) is manda-
tory. In our work we have used Processor Designer framework from Coware Inc. which enables the
designer to describe the ASIP at LISA [53] abstraction level and automates the generation of RTL
model along with software development tools. ASIP design, validation and prototyping flow has been
divided into 3 levels of abstraction as shown in Fig.6.1 and is detailed in the following subsections.
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Figure 6.1 — Prototyping Flow: (a) LISA abstraction level, (b) HDL abstraction level, (c) FPGA
implementation level
6.1.1 LISA Abstraction Level
The first step towards the ASIP implementation is the LISA ADL modeling of the proposed architec-
ture and the application program writing (.asm file) to be executed on the ASIP. To simulate the input
data memories the contents of these memories, taken from the software reference model of the target
application, are written in different sections of the assembly file as defined in the linker command file.
With ADL model of the ASIP, Processor Designer framework generates tools like assembler, linker,
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processor debugger and simulator. Assembler and linker process the application program (.asm file)
to generate the executable file (.out file) which is used in Processor Debugger to verify both the ASIP
model and the application program. Once the ASIP is verified, a special utility “lvcdgen” can be used
to generate Value Change Dump (VCD) file which store all registers content and ASIP output values
during the application program execution. The generated VCD file can be used at lower abstraction
levels for verification purpose. The “lvcdgen” utility uses Dynamic Simulator Object and executable
file of the application to produce this reference VCD file. The complete flow is shown in Fig.6.1(a).
6.1.2 HDL Abstraction Level
Processor Designer framework provides the Processor Generator tool which is configured to generate
HDL (VHDL/Verilog) model of the ASIP from LISA model, simulation models of memories and the
memory layout file as shown in figure Fig.6.1(b). The quality of the generated HDL depends upon the
LISA modeling and the configuration options of Processor Generator. It is highly recommended that
LISA modeling should be as close as possible to HDL, e.g if in one pipeline stage we want resource
sharing, that resource should be declared once. Otherwise, due to inability to detect sharing, resources
will be duplicated in HDL. Other issue is the use of high level operators of LISA which may not be
produced by the Processor Generator e.g modulo two operation (“variable % 2” in LISA) should
be rather implemented by the LSB manipuation of the considered variable. For memory interface
generation, different Memory Interface Definition Files (MIDF) are provided which define the number
of ports and latencies.
Once memory layout file and executable application program file is available, “exe2bin” utility
inputs them to generate the contents of memories in separate .mmap files. With these three inputs
(VHDL model, memory model and .mmap files), the VHDL model can be simulated behaviorally
using an HDL simulator, e.g ModelSim by Mentor Graphics.
To run HDL simulation, Processor Generator produces ready-to-use Makefile which can be exe-
cuted to see either the waveforms or to generate VCD file. To verify the generated ASIP HDL model,
the VCD file generated through HDL model and the one generated through LISA model (in previous
subsection) can be compared using “lvcdcmp” utility.
6.1.3 FPGA Implementation Level
At this level, the only missing elements are the synthesizable memory models. Depending upon the
FPGA selected, equivalent synthesizable memories are generated through FPGA vendor specific tools
and at the same time .mmap memory content files have to be translated, if necessary, in required for-
mat for compatibility. With Xilinx devices,“Core Generator” tool can be used to generate the synthe-
sizable memories and “mmaptocoe translator” converts .mmap files into required .coe format. With
this complete synthesizable HDL model, synthesis can be performed as shown in Fig.6.1(c). After
successful synthesis, the placement and routing is performed as per the user constraints file (.ucf file).
Inside .ucf file, the user inputs the platform dependent timing and location constraints, e.g the opera-
tional frequency and input/output pins. The final step is the generation of the configuration file which
can be used to configure the FPGA for the final ASIP prototype model.
6.2 EquASIP and DemASIP FPGA Prototyping
On board validation is a crucial step in order to demonstrate the feasibility, resolve any eventual sys-
tem and/or environment issue, and measure the exact performance of the designed architecture. In
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our case, a logic emulation board (DN9000K10PCI) integrating 6 Xilinx Virtex 5 devices was avail-
able and has been used to validate the designed ASIPs. With this board, appropriate communication
controllers are available and can be added to the design in order to read/write various output/input
memories from a host computer using a USB interface.
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Figure 6.2 — EquASIP on-board prototype
6.2.1 EquASIP FPGA Prototype
Using the Xilinx tool suite ISE, a new project was created integrating the ASIP, corresponding mem-
ories, and a board communication controller as shown in Fig.6.2. The contents of the input memories
i.e Channel Data Memory, 1x LUTs and Mapper Output Memory were generated automatically from
the fixed-point software reference model in .coe file format along with a reference result file contain-
ing the output of the equalizer. In this prototype, except Channel Data Memory and 1x LUT which
are synchronous, rest of the memories are asynchronous. Xilinx Virtex 5 device provides two type
of memories, Distributed and Block Memories which can be customized for asynchronous and syn-
chronous respectively. In order to record ASIP’s results and to compare them with reference result
file, a dual port Equalizer Output Memory has been created. One port of this memory is written with
equalization results from EquASIP side and the other port is read by external host computer through
USB interface. On this host computer, a graphical user interface with adapted parameters is used in
order to setup the various parameters of the board and to download the output memory contents for
comparison with reference result file.
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6.2.2 DemASIP FPGA Prototype
Using the same principle as adopted in EquASIP, the contents of the inputs memories to the DemASIP
were generated from quantized reference software model and the output results of the DemASIP were
compared with reference software output results. The prototype diagram of DemASIP is shown in
Fig.6.3.
Besides individual component verification, proof of concept of multi-ASIP and NoC architecture
implementing a unified turbo receiver is another important aspect of this thesis. To that end, three
incremental complexity multi-ASIP prototypes have been realized. The first one demonstrates parallel
turbo decoding, the second demonstrates parallel turbo demodulation and decoding and the third
one demonstrates parallel turbo demodulation, equalization and decoding. These three multi-ASIP
prototypes will be presented in the three following sections.
6.3 First multi-ASIP Prototype: Parallel Turbo Decoder
In this section we present the first multi-ASIP prototype realized to demonstrate parallel turbo de-
coding. A first effort towards this objective has been started through the work presented in [39]. The
proposed prototype at that time was missing few components (code rate control, BICM and higher
order modulation functionalities) for its integration towards a unified turbo receiver. To add these
functionalities, on transmitter side the puncturing, bit interleaving and mapping functions are de-
signed and integrated. Channel is modified to include the fading effects and hence Rayleigh fading
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channel is implemented. On the receiver side demapping, bit deinterleaving, depuncturing is added
with decoding functions. The target system block diagram for this first multi-ASIP prototype is shown
in Fig.6.4.
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6.3.1 Transmitter
The specifications of the transmitter system are taken from Wimax standard and the hardware archi-
tecture of each sub-system is given below.
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6.3.1.1 Encoder
The first element of the transmitter is shown in Fig.6.5. This block includes random bit generator, two
encoders of double binary turbo codes and a controller. For this platform the encoder is configured
for 24 byte random source which is generated by a Pseudo Random Generator unit after receiving the
START pulse. Each of the 2-bit source symbol are saved in two source memories. After this source
generation, the controller enables the encoder block and provides the natural and interleaved addresses
(using a LUT storing the interleaving table of used turbo code) to the source memories on their read
ports. Using 2-bit source symbol, both in natural and interleaved order, each encoder generates two
parity signals. To support code rates greater and equal to 0.5 given in Wimax standard, two source
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bits (S0,S1) and one parity from each encoder is copied in the Coded Data Memory. At the end of the
encoding, the controller puts all the components in idle state and generates an active high pulse on
FRAME DONE output line. This pulse can be used to start the next process which can use encoded
data by reading the Coded Data Memory. To change the frame size one needs to give the frame size
information on SIZE input port and updates the interleaving LUT with the corresponding values.
Source bit vector is also provided at the output for its comparison with receiver’s output results for
error rate performance computation. The FPGA synthesis results of this encoder are shown in Table
6.1.
Table 6.1 — Synthesis results of encoder block
FPGA Synthesis Results(Xilinx Virtex5 xc5vlx330)
Slice Registers 505 out of 207,360 (<1%)
Slice LUTs 163 out of 207,360 (<1%)
DSP48Es 0 out of 192(0%)
Frequency (f ) 300 MHz
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Figure 6.6 — Puncturing and BICM interleaving
6.3.1.2 Combined Rate Control and BICM Interleaver
The puncturing and BICM interleaving are achieved using a LUT, called
∏
2 Memory, storing the
BICM interleaving table with puncturing details. The process is shown in Fig.6.6. To retrieve an
interleaved bit, the corresponding interleaved address is read from
∏
2 Memory. This address has two
parts, the 7 MSBs (2 to 8) represent the coded symbol index whereas the 2 LSBs (0 and 1) are used to
select one of the bits in the coded symbol to achieve puncturing along with interleaving. One needs
to change the contents of the
∏
2 Memory to support other configurations. The hardware cost of this
element is a memory having 512 address spaces of 9-bits. In the system under study the contents of∏
2 Memory are generated using (1.6 and 1.7).
6.3.1.3 Parametrized Mapper
The mapping function is achieved by designing a parametrized mapper as shown in Fig.6.7. The
parameters provided to this hardware block are bits per symbolm, the number of symbols to map and
information about Gray or non-Gray mapping style. To support up to 256-QAM, 4 bits are reserved
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to represent m. 11 bits are reserved to indicate the number of symbols to map. Finally 1 bit is used to
indicate mapping style.
With reset pin at zero and a valid clock edge, the mapper starts up in idle state. On receiving
active high pulse on start pin, the parameters such as m is saved in MAX MOD BIT CNT regis-
ter and the number of symbols to map in MAX SYMBOL CNT register. The value to be stored in
MAX SYMBOL CNT register can be computed using the number of source bits (s), code rate r and
m as follows:
Max. Symbols =
s
r ×m (6.1)
After parameter saving, the mapper enters in processing phase which is comprised of bit gath-
ering state and symbol construction state. In bit gathering state, to acquire an interleaved bit, an
address is sent to
∏
2 Memory of Fig.6.6 which generates the interleaved address for the required
bit saved in Coded Data Memory. The acquired bit goes in SYMBOL BIT (µ) register and the
MOD BIT CNT register is incremented. This bit gathering process continues till MOD BIT CNT
is equal to MAX MOD BIT CONT register, i.e equal to m. Using these symbol bits, in case of Gray
mapped constellation, the splitter sends half of the bits on the address lines of xI LUT and the rest half
on the address lines of xQ LUT to have a modulated symbol. In case of rotated, non-Gray or m is an
odd number, all gathered bits are sent both to the xI and xQ LUTs. After each symbol mapping, SYM-
BOL CNT register is incremented by one and mapping process continues till SYMBOL CNT register
is equal to MAX SYMBOL CNT register. After the mapping of all the symbols, this parametrized
mapper outputs a FRAME DONE pulse and goes back to idle state. The FPGA resource used for this
block are summarized in Table 6.2. In the system under study the mapper is configured for QPSK and
a total number of 192 symbols.
6.3.2 Rayleigh Fading Channel
To emulate a Rayleigh fading transmission channel, a hardware model has been developed in the
Electronics Department of Telecom Bretagne which is used in this prototype. This generic channel
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Table 6.2 — Synthesis results of parametrized mapper block
FPGA Synthesis Results(Xilinx Virtex5 xc5vlx330)
Slice Registers 127 out of 207,360 (<1%)
Slice LUTs 130 out of 207,360 (<1%)
DSP48Es 0 out of 192(0%)
Frequency (f ) 336 MHz
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Figure 6.8 — Rayleigh Fading Channel Emulator
model can be used both in single antenna and MIMO channel emulation. For single antenna config-
uration the I/O interface of this channel model is shown in Fig.6.8. Besides clock and reset, channel
model takes modulated symbol x(I,Q) with its enable signal (showing its availability on input line)
and noise variance σ2w. y(I,Q) and fading coefficient ρ are the output of this module which are saved
in Rx. Symbol Memory and Fading Coeff. Memory respectively. The synthesis results of this channel
emulator are tabulated in Table 6.3.
Table 6.3 — Synthesis results of Rayleigh fading channel block
FPGA Synthesis Results(Xilinx Virtex5 xc5vlx330)
Slice Registers 4532 out of 207,360 (2%)
Slice LUTs 4406 out of 207,360 (2%)
DSP48Es 30 out of 192(15%)
Frequency (f ) 65 MHz
6.3.3 Receiver
The receiver part is comprised of DemASIP used for demapping function, combined architecture for
BICM deinterleaving and depuncturing, and finally multiple TurbASIP interconnected by means of
two unidirectional Butterfly NOC for turbo decoding.
6.3.3.1 DemASIP Integration
The DemASIP of Fig.5.6 is used in the receiver for demapping function. The ASIP is configured to
implement Gray mapped simplified expression (2.36) and (2.37) with no SSD and no turbo demodu-
lation context for the demapping of QPSK symbol. Using DemASIP, to demap a Gray coded QPSK
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modulated symbol, 4 clock cycles are required to generate two LLRs as given in 5.2. Hence a total of
768 clock cycles are required for the demapping of 192 symbols. Additional 16 cycles are required
for system configuration in the start of demapping and NOP instructions at the end of the demapping
process.
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6.3.3.2 BICM Deinterleaving and Depuncturing
After having LLRs at the output of DemASIP, the next step is to implement deinterleaving and
depuncturing function. To implement this function, one needs to first identify the bit (which can
be either source or parity) and then to identify the location of this LLR in the coded symbol block.
In case the LLR is related to source bit then it will go both to the memory of the decoder working in
natural domain and the memory of decoder working in interleaved domain (
∏
1). Hence for source
bits BICM deinterleaving (
∏−1
2 ) and (
∏
1) will be applied. In case of LLR related to parity, the LLR
will be stored in the memory attached to the ASIP which is either working in natural domain or the
one which is working in interleaved domain (not both).
To implement this, like other interleaving/deinterleaving functions, precomputed LUT stored in∏−1
2 +
∏
1 Mem. is used. Once LLR is available at the output, a header coming from
∏−1
2 Mem. is
attached with this LLR as shown in Fig. 6.9(a). This header contains first two bits reserved to identify
if the LLR is related to S0, S1, 1P0 or 2P0. Two addresses, adr N and adr I, are provided in next
two fields of the header. The first one contains the memory address for the input data memory of
the decoder working in natural domain whereas the other is for the memory related to the decoder
working in
∏
1 domain. In case the LLR is related to the parity of the first encoder, only adr N will
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be valid and vice versa for the LLR related to the second encoder working in
∏
1 domain as shown in
Fig.6.9(b).
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Figure 6.10 — Multi-ASIP and Butterfly NoC architecture for turbo decoding
6.3.3.3 multi-ASIP and NoC Based Turbo Decoder
Initially, the TurbASIP presented in Fig.3.7 is designed to take 4-bit LLR to support BPSK. To make
this ASIP capable to support 256-QAM, the input interface of the ASIP is modified to handle the
8-bit LLR generated by the demapper. Consequently the datapath is proportionally increased to sup-
port increased input data quantization. A turbo decoding platform composed of 4 TurbASIP and 2
unidirectional Butterfly NoC, shown in Fig.6.10, is automatically generated using the Auto Genera-
tion Tool presented in the thesis work of [43]. In this platform, each ASIP takes 7 cycles to produce
extrinsic information (or hard decision) related to 2 double binary code symbols per iteration (i.e. 3.5
clock cycles per symbol per iteration). With 24-byte source, there are 96 double binary coded symbols
equally divided in 2 sub-blocks, i.e 48 symbol for each ASIP on each side of the turbo decoder. Hence
one shuffled iteration takes around 176 cycles (3.5*48 = 168 cycles for BCJR processing + 8 cycles
for state metric exchange). As far as the area of this architecture is concerned, the FPGA synthesis
results of 4-ASIPs and Butterfly NoC are shown in Table.6.4.
Table 6.4 — Synthesis results of multi-ASIP and NoC based turbo decoder
FPGA Synthesis Results(Xilinx Virtex5 xc5vlx330)
Slice Registers 18094 out of 207,360 (8%)
Slice LUTs 59784 out of 207,360 (28%)
DSP48Es 0 out of 192(0%)
Frequency (f ) 163 MHz
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6.3.4 Performance Results
Using the components stated above, the complete block diagram of the communication system is
shown Fig.6.11. In the implemented prototype the components of the communication system work in
sequence, i.e after source generation and encoding, encoder saves data in output memories. Mapper
reads output memory of encoder bit by bit, after applying
∏
2, to construct the modulated or mapped
symbols. Each mapped symbol passes through the channel emulator and resultant symbols y and
fading coefficients ρ are saved in input memories of the demapper. LLRs of each symbol y are copied
into input memories of the decoders after applying
∏−1
2 and
∏
1 on the fly. After the memory filling,
the multi-ASIP and NoC based turbo decoder architecture execute 10 shuffled iterations to produce the
decoded bits. It is worth mentioning that in first shuffled iteration, the decoders only use channel data
(no extrinsic information). This is due to the fact that with a new frame under process, the extrinsic
information memories hold the extrinsic data produced in the last iteration of the previous frame and
thus can not be used. The comparison on the source bits and decoded bits is performed to see if the
frame is correct or erroneous. The complete FPGA synthesis results of the communication system
having a heterogeneous multi-ASIP platform receiver with a parallel turbo decoder are presented
in Table6.5. The decoder takes 1760 cycles to decode a frame in 10 iterations. Hence, it gives a
Table 6.5 — Synthesis results of the first multi-ASIP prototype: parallel turbo decoder
FPGA Synthesis Results(Xilinx Virtex5 xc5vlx330)
Slice Registers 24877 out of 207,360 (11%)
Slice LUTs 64469 out of 207,360 (31%)
DSP48Es 36 out of 192(18%)
Frequency (f ) 65 MHz
throughput of 7 Mbps at a frequency of 65 MHz after 10 shuffled iterations. In fact the frequency of
65 MHz comes from the critical path of Rayleigh fading channel emulator. In practical systems one
needs to implement transmitter and receiver and in this case the critical path lies in turbo decoder unit.
Hence one can run the platform at 163 MHz which will result in a throughput of 17.55 Mbps after
10 shuffled decoding iterations. The acquired Frame Error Rate performance for 24-Byte source data
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transmitted at r = 0.5 and modulated on QPSK Gray mapped constellation is shown in Fig.6.12. It
has been verified that it matches the exact performance of the reference software model.
Figure 6.12 — FER performance obtained from the First multi-ASIP FPGA prototype implementing
turbo decoding
6.4 Second multi-ASIP Prototype: Parallel Turbo Demodulator and
Decoder
In this section we present the second multi-ASIP prototype realized to demonstrate parallel turbo
demodulation and decoding. To that end, the SSD is added on the transmitter whereas on the receiver
side a feed back is required in the demapper from the decoder. These all changes are shown in Fig.6.13
and will be illustrated in the following sub-sections.
6.4.1 Transmitter
On the transmitter side, to implement SSD two changes are implemented in transmitter: constellation
rotation and delay d between I and Q components of symbol x. First of all contents of xI and xQ
LUTs (Fig.6.7) are changed for a QPSK constellation rotated at angle α = 22.5◦ and last bit of the
parameters (MAP STYLE) of soft mapper is set for non-Gray configuration. To implement d = 1,
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193 symbols are transmitted in place of 192 symbol where the last symbol is dummy. A delay register
is added for xQ, which makes xQ = 0 for the first symbol and xI = 0 for the last symbol. These
symbols pass through the channel and a total of 193 y and ρ are saved in demapper input memories.
6.4.2 Receiver
Multiple changes are made on the receiver side and will be detailed in this sub-section.
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6.4.2.1 Multi-ASIP Architecture for Parallel soft demapping
Two changes are made in the demapper part of the receiver. First of all, the configuration of the
DemASIP is changed to implement (2.34) expression for turbo demodulation context. Due to the
implementation of SSD in transmitter, the data in Rx. Symbol and Fading coeff. Memories will be
in an order shown in Fig.6.14. To input fading coefficient, one needs to read ρ0 (as ρt−d) and ρ1 (as
ρt) for first symbol y0(yIt−d, y
Q
t ). This is implemented by first reading ρ value at 0 address of Fading
Coeff. and saving it in ρt Register of DemASIP (Fig.5.6). Then with each input instruction, to demap
an ath symbol ya, contents of ρt Register goes to ρt−d Register, ρt Register is filled by reading ρ value
at address a+ 1 from Fading Coeff. Memory. Finally yIt−d and y
Q
t Registers are filled by reading two
banks of Rx. Symbol Memory at location a and a+ 1 respectively.
The other issue is the processing complexity related to the used demapping expression (2.34).
To implement this expression for QPSK, DemASIP takes 6 clock cycles to generate two LLRs as
given in Table5.2. With non-turbo demodulation context, demapping is performed once and takes 768
cycles using one demapper and decoding takes 1408 cycles for 8 iterations (176 cycles per iteration)
with 4 TurbASIPs. Hence to use DemASIP for complex expression and perform multiple demapping
iterations in parallel to shuffled turbo decoding iterations, more DemASIP are required to implement
shuffled turbo demodulation. One of the simple way is that if three ASIPs are used in parallel on dif-
ferent received symbols, implementing frame sub-blocking, one can achieve one LLR per clock cycle.
Similarly with 16-QAM one need 18 clock cycles to generate 4 LLRs. Hence four ASIP will produce
16 LLRS in 18 clock cycles. The issue related to this scheme is that if all ASIPs start simultaneously,
they will access the input data memories together and will produce output LLRs together.
In our case we have used a strategy which is shown in Fig.6.14. We have used 4 DemASIPs and
each DemASIP starts with a delay of two clock cycles. This is achieved by adding as many NOPs in
the start of the assembly code as much clock cycle delay is required. In this way the ASIPs access the
input memory at different instants of time with an offset representing start address of each sub-block.
At the output, with three ASIPs (the last one is switched off for the considered QPSK configuration),
the throughput for QPSK will be one LLR per clock cycle whereas for 16-QAM with 4 ASIPs it will
be 16 LLRs per 18 clock cycles (0.89 LLR/cycle). Hence, using three DemASIPs to demap block
of 192 QPSK symbols, 384 clock cycles per iteration will be required with no memory conflict at
decoder input memories. The combined synthesis results of the architecture presented in Fig.6.14 are
provided in Table 6.6. With achievable frequency of 171 MHz the throughput for implemented case
Table 6.6 — Synthesis results of the multi-ASIP architecture for parallel soft demapping
FPGA Synthesis Results(Xilinx Virtex5 xc5vlx330)
Slice Registers 6801 out of 207,360 (3%)
Slice LUTs 11244 out of 207,360 (5%)
DSP48Es 24 out of 192(12%)
Frequency (f ) 171 MHz
of QPSK is 171 MLLR/sec and for 16-QAM it will be 152 MLLR/sec.
6.4.2.2 Modified TurbASIP Architecture
The TurbASIP used in turbo decoding application is capable of generating extrinsic information to be
used inside the turbo decoder. To implement concepts of turbo demodulation and turbo equalization,
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extrinsic and a posteriori information on bits is required. To achieve this, the max. operators avail-
able in TurbASIP are reutilized to perform the maximum operations to generate LLRs for individual
systematic and parity bits. New instructions, related to these operations are added to the existing Tur-
bASIP instruction-set. Using these instructions, the assembly program is modified. With this modified
application program, 11 cycles are required to generate extrinsic related to the systematic bits of two
coded symbol for turbo decoders and extrinsic related to individual systematic and parity bits for the
demapper. With this new application program and for 24-byte source having 96 double binary coded
symbols equally divided in 2 TurbASIPs, i.e 48 for each TurbASIP on each side of turbo decoder,
one iteration takes around 272 cycles (5.5*48=264 cycles for BCJR processing + 8 cycles for state
metric exchange). The FPGA implementation results of 4 TurbASIPs and Butterfly NoC are shown
in Table.6.7.
Table 6.7 — Synthesis results of 4 modified TurbASIP and NoC based turbo decoder
FPGA Synthesis Results(Xilinx Virtex5 xc5vlx330)
Slice Registers 19709 out of 207,360 (9%)
Slice LUTs 63624 out of 207,360 (30%)
DSP48Es 0 out of 192(0%)
Frequency (f ) 135 MHz
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Figure 6.15 — Unidirectional Butterfly NoC between 4 TurbASIP and 4 DemASIP
6.4.2.3 Communication Network Between TurbASIPs and DemASIPs
As stated above, the TurbASIP produce LLRs related to systematic and parity bits. For a code rate
r = 0.5, LLRs related to source bits (So,S1) and parity bit (1P0) generated by TurbASIP 0 and
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TurbASIP 1 and parity bit (2P0) generated by TurbASIP 2 and TurbASIP 3 are sent to the demapper.
To achieve this, a header is added to each LLR. This header contains the interleaving information
related to perform
∏
2 interleaving in feed back path from decoder to demapper. A one way butterfly
network is added for the transportation of LLRs from decoder to demapper as shown in Fig.6.15. On
the demapper side each DemASIP has its own “Apriori Input Memory” which is divided into two
banks. One bank stores the LLRs with even
∏
2 index whereas the other store the odd index. Hence
“Apriori Input Memory” related to each DemASIP has two input data ports, each capable of storing
one LLR, whereas the read port enables the DemASIP to read two LLRs during INPUT instruction.
The synthesis results of the required communication network are summarized in Table 6.8.
Table 6.8 — Synthesis results of the unidirectional Butterfly NoC between decoder and demapper
FPGA Synthesis Results (Xilinx Virtex5 xc5vlx330)
Slice Registers 1860 out of 207,360 (<1%)
Slice LUTs 1289 out of 207,360 (<1%)
DSP48Es 0 out of 192(0%)
Frequency (f ) 265 MHz
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Figure 6.16 — Turbo Coded with SSD Transmission Implementation Diagram
6.4.3 Performance Results
With the proposed changes the new implementation with shuffled turbo demodulation is shown in
Fig.6.16. After the serial execution of transmitter components and transmission of data from the
channel, data is stored in the input memories of of the DemASIPs. The DemASIPs generates LLRs
which after deinterleaving (
∏−1
2 ) and depuncturing with (
∏
1) are saved to the input memories of
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parallel turbo decoder. After this step, DemASIPs stop and TurbASIPs start working for 10 shuffled
iterations where during the first iteration, the decoders only use the LLRs generated by demapper.
Once “Apriori Info. Memories ” of DemASIPs are filled after the first shuffled iteration of turbo
decoding, DemASIPs start working again in turbo demodulation context. The reason of stopping
DemASIPs during first shuffled iteration of turbo decoding is again that, during this time “Apriori
Info. Memories ” contain data related to the last shuffled demodulation iteration of previous processed
frame.
The complete FPGA synthesis results of the communication system integrating a heterogeneous
multi-ASIP platform receiver implementing turbo demodulation and decoding are shown in Table6.9.
As stated above, the parallel DemASIPs architecture takes 384 clock cycles to process the frame
Table 6.9 — Synthesis results of the second multi-ASIP prototype: parallel turbo demodulator and
decoder
FPGA Synthesis Results(Xilinx Virtex5 xc5vlx330)
Slice Registers 33525 out of 207,360 (16%)
Slice LUTs 78016 out of 207,360 (37%)
DSP48Es 54 out of 192(28%)
Frequency (f ) 65 MHz
whereas the parallel TurbASIPs architecture takes 272 cycles for the same frame. Hence during shuf-
fled turbo demodulation process there will be 9 shuffled turbo decoding iterations and almost 6.3
shuffled turbo demodulation iterations. The total number of cycles required to process a frame of 24
byte source data will be 3104 (384 + 272 × 10) which will result in a throughput of 4 MBits/sec
at 65 MHz clock frequency. But again this 65 MHz is due to channel’s critical path. However, the
critical path of this receiver lies in the modified TurbASIP architecture and enables a maximum clock
frequency of 135 MHz. With this frequency the throughput of the receiver will be 8.3 MBits/sec. The
acquired Frame Error Rate performance for 24-Byte source data transmission at r = 0.5 and modu-
lated on QPSK rotated constellation with SSD is shown in Fig.6.17. The results shown a gain of 0.5
dB with the inclusion of SSD in transmitter and turbo demodulation in receiver as compared to the
FER results of turbo decoding presented in Fig.6.12.
6.5 Third multi-ASIP Prototype: Parallel Unified Turbo Receiver
In this section we present the first multi-ASIP prototype realized to demonstrate parallel turbo decod-
ing.
By adding the concept of turbo equalization to the second multi-ASIP prototype presented above,
we conclude with this third heterogeneous multi-ASIP prototype which can implement all three con-
cepts of turbo decoding, demodulation and equalization. The complete block diagram is shown in
Fig.6.18. STC of 2×2 MIMO SM is added on the transmitter side whereas MIMO MMSE-IC ASIP
equalizer and soft mapper is added in the receiver.
6.5.1 Transmitter
On transmitter side, SSD is removed and 2×2 MIMO SM is added. It is done in a way that when
two symbols are produced by the mapper, the two symbols with a flag of vector ready is given at the
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Figure 6.17 — FER Obtained from the second multi-ASIP Prototype implementing turbo demodula-
tion and decoding
output of the transmitter.
6.5.2 MIMO Flat Block Rayleigh Fading Channel
For the prototyping of the MIMO system, the channel which is used in the previous two systems is
replaced with a MIMO channel. The inputs and outputs of this channel emulator is shown in Fig.6.19.
The channel model is configured for flat block Rayleigh Fading Channel, in which channel remains
constant for two transmitted vectors. The input to the channel are two symbols x1 and x2 having I
and Q components each composed of 8 bits. H REFRESH is toggled after each two received vectors
to have new values of channel matrix. The rest of the inputs i.e. σ2w, CLK, RESET and ENABLE are
same as described in previous channel model. The outputs on the channel are y1 and y2 having I
and Q components each having 12 bits. Four elements of channel matrix H are represented with h11,
h12, h21 and h22. The individual components of H is composed of I andQ components each having
12 bits. The output ready gives an indication to save the channel output in the input memories of the
equalizer. The FPGA resources of the channel emulator are summarized in Table 6.10.
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6.5.3 Receiver
On the receiver side, a MIMO equalizer and a soft mapper (Fig.6.18) is added to complete the path
for all possible loops in a complete turbo receiver.
6.5.3.1 MIMO equalizer
To perform MIMO equalization, one EquASIP of Fig.4.6 is integrated in the receiver. The application
program for this ASIP is written for 2×2 MIMO SM. For the application of a block fading channel
where channel is constant for two vectors, the throughput of the EquASIP is two estimated vectors
(x˜) and bias vector (g) i.e 4 x˜ symbols and associated bias g per 80 clock cycles. These output go in
the demapper for symbol to LLR conversion. A change is made in the contents of inv. Sigma LUT of
DemASIP (Fig. 5.6). This change is related to the explanation presented in subsection 2.3.2 where σ2w
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Table 6.10 — Synthesis results of MIMO Rayleigh fading channel block
FPGA Synthesis Results(Xilinx Virtex5 xc5vlx330)
Slice Registers 6036 out of 207,360 (2%)
Slice LUTs 6203 out of 207,360 (2%)
DSP48Es 96 out of 192(50%)
Frequency (f ) 65 MHz
is replaced with g(1−g)σ2x. Hence in MIMO case, the address line of LUT is g (not σ2w) and contents
of inv. Sigma LUT represent g(1 − g)σ2x. The TurbASIP’s program is also modified to generate a
posteriori LLRs for the soft mapper. During first iteration of equalizer the xˆ and σ2xˆ are zero whereas
MMSE-IC2 is implemented for the sake of simplicity where σ2xˆ = σ
2
x.
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Figure 6.20 — Soft mapper for QPSK Configuration
6.5.3.2 Soft Mapper
For the demonstration purpose a dedicated architecture of QPSK soft mapper is written in VHDL.
The architecture is simple as shown in Fig.6.20. The input to soft mapper comes from the APR
memory banks of Fig.6.15. The soft mapper reads 16 bits which contain two a posteriori LLRs of
8 bits. The LLR at even numbered address (LLR2n) constructs xˆI while the LLR at odd numbered
address (LLR2n+1) is involved in computing xˆQ. The both look up tables contain the values related
to following expression for soft mapping.
xˆn(I) = −tanhLLR2n2 and xˆn(Q) = −tanh
LLR2n+1
2
Using input LLRs, the components of xˆ are read from LUT and are saved in the xˆ Memory which is
read by EquASIP.
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6.5.4 Performance Results
With the proposed changes the new implementation with shuffled turbo equalization is shown in
Fig.6.21. After the serial execution of transmitter components and transmission of data from the
channel, data is stored in the input memories of EquASIPs. The EquASIP produces estimated sym-
bols x˜. One of the demapper in DemASIPs architecture generates LLRs which after deinterleaving
(
∏−1
2 ) and depuncturing with (
∏
1) are saved in input memories of the turbo decoder. After this step
EquASIP and DemASIPs architecture stops and TurbASIPs architecture works for 10 shuffled itera-
tions where during first iteration decoders only use LLRs generated by demapper. Once “Apriori Info.
Memories ” is filled after the first shuffled iteration of turbo decoding function, soft mapper produces
decoded symbols xˆ. Once all soft symbols are produced, soft mapper, EquASIP and DemASIPs ar-
chitecture starts to work again in turbo equalization context and hence system implements shuffled
turbo equalization. The reason of stopping soft mapper, EquASIP and DemASIPs architecture dur-
ing first shuffled iteration of turbo decoding architecture is again that, during this time “Apriori Info.
Memories ” contain data related to last shuffled equalization iteration of previous processed frame.
The complete FPGA synthesis results of the communication system integrating a heteroge-
neous multi-ASIP platform receiver implementing turbo equalization, demodulation and decoding
are shown in Table6.11. As stated above, one EquASIP takes 80 cycles to process two received vec-
tors (on average 40 cycles per vector). With a 24 bytes source transmitted at r = 0.5 using QPSK with
2×2 MIMO SM, there are 96 vectors to be processed. Hence, the total time for equalization process
is 3840. Since demapping can work in pipeline fashion, demapping runs in pipeline with equaliza-
tion. As stated before the turbo decoder architecture consumes 272 cycles per shuffled iteration (2720
cycles for 10 shuffled iterations). Hence during shuffled turbo equalization process there will be less
than one shuffled turbo equalization iteration. This provides no significant gain in turbo equalization
process.
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Figure 6.22 — FER Obtained from Third multi-ASIP Prototype implementing the unified turbo re-
ceiver
Table 6.11— Synthesis Results of the third multi-ASIP prototype: parallel turbo equalizer, demodulator
and decoder
FPGA Synthesis Results(Xilinx Virtex5 xc5vlx330)
Slice Registers 36751 out of 207,360 (17%)
Slice LUTs 88387 out of 207,360 (42%)
DSP48Es 132 out of 192(68%)
Frequency (f ) 65 MHz
The total number of cycles required to process a frame of 24 byte source data will be 6560
(3840 + 2720) which will result in a throughput of 1.9 MBits/sec at 65 MHz clock frequency. But
again this 65 MHz is due to channel’s critical path. However, if we only consider the critical path of
the receiver, it lies in EquASIP i.e 130 MHz. With this frequency the throughput of the receiver will be
3.8 MBits/sec. The acquired Frame Error Rate performance for 24-Byte source data transmitted at r =
0.5, using QPSK modulation and 2×2 MIMO SM is shown in Fig.6.22. Since sub-block parallelism
in equalization is simple hence, with the addition of three more EquASIPs the first equalization time
will reduce to 960 cycles and hence total cycles required will be 3680. This will result in a throughput
of 6.75 MBits/sec and more shuffled turbo equalization iterations.
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With more EquASIPs one can see the effect of more equalization iteration in the shape of FER
performance improvement. The detailed diagram of unified turbo receiver with 4 instances of each of
EquASIP, DemASIP and TurbASIP with 3 Butterfly based NoCs is shown in Fig.6.23.
Figure 6.24 — FER Obtained from Third multi-ASIP FPGA Prototype Implementing Shuffled Turbo
Equalization with Perfect a priori to Equalizer
Due to shortage of time, required for the integration of more EquASIPs, an indirect approach
is used to validate the platform. In the adopted approach the perfect information is provided to the
equalizer and in Fig.6.24 one can see a gain of almost 1.5 dB which validates the EquASIP in iterative
equalization context.
6.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, original heterogeneous multi-ASIP prototypes are proposed towards the design of a
unified iterative receiver. These prototypes demonstrate the efficient exploitation of the second level
of parallelism available in turbo equalization, demodulation and decoding applications, introduced in
chapter 2 as Component Level Parallelism. The first level of parallelism (Metric or Symbol Estimation
Level Parallelism) has been efficiently exploited inside each one of the individual proposed ASIPs as
explained in Chapters 4 and 5.
The chapter has started by illustrating the design, validation and prototyping flow for individual
ASIPs. These ASIP are initially described in LISA ADL and then went through the processes of
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VHDL generation and FPGA validation. Once having these ASIPs validated on FPGA, a step by step
integration process is described. The system started with shuffled turbo decoding through the first
multi-ASIP prototype. SSD on transmitter and turbo demodulation on receiver side is then demon-
strated by means of a second multi-ASIP prototype. With the implementation of of turbo demodu-
lation flexibility of DemASIP is demonstrated by using it in iterative context. In addition, the NoC
solution is adopted to feedback the interleaved information from decoder to demapper. Finally a third
heterogeneous multi-ASIP architecture is presented as a unified iterative receiver which integrates
parallel turbo demodulation, equalization and decoding. These final FPGA prototype implements
flexible transmitter, channel emulator and a turbo receiver made up of 9 ASIP of three different types
and 3 NoC instances using Butterfly topology. With each prototype the results of synthesis and FER
results, for different system configurations, acquired from FPGA platform are presented and verified
to match the exact performance of the corresponding reference software model.
Conclusion and perspectives
THE work accomplished in this PhD thesis considers flexibility and throughput requirements offuture wireless standards in a context where turbo processing is applied in the receiver to attain
error rate performance close to theoretical limits.
Firstly, throughput and flexibility parameters associated to different functional blocks of the trans-
mitter have been extracted from multiple emerging wireless communication standards. In the presence
of techniques such as turbo codes, SSD and MIMO on the transmitter side, there is an encouragement
for iterative processing implementation in the receiver to target error rate performance issue. Hence,
at the end of chapter 1, a scheme for a unified turbo receiver is proposed.
As high throughput and serial iterative processing are contrary to each other, a parallelism study is
conducted on turbo demodulation and turbo equalization at different levels by inheriting the available
results of parallel turbo decoding. Based on the study about the first two parallelism levels (met-
ric/symbol generation level and component level), simulation results are presented to quantify the
effects of parallelism implementation.
While targeting efficient hardware implementation, the ASIP approach is adopted to exploit the
first parallelism level and to achieve the required tradeoff between flexibility and performance. In this
context two original Soft-In Soft-Out ASIP architectures have been proposed and designed, namely
EquASIP and DemASIP. EquASIP has been presented as the first flexible ASIP implementing an
MMSE-IC linear equalizer for turbo equalization application. Analysis and simulation of mathemat-
ical equations involved in MMSE-IC LE allowed to identify potential complex-numbered operations
which lead to device the instruction set. The specific instructions for complex number arithmetic
enable to efficiently perform computations on variable sized complex numbered matrices which in
turn provide required flexibility in MMSE-IC and promote its reuse for other MMSE-based appli-
cations. EquASIP flexibility allows its reuse for each of Alamouti code, Golden code, 2×2, 3×3
or 4×4 spatially multiplexed turbo MIMO application with BPSK, QPSK, 16-QAM, and 64-QAM.
When targeting 90 nm technology, the proposed architecture enables a maximum throughput of 273
MSymbol/sec for 2×2, 148 MSymbol/sec for 3×3 and 168 MSymbol/sec for 4×4 MIMO systems.
The second proposed ASIP architecture, DemASIP, constitutes the first flexible ASIP implement-
ing a universal demapper for multi wireless communications standards. Following a first step of LLR
computational expressions analysis and identification of flexibility parameters and common operators,
a specialized instruction set has been designed. The architecture proposed addresses all the complex-
ity levels associated with demapping functionality through the arrangement of certain LUTs and the
Euclidean Unit which allows its reuse both in an iterative and a non-iterative context and provides
support for BPSK to 256-QAM constellation for any mapping style used. The specialized instruction
set provides ability to generate the required LLRs for different system configurations. When targeting
90 nm technology, the proposed architecture enables a maximum throughput of 358 Mega LLRs per
second for 16-QAM Gray mapped constellation.
The two proposed ASIPs have been also validated by means of an FPGA prototype using a logic
emulation board (DN9000K10PCI) integrating Xilinx Virtex 5 devices. The adopted design, valida-
tion and prototyping flow, using Processor Designer Framework from CoWare Inc., has been detailed.
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These ASIPs are initially described in LISA ADL and then went through the processes of VHDL gen-
eration and on-board FPGA validation.
Exploiting the second level of parallelism (Component Level Parallelism) in turbo equalization,
demodulation and decoding is then done through the proposal of original heterogeneous multi-ASIP
prototypes towards the design of a unified iterative receiver. To that end, three incremental complexity
multi-ASIP prototypes have been realized. The first one demonstrates parallel turbo decoding, the sec-
ond demonstrates parallel turbo demodulation and decoding and the third one demonstrates parallel
turbo demodulation, equalization and decoding. The proposed multi-ASIP architectures demonstrate
the efficient exploitation of sub-blocking and shuffled techniques of the second level of parallelism.
For all of these three multi-ASIP prototypes, hardware implementation of functional blocks of trans-
mitter, channel and receiver were described. The final (third) FPGA prototype implements flexible
transmitter, channel emulator and a unified turbo receiver made up of 9 ASIPs of three different types
and 3 NoC instances using Butterfly topology. For all realized prototypes, the results of synthesis and
FER results, for different system configurations, acquired from FPGA platform were also presented
and verified to match the exact performance of the corresponding reference software model.
The presented original contributions demonstrate promising results using a heterogeneous multi-
ASIP and NoC based approach to implement flexible, yet efficient, unified iterative receiver.
Perspective
Regarding work perspectives, for the short term, as memory look up tables are used for interleav-
ing/deinterleaving functions, it would be interesting to investigate their replacement with a flexible
hardware implementing the mathematical expression for interleaving/deinterleaving functions. This
will give two benefits in the shape of reduced memory use and relative high reconfiguration speed.
For the long/mean term work perspective, the low-power requirement should be considered as
another optimizing design dimension to the multi-ASIP NoC solution for wireless communications
applications. As in the second level parallelism implementation, the required processing power can be
achieved by switching on the required number of ASIPs, the proposed architecture provides a natural
power management scheme at this level. However, inside each ASIP a room is still available to apply
power reduction techniques. By inheriting the relevant low-power design techniques from already
established low-power implementation schemes for programmable architectures, the conceived ASIPs
can be optimized for power consumption. Furthermore, in this thesis work an attempt is made to
provide maximum flexibility within the two designed ASIPs for demapping and equalization. This
upper bound for flexibility implies similar bound for power consumption. Hence by examining the
exact required flexibility for a particular system a tradeoff can be achieved between flexibility and
power demands.
Since a unified architecture of turbo receiver is now available, the other possible direction is the
study of overall optimality of the architecture under different channel conditions. This includes the
study of stopping criteria of different processing units according to considered channel conditions to
reach the required error rate performance. With the information of such criteria, the receiver can be
further optimized for energy consumption.
Finally, other flexible functional blocks can be conceived to complete the baseband part of the
receiver. These flexible blocks are required to perform functions such as synchronization, OFDM
interfacing and channel estimation.
Glossary
3GPP 3rd Generation Partnership Project
ACS Addition Comparaison Selection
ADL Architectural Description Language
ASIC Application Specific Integrated Circuit
ASIP Application Specific Instruction-set Processor
AWGN Additive White Gaussian Noise
BCJR Bahl-Cock-Jelinek-Raviv
BICM Bit Interleaved Coded Modulation
BPSK Binary Phase Shift Keying
CAD Computer Aided Design
CAU Complex Arithmetic Unit
CCASM Combined Complex Adder Subtracter Multiplier
CORDIC Coordinate Rotation Digital Computer
DE-LST Diagonal Encoding - Layered Space Time
DVB-RCS Digital Video Broadcasting Return Channel Satellite
DVB-T Digital Video Broadcasting Terrestrial
DSP Digital Signal Processor
ECC Error Control Coding
EU Euclidean Unit
FER Frame Error Rate
FIFO First In First Out
FPGA Field Programmable Gate Array
FSK Frequency Shift Keying
HDL Hardware Description Language
HE-LST Horizontal Encoding - Layered Space Time
ID Iterative Demapping
ISI Inter Symbol Interference
LDPC Low-Density Parity-Check
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LLR Log Likelihood Ratio
LTE Log Term Evolution
LUT Look Up Table
MAP Maximum A Posteriori
MIMO Multiple Input Multiple Output
ML Maximum Likelihood
MMSE-IC Minimum Mean Square Error-Interference Canceller
MPSoC Multiple Processor System on Chip
MRB Matrix Register Bank
NI Network Interface
NoC Network on Chip
OCP Open Core Protocol
OFDM Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing
PC Pre-coding
PCCC Parallel Concatenated Convolutional Codes
PCI Peripheral Component Interconnect
PE Processing Element
PSK Phase Shift Keying
QAM Quadrature Amplitude Modulation
QPSK Quadrature Phase Shift Keying
RAM Random Access Memory
RISC Reduced Instruction Set Computer
RTL Register Transfert Level
SCCC Serially Concatenated Convolutional Codes
SD Sphere Decoding
SGR Standard Givens Rotation
SISD Soft In Soft Out
SM Spatial Multiplexing
SNR Signal to Noise Ratio
SRD Software Defined Radio
SoC System on Chip
SOVA Soft Output Viterbi Algorithm
SSD Signal Space Diversity
STBC Space Time Block Code
STC Space Time Code
STTC Space Time Trellis Code
UMTS Universal Mobile Telecommunications System
USB Universal Serial Bus
VCI Virtual Component Interface
HE-LST Vertival Encoding - Layered Space Time
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